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ANALYSIS OF INDEX.

Alphabetical and Classified LIST of the Principal Headings in this Index, with the Pages at which they 
will respectively be found.

page. PAGE.

ABOLITION of weirs - - - - 1 Bandon River - • - - 7
Supply of salmon - - - - • 59 Poaching, II. 2 - - * 49

Acts of Parliament: Bann, Lower, River - - - 7
1. Generally - - • - — “ i Eelfisheries - - - - 21
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the Irish fisheries - - - i Barrow River - w 7
Angling - - - — - 5 Illegal obstructions - -

/
32

Assessment - - - — — 5 Waterford. estuary - - - 62
Ballisadore River - — - - M * 6
Close season - - - 10 Belfast ------ - • • 7
Commissioners of fisheries - - — — n Blackwater River - • 7
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/Q
Fishery laws - - - - - 27 Close season, 2 - - -

y10
Landowners - • - - • — 33 Cotmen - - - - 12
Poaching, I. - - - - • 48 Devonshire, Duke of - - 18
Poisoning fish - - - — • 50 Jones, Colonel - - - * S2
Police - - - - - 50 Lismore weir - - - - 35Queen! s gaps - 
Rights, Private

- - - - - 52 Navigation, II. 1 - - - • 45- - - • 53 Poaching, II. 3 - - - 49Rights, Public - - - - 53 Prosecutions, 3 - - a.
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-
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-
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48
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Bow nets - - - - -
Draught nets - c.
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Ballina fishery
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Boyne River -
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- - - 9
20
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Spur walls

• - - -
49
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• - • a
57
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Breeding grounds - 

Spawning beds -
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56
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49 Bundrowes River - - 9
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Ballyshannon River 51 Bye laws - - *
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Draught nets - - 6 Bandon River * * 11
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Landowners - 21 Dublin Bay - - - • 53- 33 Regulation of fisheries
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Stake weirs, 2 
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INDEX.

[A7.B.—In this Index the Figures following the Names of the Witnesses refer to the Questions of 
the Evidence, and those following App. to the Page of the Appendix.]

A.

ABOLITION OF WEIRS. Letter from Mr. Patrick Magee, dated 15 May 1849, on 
the importance of a Bill being passed to abolish all weirs, Talbot 7228.

Sec also Supply of Salmon.
Acts of Parliament :

1. Generally.
2. Injurious Effect of the Act of 1842 on the Irish Fisheries.

1. Generally:
As the law formerly stood, by common law and by statute law, there could be no right 

in any individual, either on the ground of a grant* from the Crown, subsequent to the 
reign of Henry the 2d, or on the ground of having land adjoining a navigable river, 
to set up any claim to several or exclusive fishery in the river, M* Mahon 42-----
And any weirs or obstructions set up in the river under either of those pretences would 
be nuisances, and abateable at common law; there were several statutes then in force, 
lb.----- The great charter is the first of these statutes, 2^.43,44------It has been objected
that Magna Chana being a local Act, in this particular could not extend 10 Ireland; 
answer to this objection, ib. 45—72.

Confused mass of legislation which at present exists for the regulation of fisheries; 
the definitions confuse the subject, Alcock 6907----- Necessity for the repeal of the whole
code of fishery laws, and their reconstruction, ib. 6908, 6909----- Statement of witness's
objections to the present fishery law,i6. 6910 et seq.

2. Injurious Effect of the Act of 1842 on the Irish Fisheries:
There was no difference before 1842 between the English law and the Irish law of 

fisheries, AF Mahon 11-20----- A great many Acts of Parliament have been from time
to time passed bv the Irish Parliament for the regulation of fisheries, ib. 34----- All these
Acts were repealed by the Act of 5 & 6 Viet. c. 106, ib. 35-38----- General view of the
state of the law relating to Irish fisheries at the period when the 5 & 6 Victoria passed, 
ib. 39 et seq.----- The recent Acts of Parliament, the one passed in 1842 and the others
since, have not on the whole been materially beneficial to the fisheries in Ireland, ib.

Up to the Act of 1842 the fisheries of the Foyle and Bann increased, and their value 
increased materially, Little 6246, 6247----- Since that period they have in every instance
decreased ; witness attributes this decrease entirely to the Act of 1842, ib. 6248, 6249 
----- Opinion that the last Act of Parliament for the regulation of the Irish fisheries 
was framed upon a new principle altogether, Alcock 694$ Statement or the various 
repealed Acts passed for the regulation and preservation of the Irish salmon fisheries ; 
many of the causes which led to the passing of those Acts still exist, ib. 6990----- It is
very desirable in all legislation that the intention of the Legislature should be clearly 
expressed, to prevent confusion as to the construction to be put upon it, especially as to 
the rights of fishing, ib. 7058-7061.

See also Angling. Assessment. Ballisadore River. Close Season. Com
missioners oj Fisheries. Destruction oj Fish. Fishery Laws. Landowners. 
Poaching, 1. Police. Queen’s Gaps. Rights, Private. Rights, Public, 
Scotch Fishery Acts. Stake Weirs, 2. 4. Titles to Fisheries. Weirs, 2.

Adri°'ole River. Definition of the mouth of the river Adrigole in the county of Cork, by the 
Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, App. 126.

Affrays. Affrays have taken place between the fishermen and weir owners, particularly on 
the Suir; the last of these was about a year and a half ago, Sir J. Dombrain 1882- 
1885. 1887-1891-1—!701' a great many years tumultsand affrays have existed between 
the cotmen and the owners of fixed engines; the cotmen have been for many years in 
ibe habit of attacking these Scotch weirs, and prostrating them, Lord Glen«aU «iao

°-4°- B ----- Collisions
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Report, 1849—continued.

Affrays—continued.
----- Collisions have occurred at the weir at Lismore in consequence of the existence of 
illegal obstructions, Lord Mountcashel 291.5----- Particulars relative to an assault com
mitted in 1823 by an armed party sent down the river by Lord Mountcashel ; they came 
down in the middle of the night, violently tore up the grates of the hatches, and carried 
them away, Currey 5379-5382.----- See also Riots. Stake Weirs, 2.

Alcock, Jolin Congreve. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Member of the Irish Bar; goes the 
Leinster circuit, 6822-6824-- Is well acquainted with the River Suir, 6825----- Evidence
generally relative to the case of the Duke of Devonshire v. Smyth, in the Court of 
Queen’s Bench, upon which the illegality of stake weirs was first solemnly determined, 
6826-6841----- Particulars as to the case of the Duke of Devonshire v. Hodnett, relative
to the erection of a stake weir, 6827-6831----- Title of the Duke of Devonshire for the
erection of weirs, derived from King James, 6827-6829----- Co-operation of the upper
proprietors will] the cotmen to effect the removal of the stake weirs and fixed engines, 
with the view of stocking their preserves in the upper river, 6841.

Statement of various cases in which witness has held briefs on the part of the Crown 
in prosecutions against stake weirs on the Wexford side of the River Suir, 6842-686] 
----- Indictments preferred against all the stake weirs in the River Suir after the decision 
of the case of the Duke of Devonshire v. Smyth, 6844-6846----- Valuable fisheries on
the Wexford side of the River Suit belonging to Lord Templemore; reference to his 
title by patent, 6851-6854. 6866----- Opinion that Lord Templemore’s weir at Dun
cannon is not an illegal weir, as it does not in any way impede the navigation of the river 
6862-6866-----Evidence generally relative to the prosecutions against stake weirs on the
Waterford side of the River Suir, 6867-6871----- Lengthened examination relative to the
undisputed possession and workingof a stake weir for twenty years making it an established 
weir within the meaning of the Act, and thus making it a legal weir, 6872-6893.

Particulars relative to the prosecution of The Queen v. Power against a stake weir, 
and special verdict taken in this case, the weir having been established more than twenty 
years, 6S77-6883----- Evidence relative to the prosecution against Arthur O’Neill for
maintaining a stake or Scotch weir in the River Suir, and writ of error obtained in this 
case, 6885-6897----- Use of cot-nets above Waterford Bridge; description of these nets,
and manner in which they are used, 6885-6887----- Use of drift-nets in the River Suir
below Passage; mode of fishing practised with drift-nets, 6889----- Seines are not used
in the River Suir; attempt made to use seines in the river, and failure thereof, ib.

Powers given to the Commissioners of Fisheries, under the 8 & 9 Viet., to try indict
ments against illegal weirs, 6898-6904----- The magistrates were a much more com
petent tribunal to try cases than the Commissioners, 6902----- In the case of the pro
secutions against the stake weirs on the Waterford side of the River Suir, they were 
defended as protected under the 23d section of the Fishery Act as established weirs, 
6904,6905- Considerable doubts to which the word “ established ” in the Fishery 
Act as relating to weirs has given rise; it is not a legal term, 6906.

Confused mass of legislation at present existing for the regulation of fisheries; the 
definitions confuse the subject, 6907----- Necessity for the repeal of the whole code of
fishery laws, and their reconstruction; reasons for this opinion, 6908,6909----- State
ment of witness’s objections to the present fishery law, 6910 et seq.----- Opinion in favour
of the use of fixed engines for the capture of fish, under certain restrictions; statement 
of the restrictions proposed, 6910-6920 No obstruction is caused to the’ passage of 
the fish by weirs; the weirs do not stop them, 6913 There is less poaching‘with 
respect to weirs than in any other kind of fishing, 6914----- In the upper rivers the laws
of the close season are not observed at all, ib.------Objections entertained by witness
to weirs above the tideway, as the Cruive Dam Weir, 6916.

Advantage of having a Queen’s gap in all weirs, 6918----- Evidence generally relative
to the navigation of the port of Waterford ; it is under the conservancy of the corpo
ration, 6921-6926----- Slake weirs are not at all injurious to the navigation of the rivers*
they are considered by some masters of vessels as beneficial, in pointing out the shoals 
and channels of the rivers, 6926-6940----- It is desirable that restrictions should be
placed on the use of stake weirs, with a view of encouraging the breed of fish, and also 
encouraging the proprietors of the upper rivers to protect the preserves, 6941___ -
Opinion that the last Act of Parliament for the regulation of the Irish fisheries was 
framed upon a new principle altogether, 6942----- Embarrassed state of the officers of
the Crown as to prosecutions, proceedings being taken sometimes against the weirs and 
sometimes against the cotmen, ib.----- Correspondence between the Mayors of Watei-
iord and Mr. Drummond and Mr. Lucas, respecting the salmon weirs on the Rivers Suir 
and Barrow, ib.

[Second Examination.]—Further evidence relative to the prosecutions against Mr. 
O’Neill, 6943---- -Delivers in copies of the indictments now pending agams 1.
O’Neill, one found in the summer assizes of 1847, and the other at the °
1848, <6.—— Number of indictments which have been preferred against Mr. iNcili at 

various
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Report, 1849— continued.

Alcock, John Congreve. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
various times, and result of the prosecutions, 6944-6955------Postponement of the trial
of the prosecutions against Mr. O’Neill by the Crown on several occasions, 6954 Qor- 
------Reference to the evidence of Mr. Ffennell that the magistrates refused io convict 
in the Waterford cases; this arose from the Marquis of Waterford’s case being tried 
first, and all the other cases being decided by that case, 6956-6959.

Detail of the proceedings taken relative to Lord Waterford’s weir at Passage, 6959- 
696!——Copy of the memorial of Lord Waterford and Mr. Dobbyn, praying for protec
tion of the weir at Passage against the acts of the cotmen, 6961----- Particulars relative
to the acts of the cotmen with reference to the weirs, and the course of proceedings 
which have been adopted with reference to them, ib.----- Riotous assembling of the
cotmen for the purpose of destroying the stake weirs in the Waterford rivers; witness 
imputes these proceedings to the instigation of Lord Glengall and Mr. Ffennell, 6961 — 
6973----- Prosecution of cotmen for the destruction of weirs in 1847 > defence set up by
the cotmen of the injurious effect of the weirs, 6974-6981.

Opinion that in all cases of indictment against weirs it is necessary to prove some 
particular injury to the fishery and the navigation, and that is a question for the jury in 
each case, 6982-6985----- Objection to the course adopted by Baron Pennefather in the
case of the Queen v. Power, when he directed the jury to find a verdict, 6985----- Parti
culars relative to the case of Frewin v. Orr, which was decided in January 1842 ; in 
which case it was laid down that iron weirs came within the prohibitory enactment of 
10 Charles 1; 6986-----Suggestion that in all Acts of Parliament involving questions
of general right in Ireland, which are administered by magistrates and the assistant 
barrister at quarter sessions on appeal, power should be given to either party to make a 
special case for the Court of Queen’s Bench, ib.

Great advantage which would result from determining questions of rights by special 
cases, 6986-6989----- Statement of the causes which exist upon the inland rivers preju
dicial to the salmon species, 6989, 6990. 7070----- The evils which existed at the time of
the passing of the Act 2 Geo. 1, c. 21, as to the destruction of salmon fry, are in full 
operation at the present time, 6990^----- Statement of the various repealed Acts passed
for the regulation and preservation of the Irish salmon fisheries; many of thecauses 
which led to the passing of those Acts still exist, ib.----- Creation of a close season in the
salmon fishery by the Act of 8 Geo. 1, c. 7; this is not observed, ib.----- The present
fishery law is extremely defective as to allowing the construction of mill-dams, without 
proper provision for allowing the migration of the fish, 6990—7011. 7070----- Particulars
relative to the mill-dam of Mr. Chamlee, at Graney, on the Blackwater, and obstruction 
caused thereby to the passage of the fish, 6990-6994.

By the Act of Parliament, all mill-dams are to be constructed with steps or ladders, to 
enable the fish to pass, and penalty for the neglect of this provision, 6996-7011 The 
works required to give a passage to the fish should be constructed at the expense of the 
mill-owners, 6996. 7078-7080----- Opinion that all the weirs and mill-dams not allowing
the passage of the fish are indictable at common law, 6998, 6999----- It is of the greatest
importance that the fish should have a free passage to the upper waters or breeding 
grounds when going up to spawn, 6999. 7010----- It would be an extremely dangerous
thing, in any legislation on the subject of the fisheries, to interfere with the milling 
interest, 7008.

Recommendation that the county surveyor or other officer be required to report to the 
Commissioners the state of the several rivers traversing the country, and where it should 
appear that works are necessary to allow the migration of the fish, they should be con
structed, 7011----- Destruction offish in the mill tail races, and how far possible to pre
vent it by the construction of a grating at the tails of races, 7012-7016----- Objections
to the present mode of fixing the open and close seasons for salmon fisheries, especially 
as to its uniformity, 7016-7022.

Great contrariety exists in some rivers between the close season as fixed by Act of 
Parliament, and the close season as fixed by the law of nature, 7019-7022------ The
principle of the close seasons, as fixed by Act of Parliament, is violated by extending 
the season for angling in the upper rivers, 7019----- The mode of fishing practised in
the Slaney, is entirely with seines, 7020----- Observations on the Fishery Act of 1842, as
to that Act declaring and conferring rights, rather with reference to the width of rivers, 
than to antecedent title, 7023----- Opinion that all persons living along the river, should
share in the bounty of nature, and have the right of fishing, 7O24----- The rights of
fishing should be greatly extended, and greater facilities given for the taking of fish, 
7024-7026.

Manner in which the rivers are to be protected incase the right of fishing is extended 
to so many paities, 7025, 7026 Ihe effect of weirs not going below low-water mark 
is to render them much less effective as fishing engines, and not so likely to interfere’ 
with the navigation ; witness considers it a fair line, 7027-7030----- There is no difficultv
in enforcing the weekly close season, against weirs not going below low-water mark 
7O3i-7°37-----The abolition of the stake wens, would grea^y diminish the supply of

°'4°’ “ 2 fish
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Report, 1849—continued.

Alcock, John Congreve. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
fish to the market, 7038------Difficulties attending the obtaining of a regular and good
supply of fish by drift-net fishing, 7038, 7039.

Objections to increasing the powers of the Commissioners of Fisheries ; witness con
siders the powers with which those commissioners are invested most unconstitutional, 
and would be unwilling that such a great mass of property should be subject to almost 
arbitrary control, 7040----- Opinion that the appointment of a new Commission, consisting
of persons properly qualified, would be beneficial, 7041, 7042----- Power possessed by the
Commissioners under the 18th section of the Act, for making further regulations and 
restrictions as to the fisheries; observations on this section, 7044—7053----- Observations
on the 19th section of the Fishery Act, which confers upon the occupier, with the consent 
of the landlord, the right of erecting for the first time, on the beach adjoining his land, 
a stake weir, 7°53~7°57 is quite clear therefore that the 19th section confers new 
rights, 7057.

Observations on the 23d and 24th sections of the Act; the risht of a party to protect 
himself under that 23d section, is where that part of the beaches unappropriated, 7057 
----- It is very desirable in all legislation that the intention of the Legislature should be 
clearly expressed to prevent confusion as to the construction to be put upon it, especially 
as to the rights of fishing, 7°58—7061 Construction which witness puts upon the 
23d section on the subject of established weirs, those which had been in existence for 
twenty years, 7058-7063----- Opinion upon the last Fishery Act with reference to the
taxing different engines used for fishing, 7066-7068.

The injury done to the salmon species in former times has been greatly increased by 
ihe construction of mill dams, without a provision for allowing the migration of fish 
7070----- Great difficulty in preventing poaching in the fisheries ; the laws for pre
serving any kind of game have never been observed in Ireland, 7070-___ Evidence
relative to the pamphlet circulated by Mr. Ffennell, containing a report of some pro
ceedings against a Mr. Ryan ; evil effects of this pamphlet, 70^1-7077___ Jn witness’s
suggestions relative to the free passage of the fish through weirs and mill dams, he has 
no intention 10 injure the private rights of millers, 7080.

Alcock, Mr. Letter from John Alcock, dated 7 July 1843, relative to illegal weirs in the 
River Suir, App. 50,51.

Allen, Robert. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Serjeant-at-Law; Member of the Oxford 
Circuit, 4807-- In 1836 and 1837 made tours, with a view of angling, of nearly all the
rivers from the south of Ireland, and also the Shannon, and up towards the north as far 
as the rivers of Connemara, 4808-4810-----Since 1842 restrictions have been set upto
fishing generally in that country, which seem to witness to be in the highest degree 
mischievous to the country in general, and certainly most unjust and oppressive to the 
people; nature of these restrictions, 4811—4829----- These restrictions apply both to the
open sea and to the rivers, to the tidal rivers and the other rivers which are not claimed, 
4830, 4831----- To whatever extent a navigable river goes, witness holds that it is a
common fishing for the inhabitants, 4831, 4832.

Since the Acts of 1842, although the common-law right of the public is where it was, 
such difficulties have been created by these Acts, that it would be impossible to enforce 
the public rights against these usurpations, these usurpations having in certain cases 
acquired the character of legal rights, 4833-4837----- No obstructions exist to fishing in
Scotland, except where an undoubted right exists; that is, where the land belongs to 
parties, and where the navigation of the river ceases, or where the tide ceases to flow 
4838-4847----- Supposing the Crown to be seised of a fishery, the Crown can well grant
that fishery to an individual, but witness holds that a certain distance from the shore 
into the sea cannot be in possession of the Crown, 4848-4854.

Witness’s view of the question of Irish fisheries is, that any inhabitant of Ireland 
would at common law have a prescriptive right to fish in all tidal waters with any 
instrument for taking fish that was not prohibited by Act of Parliament, 4855, 48’6 
——The Acts of 1842 and 1847 have (ended to establish at law, rights which, pre
viously to those Acts, were merely usurpations and claims that could not be maintained 
4857-4868----- A navigable river seems to witness to come under two heads * first,
there is the general right of fishing in the tideway, 4858----- This is a general right
which cannot be controverted, and any attempt to set up a peculiar right is\ usurpation 
and a fraud upon the inhabitants of the country, ib.----- Witness is also of opinion,
that as far as rivers are navigable, they are open to the public to fish, 4858-4868.

Provisions of the Act of 1842, which witness considers invasions of the common-law 
right of the public, 4869^5^.——Reasons for objecting to the 16th provision, as to tie 
registry of fishing vessels, 4869, 4870----- Objection to the 18th clause, as to t ie ng it
to erect weirs in a several fishery, 4871-4877----- Objections to clauses 1 o 23,
by which the proprietors and lessees of lands adjoining the sea coast are p crea 

certain things, such as erecting fixed nets where no several fishery exis s, 4878- 
4880 Objection to clause 24, by which “stake weirs, 8cc., erected 01 ten years 

or
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Report, 1849—continued.

Allen, Robert. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
or upwards, within the limits of a several fishery, are not to be deemed illegal,” 4880 
----- These clauses generally seem to be all restrictive against fishermen, ib.

The rights of the public and of individuals in certain rivers, such as the Severn and 
Wye, might have been established by Private Act, and the parties suffering would then 
have been entitled to compensation, 4881-4890---- To proceed by general legislation
for the purpose of settling private rights is most impolitic and unjust, 4891----- To take
from parties certain rights, or to take from persons property by Public Act without 
compensation, is a most monstrous and unprecedented thing, ib.----- How far, although
an Act of Parliament may appear to be a General or Public Act, it might be held in a 
court of justice to be, in point of effect and operation, a Private Act, and treated as such, 
4892-4895.

Further evidence, on clauses 18 and 19, and other clauses, empowering the erection of 
obstructions, even where no several fishery exists, 4896-4904----- Reference to clause 114,
being the interpretation clause, explaining the meaning of the words “several fishery,” 
49°5> 49°b----- Way in which the Act of 1848 appears to witness to be an Act altogether
against anglers, 4907-4920----- Evidence and suggestion generally on the subject of
establishing a river police for the protection of the'fish; parties by whom the expense 
should be paid, 4909-4920----- There is no doubt that mill races are very injurious to
fish; that is, where there is not an opportunity of a side entrance, which is generally- 
constructed, and where this is the case the iniurv to the fish is inconsiderable, 4920- 
4937-

Angling. It is very desirable to encourage angling in the rivers in Ireland, FfenneU 4293- 
4295--Witness made tours, with a view of angling, of nearly all the rivers, from the
South of Ireland, and also the Shannon, and up towards the north as far as the rivers of 
Connemara, Allen 4808—4810----- Since 1842 restrictions have been set up to fishing
generally in that country, which seems to witness to be in the highest degree mischievous 
to the country in general, certainly most unjust and oppressive to the people; nature of 
these restrictions, ib. 4811—4829-----These restrictions apply both to the open sea and to
the rivers, to the tidal rivers, and the other rivers which are not claimed, ib. 4830, 483!-

Way in which the Act of 1848 appears to witness to be an Act altogether against 
anglers, Allen 4907-4920----- A great number of strangers come to Lismore for the pur
pose of angling ; facilities afforded them for pursuing their pastime, Foley 6029-6033 
--- Evidence as to (he facilities afforded to regular anglers, Little Gj.1/3-64.75- 651 S— 

• 6521----- The principle of the close seasons, as fixed by Act of Parliament, is violated
by extending the season for angling in the upper rivers, Alcock 7019----- The proprietors
of salmon fisheries in Scotland do not permit parties to angle in their waters for salmon; 
the proprietor has the exclusive right of taking salmon, Right hon. A. Rutherfurd 7311— 
7314.-----See also Fishing Rods.

Annagassen (Louth). Report of J. Redmond Barry, on the definition of the mouth of the 
junction of the Glyde and Dee rivers at Annagassen, in the county of Louth, App. 
63-65.

Appeals. Evidence and suggestions on the subject of appeals from the decisions of the 
Commissioners, Coolie 4782-4796.-- See also Hoard of Management, 1.

Aragadeen River. Particulars relative to the fisheries in the Aragadeen River, in the Cork 
district, Ffennell 4622.

Arthurstown. Letter from Mr. Henry R. Paine to E. Lucas, Esq., dated 7 May 1844, 
respecting the disturbance by the cotmen in the neighbourhood of Arthurstown, 
App. 55.

Askerne Weir. Particulars relative to the fall of Askerne, Ffennell 4021—4025 Position 
of the weir at Askerne fall, with reference to the fall, 16.4026 Ibis weir is so pecu
liarly circumstanced, that it is difficult to say whether there is a Queen’s gap or not, ib. 
4027---Complaints on the subject of this fishery, on the ground of there being no
Queen’s gap, and on the ground that the weekly close season is not observed, have been 
received from proprietors of land on the banks of the upper portion of the Erne ; memo
rial sent to the Board of Works on this subject, and result, 26.4028-4067.

Assessment. The power of assessing the tax on engines, &c. should be vested in a Board 
of local conservators, or some local party, perhaps the Poor-law Commissioners, Ffennell 
3446-3452——The first alteration of the Act of'1848 wished for by the proprietors is as 
to the form of assessment; they wish to have it according to the Scotch system, under 
the Qtb of Geo. 4, Little 6379 et seg.

See also Police. Rating Fisheries. Scotch Fishery Acts.

Atkinson $ Little, Messrs Evidence relative to the seizure of nets belong to Messrs 
Atkinson & Little on the 24th July 1847,306 prosecution of those parties for illegal 
fishing in the close season, 43! 5-4328. 4339-4374- 4406, 4407-- Immediately
on the termination of the prosecutions against Mr. Atkinson and Mt Little for illegal 
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Report, 1849—continued.

Atkinson &, Little, Messrs.—continued.
fishing, the nets were put up again at the same spot; no further breach of the law was 
committed by them in fishing during the close season, Bennett 4375-4378. 4388, 4389 
----- The nets belonging to Mr. Atkinson and Mr. Little were seized when set in Ballycroy 
Bay, close to a place called Fahee, ib. 4379----- Messrs. Atkinson & Little were not in
the habit of fishing during the close season; they had never done so previous to the 
time when their nets were seized on 24 July 1847, ib. 4387----- Postponement of the
trial of the prosecution against Messrs. Atkinson & Little in consequence of Sir Richard 
O’Donnell and Captain Nugent, two of the magistrates, declining to act in the case, 
they being interested parties, ib. 4390-4402. 4408, 4409.----- See also Prosecutions, 3.

B.
Bag Nets. Opinion that bag nets are as great an impediment to boat navigation as stake 

weirs, Sir J. Dombrain 2019-2029-- Introduction of bag nets for Ashino- in the
estuary and tideway of the rivers of Cork by the proprietors of land, especially about 
Cove, Ffennell 4582-4584----- Frequency of complaints from the draught men of the
destruction of the fisheries by the introduction of the use of bag nets, ib. 4594-4596___
Particulars relative to the bag nets placed in the mouth of the Ballyshannon River in the 
Bay of Donegal, MGowan 7184-7190----- Opinion that the bag nets destroy an undue
quantity of fish, ib. 7192----- Report of Inspecting Commissioners of Fisheries, dated
4 April 1849, with correspondence on the subject of bag-net fishing, App. 167-17’5.

See also Bann, Lower, River. Mouths of Rivers. Poaching,!. Stake Weirs, 3.
Ballina District. Evidence relative to the fisheries of the Ballina district, Ffennell 

et seq.
Ballina Fishery. Number of men witness employs in protecting the fishery at Ballina on 

the Moy; amount at which the fishery is rated to the poor-law valuation, Little 6iq6- 
6138-- The fishery has very much fallen off since the Act of 1842 ; way in which this
Act has tended to increase poaching, ib. 6138-6160. 6205-6211----- Parties from whom
witness derives bis right to fish in the Moy, ib. 6161-6164----- The River Moy is fished
with draught nets and weirs, ib. 6165----- Nature and situation of the weir, ib. 6166-
6169----- There is not the slightest controversy about the weir at Ballina, 6170.

See also Poaching, II. 1. Queen’s Gaps. Spur Walls.
Ballinahinch Weir. There is a weir at Ballinahinch, just where the tide meets the river; 

there is no gap in this weir; the claimant of this weir is a Scotchman of the name of 
Robinson ; it is a solid erection, and effectually prevents the fish from ascending the 
river when the bars are down, Martin 2614-2625---There has been a gradual decrease
in the supply offish; witness attributes this decrease to the existence of this weir, ib. 
2626-2634----- When witness saw this weir two years ago; none of the provisions of the
Fishery Act were complied with, ib. 2643-2647.

Ballisadore River. In the Sligo district also, there is a very peculiar river, the Ballisadore 
River; particulars relative to an Act of Parliament in existence, conferring exclusive 
rights upon Mr. Cooper, connected with the fisheries of this river, Ffennell 4160-4170,

Ballycastle District. Evidence in detail relative to the salmon rivers in the Ballycastle 
district, Ffennell 3950-3981.

Ballycroy River. Ballycroy River, running down in Ballycroy Bay, is a fresh-water stream. 
Bennett 4381, 4382-- Particulars relative to the prosecutions instituted bv witness, in
respect of the River Ballycroy; how far witness himself has been prosecuted for illegal 
fishing in the Ballycroy, Little 6257-6342.----- See also Poaching, IL 1. Prosecut ions’, 3.

Ballyshannon District. Details relative 10 the salmon fisheries in the Ballyshannon district, 
Ffennell 4012 et seq.

Ballyshannon River. The fishery at Ballyshannon River is possessed by tenants of Colonel 
Conolly, the present tenants are Dr. Sheil’s family, MGowan 7098-7100---Particulars
relative to the situation of the salmon boxes on the Ballyshannon River, and position in 
which they are placed, 7101-7115----- Opinion that Dr. Sheil, the present tenant,fishes
the river with perfect fairness to the public, ib. 7116-7127----- Dr. Sheil’s salmon boxes
on the Ballyshannon River, are always removed during the close season, ib. 7123, 7124 
----- Great fluctuation with regard to the supply offish in the Ballyshannon River; the 
supply depends entirely on the weather; the salmon boxes do not affect it, ib. 7128-7158.

Erection of a salmon box at the high fall on the Ballyshannon River; this has been 
removed, M‘Gowan 7159-7162----- The right of fishing within the bar at the mouth of
the Ballyshannon River, is not claimed by any parties but the lessee, ib. 7191 ------
far there lias been any decrease in the supply offish in the Ballyshannon River of a<-e 
years ; the quantity taken is less now than formerly, ib. 7193-7196. 722O-72‘23

escription of the fall of the Ballyshannon River at "its junction with the salt wa er of 
tne Day, and the rising of the tides at the fall, ib. 7197-7201.

See also Draught Nels. Eel Fisheries. Landowners.
Bandon
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Bandon Mill Heir. Report of W. T. Mulvany, dated 24 July 1843, on the subject of 
the Bandon Mill Weir, App. 51, 52.

Bandon River. Particulars relative to the fishery in the River Bandon in the Cork dis
trict, Ffennell 4602-- Prosecution of parties for the erection of stake weirs in the
River Bandon, and conviction, they being found a nuisance to the navigation, ib.-----
Letter from Mr. William Longfield to Mr. J. C. Walker, dated 14 March 1849, com
plaining of the slate of the Bandon Weir, and the illegality of its construction, ib. 4602— 
460.5----- Letter from Mr. Henry R. Paine to R. Pennefather, Esq. dated 3 October 1843,
relative to illegal weirs on Bandon River, App. 55----- Bye-law prohibiting the use of
stoke-hauls, in the River Bandon and its tributaries, approved of by his Excellency the 
Lord Lieutenant in Council, ib. 119.----- See also Poaching, II. 2.

Bonn District. In the whole district above the Bann the rivers flowing into it are greatly 
injured by flax steeping; vast quantities of fish destroyed from this cause, Ffennell 4410.

Bann, Lower, River. There are a great many mill weirs upon the Lower Bann River; 
description of the fisheries in the Lower Bann, Ffennell 4410-- The principal fishery
carried on in the Lower Bann is by means of bag nets, ib. 4425-4431.

See also Eel Fisheries.
Bann, Upper, River. Great number of weirs existing upon the Upper Bann River, Ffennell 

4417-4420.
Bantry District. Evidence in detail relative to the fisheries in the Bantry district; great 

number of small rivers contained in this district, Ffennell 4582.
Barrow River. A survey of the River Barrow navigation was made by the Commis

sioners of Fisheries in 1844 or 1845; there is no report of it, Ffennell 3642-3644- 
3706-3712-- How far any change or modification in the existing weirs was recom
mended or suggested by them, ib. 3645-3651--Definition of the mouth of the River
Barrow in the county of Waterford, by the Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, App. 
122.-----See also Illegal Obstructions. Waterford Estuary.

Belfast. State of the fisheries and navigation from Lough Foyle to Belfast, Sir J. Dom- 
brain 1958 et seq.

Belleek Fall. Witness is well acquainted with the fall at Beileek; it is no obstruction to 
the passage of the fish; they go up the falls, AP Gowan 7215, 721$*

Bennett, William. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Commissioned boatmen in the coast-guard, 
stationed at Christchurch in Hampshire, 4310, 4311-- Was stationed on the west coast
of Ireland, at Tullahanin the county of Mayo, in 1847 >4312> 43L3----- Whilst stationed
on the coast of Ireland witness was engaged in the seizure and prosecution of parties 
engaged in illegal fishing, 4314----- Evidence relative to the seizure of nets belonging to
Messrs. Atkinson & Little on the 24th July 1847, and prosecution of those parties 
for illegal fishing in the close season, 4315-4328. 4339_4374- 44°$? 44°7~ Authority 
given to the coast-guard by Commissioner Ffennell to seize nets and bring parties to 
trial engaged in illegal fishing, 4329"4333-----The coast-guard cannot inteifeie with
parties fishing during the season provided they use legal nets for taking salmon, 4334» 
4335----- Issue of printed instructions from the coast guard in Dublin to the different
stations on the coast relative to their interference with parties fishing, 4336-4338.

Particulars relative to the period of the weekly close season for salmon fishing on the 
west coast of Ireland, 4355-436°- 4403-4405----- Immediately on the termination of the
prosecutions against Mr. Atkinson and Mr. Little for illegal fishing, the nets were put 
up again at the same spot; no further breach of the law was committed by them in 
fishing during the close season, 4375—4378. 4388, 4389---- -The nets belonging to Mr.
Atkinson and Mr. Little were seized when set in Ballycroy Bay, close to a place called 
Fahee, 4379----- Ballycroy River running down in Ballycroy Bay is a fresh-water stream,
4381,4382 Messrs. Atkinson and Little were not in the habit of fishing during the 
close season; they had never done so previous to the time when their nets were seized 
on 24 July 1847; 4387----- Postponement of the trial ol the prosecution against Messrs.
Atkinson Sc Little in consequence of Sir Richard O’Donnell and Captain Nugent, two of 
Lie magistrates, declining to act in the case, they being interested parties, 4390-4402. 
4408,4409.

Blackwater River. In the fresh-water portion of the Blackwater the salmon fishing may 
be said to be nearly extinct; there are no natural obstructions to the fish getting up 
above Lismore, but a great many artificial ones, Croker 412-422--The stock in the
tidal portions of the rivers has also considerably fallen off, ib. 423-428----- Great
obstructions existing in the tributaries to the Blackwater river from the number of 
weirs, Ffennell 4628-4630----- How far any of the parties who have fished in the River
Backwater, and have not been interfered with by the Duke of Devonshire, exercise their

olao y “ 01 “Ore’ S" K- ^raw 5639----- Witness’s fishery
B 4 extends
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Blackwater River—continued.
extends as low down as the bar, in fact as far as the Duke’s fishery extends, Foley 5971 
------There are other weirs entirely across the river, besides the one at Lismore, ib. 5986 
----- Definition of the mouth of the River Blackwater in Kenmare Bay, in the county of 
Kerry, by the Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, 21pp. 122.

See also Boatmen. Close Season, 2. Cotmen. Devonshire, Duke of. Lismore 
Weir. Navigation, II. 1. Poaching, II. 3. Prosecutions, 3. Prostration 
of Weirs. Stake Weirs, 1.2. Supply of Salmon. Water Bailiffs.

Board of Management :
1. Opinions in favour of the Appointment of a Distinct Board for the Ma

nagement of the Irish Fisheries ; Powers proposed to be given to them.
2. Objection to the Appointment of such Board.

1. Opinions in favour of the Appointment of a Distinct Board for the Management 
of the Irish Fisheries ; Powers proposed to be given to them :

Supposing a separate Board were created for the management of the fisheries in Ireland, 
it would be expedient to entrust such Board with similar powers for the removal of 
obstructions to the fisheries and navigation of Ireland as were exercised, and are still 
possessed by the Commissioners of Sewers in England in like cases, AI1 Mahon 326—340 
----- Opinion in favour of a distinct Board for the management of the fisheries of Ireland, 
such Board being armed with the necessary powers for abating illegal obstructions to 
the fisheries and navigation of Ireland, Croker 782-805. 845-853----- The best thing that
could be done would be to invest a Board, say the Fishery Commissioners, they beino- 
made a distinct Board, and separated from the Board of Works, with powers at once 
of a judicial and of a constabulary character, Ford Glengall 2215—2229.

Recommendation that there should be a distinct Board for the management of the 
fisheries, which is not the case at present to a great extent, there being now only two 
special Fishery Commissioners, Ffennell 3292, 3293----- A separation, a more distinct
thing in degree, but it would not be advisable to separate them entirely from the Board of 
Works, ib. 3293-3296----- With a good legal adviser, and a power of appeal, the Board
might be entrusted with a summary jurisdiction in cases where obstructions have been 
already declared illegal, and have been re-erected; and where there are new erections 
of obstructions that are decidedly, as a matter of fact, contrary to the law, ib. 3-97~335i« 
3361-3364----- Further reasons for forming the opinion that the enforcement of the Acts
of Parliament for the regulation of fisheries, and of the fi» iery aws in general, is a matter 
too important to be left to private individuals,^- 3453"3459-

How far it would be expedient that a Board or Court of Commissioners, with powers 
analogous to those of the’ Tithe Commission, should be created in Ireland, either in 
permanence or for a limited time, for the purpose o cairying in o execution the laws 
which regulate the Irish Fisheries, Cooke 4708-473*—" J he Powe,s of suCBta commis- 
Sion should be, in (he first instance, to decide upon a l obstructions^o he free fishery 
in the rivers and the free run of salmon tn all rivers, ib. 4733-4734 . 1 hey must hate

r i ’ i i di m tn do this ib. 4735----- But their decision should take,judicial powers to enable them to do inis, tu. 4/00
some authoritative form analogous, perhaps to that which we have ini the Tithe Com
missions and Inclosure Commissions, m England ; some durable form, rft.---- -Hits
temporary commission should be armed with power to declare, not only the rights 
of weir-owners to their particular weirs, but to declaie also the lights of the public to 
all parts of the river, whether covered with weirs or not, ib. 4766—4782.

2. Objection to the Appointment of such Board:
The objections to the establishment of the tribunal for the decision of all fishery 

cases, that is, the appointment of a Board of Commissioners, especially to hear and deter
mine all cases connected with the fisheries, are, that it would involve a great deal of 
expense and delay, Lord Mountcashel 2949-2951. 2955-2959.

See also Commissioners of Fisheries. Rights, Private. Scotch Fishery Acts.
Board of Works. The Board of Works have the power, at anytime, of setting aside the 

decisions of witness and his colleague, Mr. Barry, if they think fit, Ffennell 3066-307Q 
—There has been no case whatever in which they have rejected the suffcrestions of dm 
Fishery Commissioners without discussion, ib. ‘\Q~14_• 1 • , tIieof Sir Charles Trevelyan, given before a Commiltt of ml Ho T *'*e .e^enCC 
duties of the Board of WoFks, ib. 3074-3070___ Wit 1 1 H°USe> the niult,fanous
ally presented to Parliament by the Comirnssinnp . ' 1 rePor,s annu-
----- Wimess does not concur entirely jn the vi **1 ? W°rks, 3*45 
posed upon them by the Act of 1842^ 1PJ S take».by the'» as to the duties im- 
duties, particularly as regards the fiJheJes t0 TWS by thT
Reasons for the reports of the Commissi ^neiady, ib. 3146 et seq., 3161,3 -
having been combined, it beino r“7” °! ‘'“JW °f Wwks’ lOT replri 
should be made for each year, \b 31 rj ° Parliament that a sepa

^/Fisheries. 0fMproZifns, f°mmissimers °f Fisheries. Drainage. Inspectors 

Boatmen
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Boatmen. Witness conceives he has the right to prosecute boatmen or others for fishins; 
in the centre of the River Blackwater, from boats, down close to the bar at Youghal, 
-Fo/ey 5972"5979-

Bow Nets. Description of the bow net, and mode in which used, Mahon 2374-2376------
The bow nets are used by all kinds of poaching fishermen, ib. 2382----- They are not
used bv people who make a livelihood of it, and it is not considered fair fishing, ib. 2382, 
2383.----- See also Draught Nets.

Boyne Fishing Protection Society. The improvement of the fishing on the Boyne is owing 
to the institution of a society eight or ten years ago, called the Boyne Fishing P otection 
Society, Ffennell 3911.

Boyne River. Evidence generally as to the fisheries of the Boyne and the weirs, nets, &c.,. 
in that river, Ffennell 3886-3905-- Last season the fishing in the Boyne was unusually
good in the early part of the season ; this season it has not been so good, ib. 3907-3909 
----- The Boyne is fished in the tideway by the public under the common-law right, ib. 
3912----- Further evidence with respect to the Boyne district, ib. 3935-3947------Report
of W. J. Ffennell on the River Boyne, dated 23 February 1846, App. 72, 73.

See also Dundalk River. Poaching, II. 4.
Brama River. See Eel Fisheries.
Bray River. The fishery of the Bray River some years ago was very valuable ; this has- 

been nearly destroyed, principally by a weir fishery ; nature of this weir, Ffennell 3806- 
3811-- Report of W. J. Ffennell on the Bray River, dated 31 December 1845, with
a sketch of the weir at Bray and mill premises, App. 68, 69.

Breeding Grounds. The fish can never come up the Blackwater over the weirs to spawn,, 
except in a high flood, Croker 463, 464-- There are very great and very peculiar
difficulties connected with the protection of the breeding fish, Currey 5474----- 's ot
the gieatest importance that the fish should have a free passage to the upper waters or 
breeding pounds when going up to spawn, Alcock 6999. 7010.

See also Spawning Beds. Stake Weirs, 3.
Bride River. The River Bride, a tributary to the Blackwater, would be a very fine river 

for fish if properly protected; but is most terribly poached, Foley 6034-6036.
Bundrowes River. Evidence relative to the Bundrowes River and the salmon fishery 

therein, Ffennell 4102 et seq.--It is fished by means of a box and a weir entirely
across it; there is no gap in the weir, ib. 4102-4108----- The liver at this weir is only
a few feet wide, ib. 4109----- The weir is quite close to the sea, ib. 4110, 4111------It is.
one of that class of rivers, that if there was a Queen’s share left in the weir it would not 
take salmon at all, ib. 4112-4119.

Burn, Miss. See Drumcliff River.
Bye-Laws. A great number of bye-laws were made by the Commissioners of Fisheries; 

they are recorded in the Office of Public Works; they principally relate to the sea 
fisheries, Ffennell 3167-3176-- Abstract of byc-laws hamed by the Commissioners ot
Fisheries, and approved by the Lord Lieutenant in Council, App. 11,119’ >

See also Bandon River. Commissioners of Fisheries. Dublin Bay. Regulation 
of Fisheries.

Cahir, Bridge of. Evidence relative to the obstruction which exists close to the bridge of 
Cahir; it formsan obstruction to the fish ascending above that portion of the river; way 
in which it might be improved, Ffennell 3713~3718-

Carha Fishery. Report of J. Redmond Barry on the Carha Fishery, dated 1 1 March 1845, 
App. 60, 6i.

Carra River. Report of J. Redmond Barry on the weir on the Ri\ei Caira, county ol Kerry, 
dated 7 May 1844, with a map of the weir, App. 56, o'!-- Rcpoit of Messrs. J. R.
Barry and W. J. Ffennell on the fisheries of the River Carra, in the county of Kerry, 
dated 18 February 1848, ib. 86-88.

Cashen River. Report of J. Redmond Barry on the rights of fishing on the River Cashen 
and its tributaries, dated 3 March 1846, App. 73-75.

Clare County. Return of the number, nature, periods, and results of prosecutions of 
offenders against the Irish fishery laws at the quarter sessions of the county of Clare, 
from the year 1842 inclusive, specifying at whose suit such prosecutions were instituted, 
and also the costs and expenses attending the same, App. 109-111,

Clondalane Weir. There is a weir at Clondalane belonging io Lord Mountcashel, which is 
closed for six days in the week, Sir R. Musgrave 5490.

°-4°- C C louder laze
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Clonderlaw Bay Crowded state of Clonderlaw Bay with weirs, Ffennell 4541____Report of
A^e^310nd Bairy relatlve to stake weirs in Clonderlaw Bay, dated 25; February 1 846,

Cloonee River. Definition of the mouth of the River Cloonee, in the county of Kerry by 
the Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, App. 123. J

Close Season:
1. Generally.
2. Complaints of, and Objections to, the Regulations as to the Close Season 

being Uniform in all the Rivers of Ireland.
1. Generally:

Opinion that the decisions of the Commissioners with respect to the close season 
have not given satisfaction, Ffennell 3151-3166----- Nature of the complaints which have
been received on the subject of the close season in the Slaney, ib. 3785—3792----- The
Commissioners have the same power of regulating the close season in the northern 
counties that they have in the rest of Ireland, ib. 4134------Evidence showing that the
present fishery Commissioners have not taken the slightest interest in the protection of 
the close season, Little 6429-6457----- In the upper rivers the laws of the close season
are not observed at all, Alcock 6914----- Creation of a close season in the salmon fishery
by the Act of 8 Geo. 1, c. 7 ; this is not observed, ib. 6990.

2. Complaints of, and Objections to, the Regulations as to the Close Season 
being Uniform in all the Rivers of Ireland:

Difference in the law with respect to the close season in the tidal portions of the 
fresh-water portions of the River Blackwater, Croker 429-434----- The close and open
seasons in different rivers in Ireland, were different previously to the passing of the Act 
of 1842, which made them uniform in all rivers; in witness’s opinion this was a mistake, 
ib. 578-616----- Absurdity of the notion entertained by Mr. Mulvany, that after a cer
tain number of years, fish might be made to change their habits, ib. 595-615___
Absurdity of the notion of Mr. Mulvany, that it is possible to make fish come up at 
certain limes of the year any of the rivers in Ireland; that is, to change their nature 
by Act of Parliament, Sir j. Dombrain 2016-2018.

Period of the year in which the fish most generally run; in a portion of the close 
season they are going up, and in the open season in several rivers , it all depends 
upon the river, Ffennell 3694-3698----- Complaints made against the uniform close
season in the Kilkenny district, ib. ^55----- Objections to the present mode of fixing
the open and close seasons for salmon fisheries, especially as to its uniformity, Alcock 
7016-7022----- Great contrariety exists in some rivers between the close season as
fixed by Act of Parliament, and the close season as fixed by the law 01 nature, ib. 
7019-7022----- Particulars relative to the present open and close seasons for salmon
fishing, and general mischievous effect of the existing regulations, lalbot 7246-7249 
------The close season is not uniform in all the rivers in Scotland, Right, hon. A.
Rutherford 7308----- The close seasons in Scotland are regulated by Act oi Parliament,
and not by common consent, ib. 7310,

See also Angling. Atkinson S Little, Messrs. Bally shannon River. Cotmen.
Island Bridge Weir. Lax II eir. Lismore Weir, 4. Owenmore River. 
Penalties. Poaching, I. Supply of Salmon. Trout Fishing. Weekly 
Close Time.

Coast Guard. Witness was for nearly thirty years inspector of the coast-guard in Ireland • 
his connexion with this department ceased about the middle of January, Sir J. Dom
brain, 1854-1858---Witness’s duties as inspector of the coast-guard involved a close
attention to the state of the coast and tidal portions of rivers, as regarded the obstructions 
to the navigation and fisheries of those rivers, ib. 1859----- Witness had frequent com
munications with the Commissioners of the Board of Works and the Fishery C 
sioners under the Act of last Session, on the subject of the fisheries generally onX 
coast, both deep sea and salmon fisheries ; witness’s suao-esiions were f,wi„o„,i * ,1 upon, ib. ,861, .862—-The Fishery Commissioners, on^tnSfe^ Stntf 
their approbation of h.s services in this respect, ib. t863, 1864----- Witness cannot say
that he has exactly surveyed the nvers as far as the fresh-water portions but has been 
up eieiy nvei in Leland, as far, or nearly as far, as the tide flows,‘ib. 1866.

Employment of the coast-guard 111 protecting the fishery in Lough Foyle; how far 
efficient, Sir J. Dombrain 1036-10^ a„h 111 ^ougn 1 bvz-i • »?£• ,11 . • jy5/' Authority 2’iven to the coast-guaiu uyCommissionei 1 fcnnell to seize neis and , !r’, • 1 > • 'iin<ral fishino’- ztoon-ziQOQ Tk br,nS parties to trial engaged m illegal Pining,Bennett 43-9 43uu 1 he coast guard cannot interfere with parties fishing during the
season, provided tney use legal nets for taking salmon, ib. 4334, 4335——Issue of Printed 
insliuctjonsliom the coast-guard in Dublin to the differentiations on the coast, relative 
to their interference with parties fishing, ib. 4336-4338

Coleraine
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Coleraine Fishery. Statement generally relative to the Coleraine fishery; the principal 
fishery is held by the lessees of the Irish Society, Ffennell 4410 et seq’.-_ The Irish
Society claim the Coleraine fishery under a charter; this has never been disputed 
ib. 4432-4434. ’

Commissioners of Fisheries. The Fishery Commission, as at present constituted would be 
the fittest tribunal to invest with the requisite authority for putting down obstructions 
to the fishing and navigation, Sir R. De Burgho 1623-1666-- The formation of a
Fishery Board is essential to the prosperity and future welfare of the fisheries, ib. 1691 
------Proposed duties of a legal gentleman attached to such Board, ib. 1692-1699------ 
Doubts as to whether the Fishery Commissioners have power to prostrate weirs, Lord 
CirZewgTzZZ 2156. 2167 Power should be given to the Fishery Commissioners to pros
trate illegal weirs, ib. 2205-2214.

Witness in his present capacity of Commissioner of Fisheries is associated with the 
Board of Works, but as a Commissioner of Fisheries only, Ffennell 3064, 3065-----
Evidence in detail relative to the appointment of the Commissioners of Fisheries ; how 
far they are connected with the Board of Works ; establishment and expenses thereof; 
duties and powers of the Commissioners, ib. 3080-3144----- Power of the Fishery Com
missioners to pass bye-laws, prohibiting the use of any engines destructive to the fish ; 
the use of the stroke-haul has been prohibited, ib. 4609-4618----- Want of increased
powers by the Fishery Commissioners for the superintendence and control of the oyster 
fisheries, ib. 4695-4701.

Powers given to the Commissioners of Fisheries under the 8th 8c 91I1 Viet, to try 
indictments against illegal weirs, Alcock 6898-6904----- The magistrates were a much
more competent tribunal to try cases than the Commissioners, ib. 6902----- Objections
to increasing the powers of the Commissioners of Fisheries; witness considers the 
powers with which those Commissioners are invested most unconstitutional, and would 
be unwilling that such a great mass of property should be subject to almost arbitrary 
control, ib. 7040----- Opinion that the appointment of a new Commission, consisting
of persons properly qualified, would be beneficial, ib. 7041, 7042------Duties of the
Commissioners of Fisheries in Scotland ; they have no connexion with the salmon 
fisheries. Right hon. A. Rutherfurd 7309.

See also Appeals. Barrow River. Board of Management. Board of 
Works. Bye-Laws. Close Season, 1. Districts. Floating Nets. Gaps. 
Inclosure Commission. Regulation of Fisheries. Shannon River. Stake
Weirs, 2.

Compensation. See Rights, Private.
Connery, James. Evidence relative to an investigation which took place before the magis

trates at Lismore, upon a complaint made against the lessee of the fishery, Mr. Patrick 
Foley, by a person of the name of James Connery, Currey 5386, 5387--- This James
Connery was one of the persons who Was employed by Lord Mountcashel at the time 
the attack was made on the Lismore works in 1823, ib. 5380. 5386, 5387----- Further
evidence relative to the complaint made against Mr. Patrick Foley by James Connery, 
ib. 5388-5390.

Connolly, Colonel. See Ballyshannon River.
Conservators. See Assessment.
Construction of Weirs. Specification to be observed in the construction and execution of 

the “salmon stairs” to be erected on the slip in Mr. Bigg’s weir at Bandon, prepared 
by John W. Kelly, App. 38, 39.

Convictions. Convictions at Swineford petty sessions against offenders against the fishery 
laws during the winter of 1848, Littles Ev. p. 418-- Leiter from Mr. Henry R. Paine
to E. Lucas, E>q. dated 1 November 1843, relative to convictions under 5 & 6 \ ict. 
c- 106, in the counties of Waterford and Wexford, App. 55.

See also Bandon River. Magistrates. Prosecutions.
Cooke, George Wingrove. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Barrister ; has been much em

ployed upon the Tithe Commission as an Assistant Tithe Commissioner, for special pur
poses, 4702-4707---How far it would be expedient that a Board or Court of Commis
sioners, with powers analogous to those of the Tithe Commission, should be created in 
Ireland, either in permanence or for a limited time, for the purpose of carrying into 
execution the laws which regulate the Irish fisheries, 4708-4732----- 11 is desirable to
settle the rights of parties in Ireland ; opinion that it might be done, and well done, 
under the agency of a temporary Commission, 4732. 4765----- .The powers of such a
Commission should be, in the first instance, to decide upon all obstructions to the free 
fishery in the river, and the free run of salmon in all rivers, 4733, 4734------They must
have judicial powers to enable them to do this, 4735----- But their decision should lake
some authoritative foim, analogous Pe,naps to that which we have in the Tithe Com
missions and Inclosure Commissions in England ; some durable form, ib.

Evidence showing the analogy in the nature of the questions which come before the 
Inclosure Commissioners anil those that would come before a Fishery Commission, 

0.40. c 2 J _
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Report, 1849—continued.

Coolie, George Wingrove. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
4735“47$3----- This temporary commission should be armed with power to declare not
only the rights of weir owners to their particular weirs, but to declare also the rights of 
the public to all parts of the river, whether covered with weirs or not, 4766-4782------
Evidence and suggestions on the subject of appeals from the decisions of the Commis
sioners, 4782-4796.

Cooper, Mr. See Ballisadore River.
Cork District. Statement generally as to the state of the fisheries in the Cork district - 

this district is one in which some peculiar circumstances exist, Ffennell 4582-4626.
See also Aragadeen River. Bandon River.

Costello River. Great improvement in the fishery in the upper portion of the Costello 
River since the passing of the Fishery Act of 18'42, Marlin 2571-2613.

Cotnien. There is a very considerable body of persons on the rivers of Waterford called 
cotmen, who fish with small boatsand nets; they fish in the three rivers; in the Suir they 
fish as high up as Clonmel, twenty-live miles above Waterford, Lord Glengall 2147_-
They are not interested in the fixed engines, but the contrary, ib. 2148-___ Decrease of
the profits of the cotmen since the erection of the weirs, ib. 2186-2190----- There are a
number of cotmen who have constantly exercised the right of fishing in the Black
water ; mode in which they fish, Sir R. Musgrave 5639.

The cotmen commence fishing above Waterford, at a place called Graney Brido-e and 
fish from there up to Carrick-on-Suir; there may be from 80 to 100 employed this 
fishing, Dobbyn 6590-6595-----Cot fishing is not practised in the same parts of the
River Suir as the fishing by the stake net weirs; the cotmen do not come further down 
than Graney Castle, Crawford 6679-6686. 6698-6702----- Reason why the fish caught
with the cots are not so valuable as those caught by the weirs; period of the year at 
which the cotmen fish ; their trade is not so profitable as it was, ib. 6687-6711----- The
extent of tideway is about 40 miles from the Hook Tower to Carrick-on-Suir, ib. 6712, 
6713----- Particulars relative to the cot fishery, ib. 6732-6736.

The cotmen fish all the year round, and they catch fish when it is as full of spawn as 
ever it can hold ; there is a law against it, but the police can never catch them, Crawford 
6758-6761----- Doubts as to whether requiring the cots to be numbered, and the owners’
names to be put upon them, would tend to diminish poaching, ib. 6811-6818 —Use of 
cot nets above Waterford Bridge; description of these nets, and manner in which they 
are used, Alcock 6885-6887------Letter from Mr. Henry It. Paine to £. Lucas, esq.,
dated 24 March 1843, relating to the cotmen of the Suir and Barrow, App. 37*

See also Affrays. Illegal Obstructions. Prostration of Weirs. Riots. 
Snap Nets. Stake Weirs, 2.

Crawford, John. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Exporter of salmon and other fish ; resides 
at Waterford; has been in the salmon trade twenty years, 6665-6667 -—Ihere are six 
persons engaged in the export trade of salmon from the city of Waterford to England, 
6668---Number of stake net weirs between Hook Tower and Waterford, 6669-6678
----- Cot fishing is not practised in the same parts of the river as the fishing by the stake 
net weirs; the cotmen do not come further down than Graney Castle, 6679-6686. 6698- 
6702----- Reasons why the fish caught with the cots are not so valuable as those caught
bv the weirs; period of the year at which the cotmen fish ; their trade is not so profitable 
as it was, 6687-6711----- The extent of tideway is about forty miles from the Hook Tower
to Carrick-on-Suir, 6712,6713----- Evidence as to the fishing carried on by what are
called driftmen ; nature of the drift net, 6714-6731. 6737.

Particulars relative to the cot fishing, 6732-6736----- There are about sixteen or twenty
boats employed in drift-net fishing, 6738----- The seals and porpoises destroy the salmon
in the estuary and the tidal river, 6739, 6740----- Portion of the tideway which is fished
by means of fixed nets or engines, such as stake weirs, &c.; the fish could not be caught 
by any other means, 6741-6758----- The cotnien fish all the year round, and they catch
fish when it is as full of spawn as ever it can hold ; there is a law against it, but the 
police can never catch them, 6758-6761------Witness recollects when the weirs were cut
down by the cotmen; the consequence was a sudden scarcity of salmon, 6762-6768.

Poaching is carried on to a great extent in the tideway of the River Suir durino* the 
cluse season; it is carried on by the cotnien and not by the driftmen, 6769-6776"___
The supply of fish has decreased in the Waterford rivers within die last four years, 
6777-6782----- Witness attributes this to the poaching in the fresh water during the close
season by the cotmen, 6783-6791----- Evidence generally as to the export of fish from
Waterlord, and as to the price of salmon, 6792-6810----- Doubts as to whether requiring*
the cots to be numbered and the owners’ names, to be put upon them, would tend to 
diminish poaching, 6811-6818.

LVoaai/if/o//. River. Definition of the mouth of the River Croansbagh, in the county of 
Kt:try> by the Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, App. 124.

Ciocaddc. Witness has not heard an instance of the crocodile, or the otter as it is locally 
cal.ed, being used since the passing of the Act of 1842, Sir R. De Bury ho 1464-1466.

Croker,
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Report, 1849—continued.

Croker, John Dillon. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Resides at Quarterton, near Mallow 
on the River Blackwater, county Cork ; is well acquainted with the Blackwater river* 
408-411---Witness believes he was the first, finding the great decline of salmon
about twenty-five years ago, to agitate the question of discovering the cause and 
trying to remedy it, 411----- In the fresh-water portion of the Blackwater the salmon
fishery may be said to be nearly extinct; there are no natural obstructions to the 
fish getting up above Lismore, but a great many artificial ones, 412—422----- -The
stock in the tidal portions of the river has also considerably fallen off, 423-428----- -
Difference in the law with respect to the close season in the tidal portions and the 
fresh-water portions of the river, 429-434----- Witness attributes the decline of the
fisheries at first to the closing of the weirs in the river, 435----- The greater part of
the fish are shut out from the upper portion of the river; the mouth of the Black
water is almost hermetically sealed by these weirs, 435-439.

There is no gap in the Lismore weir, the Duke of Devonshire’s weir; reasons why 
no legal steps have been taken to cause a Queen’s gap to be left in this weir, 438- 
454----- Poaching is carried on to the greatest extent in the Blackwater; opinion that
this has been occasioned entirely by the diminution of salmon in the open season, 
455-462----- The fish can never come up to spawn, over these weirs, except in a high
flood, 463, 464------The provisions of the Acts relative to the Saturday close time are
constantly disobeyed ; the way to remedy this would be to proceed according to the 
Scotch Acts as regards the penalties, 465-469.

Particulars relative to a meeting of Irish gentlemen, proprietors and parties interested 
in angling, held in Dublin, in May 1848, at which resolutions were passed, and amongst 
those resolutions there are specified the clauses of the Scotch Fishery Acts, which the 
meeting unanimously determined were fit and proper to be suggested to the Lord Lieu
tenant tor extension to Ireland, 470-499----- Some of the suggestions contained in the
resolutions adopted at this meeting related to matters subsequently provided for by the 
Act of last Session, ,506----- These suggestions related to river police, the establishment
of a distinct fishery department, and an assessment for the purpose of raising the 
necessary funds for the expenses of carrying out these suggestions; and also the 
establishment of minimum penalties, 507, 508----- The Act of last Session has not suffi
ciently provided for these purposes; respects in which it is defective; it is principally 
defective in respect of the minimum penalties, 508—510. 514-516----- Another defect
is, that the establishment of a river police cannot be carried into effect as the funds 
cannot be taised till this year by the Assessment Bill, and it is then doubtful if the 
funds will be sufficient, 510----- It is defective in not providing for the removal of
illegal weirs, 517----- Opinion that the scale of licences on engines is very fair, 518-531.

Evidence showing that, the mill weirs are a very great and extensive cause of the 
destruction offish in the rivers; instance of the mill weir at Glandelane, and also 
of the mill at Fermoy, 534-543. 552 et seq.----- These objections might be removed by
placing ladders on the weirs ; the proprietors should be compelled to do this at their 
own expense; opposition which has been made to constructing these ladders, 544- 
573----- The objection to the present law on the subject of mill weirs is, that it cannot
be enforced without a ruinous expense, 562-573----- 1 he gratings of the weir at Lis
more, which is the only fixed weir on the Blackwater, will not admit of a salmon of 
more than five pounds passing through, 574“577*

The close and open seasons in different rivers in Ireland were diffetent previously 
to the passing of the Act of 1842, which made them uniform in al! rivers; in wit
ness’s opinion this was a mistake, 578-616-----Absurdity of the notion entertained
by Mr. Mulvany, that after a certain number of years fish might be made to change 
their habits, 595-615 Calculation as to the enormous annual loss from the poach
ing in the Blackwater, by taking the fish out of season and at spawning time, 617- 
623___ Sprat weirs or nets should not be permitted to be hung on the weirs during
the period that the salmon fry is passing down to the sea; there are few sprats in 
the rivers at that time, 629-642.

Witness believes that there was a gap in the Lismore weir 50 or 60 years ago; data 
and evidence upon which witness forms his opinion on this subject, with leasons 
why he does not concur in the evidence of Colonel Currey, that no gap ever existed 
in this weir, 643-654----- The river would be navigable for boats at this weir if the
gap existed, 652----- If the weir at Lismore were removed, as well as those at Glan
delane and Fermoy, witness is of opinion that the River Blackwater might be made 
navigable from Mallow down to the sea; advantage which would be derived from 
1 his, 660-707----- Particulars relative to a steamer started in the Blackwater by Sir
R Musgrave, and object with which started; it plies between Youghal and Cappo- 
quin, 708-736----- If the weir at Lismore were removed it might go up to Lismore,
or even beyond it, 737-----In convictions for offences against the Fishery Act, there
is a disposition on the part of the magistrates to inflict the lowest possible penalty • 
cause to which witness attributes this, 738-744.

The mill dams might be regulated without any injury whatever to the motive power 
of the mill, 745----- Witness s decided opinion is, that'if the spawning fish were pro-
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Report, 1849—continued. 

Croker7 John Dillon. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
tected and a free run permitted at all seasons for them, the profits to the county at 
laige would be twenty times greater than any profits that could be made upon the 
mills of the Blackwater, supposing them all to be levelled to the ground, 746—781 
' -Opinion in favour of a distinct Board for the management of the fisheries of 
Ireland, such Board being armed with the necessary powers for abating illegal ob
structions to the fisheries and navigation of Ireland, 782-805. 845. S53.

The objections as to stake weirs exist in all the rivers in Ireland, 806-812------
Effect of these obstructions upon the drainage of lands, 813-816------Measures neces
sary to restore the salmon fisheries of Ireland to the fruitful state in which they were 
when witness first became acquainted with them, 817, 818----- One of the principal
ones is to get the Queen’s gaps open and a free run of fish, 818. 822-825------There
should be an effective police, with inspectors over them, 818, 819----- There is no ob
jection on principle to that part of the enactment which relates to a licence duty for 
rods, 820----- Nature of the weir at Lismore, 821----- The expense of prosecutions is the
principal cause of their not being instituted, 828-844.

Croker, Mr. See Foley, Mr.
Cross Lines. Evidence in detail as to the use of the cross line, Mahon 2390 et seq,------

Salmon are seldom taken by the cross lines, but trout are frequently taken, ib. 2397- 
2399. 2410-2412----- There is a great deal of what is called cross fishing in the Boyne,
Ffennell 3906----- Cross lines are most injurious to the fish; so also is an implement
called an otter or jack, Foley 6090-6095----- Resolution agreed to at the meeting of pro
prietors on 13 June 1848, that cross line fishing ought to be declared illegal, and alto
gether put down, Little 6468-6472.

Crown, The. See Grants of Fisheries. Prosecutions, 2.
Curra River. Particulars relative to the weirs and fisheries in the River Curra, in the Kil

kenny district, Ffennell 4555-4561.
Curraan River. Definition of the mouth of the River Curraan, in the county of Kerry, by 

the Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, App. 122.
Currags. There is a description of fishing with currags in the fresh-water portion of the 

Blackwater; nature of this fishing, Ffennell'3906.
Currey, Francis Edmund. (Analysis of his Evidence).—Resides at Lismore, on the Black

water; has been agent of the Duke of Devonshire for his Lismore estates since 1o39> 
4992"499S---Is more particularly acquainted with that part of the Blackwater over
which the Duke of Devonshire’s rights extend, than any other part of the river, 4999 

•-----Evidence in detail relative to the rights enjoyed by the Duke of Devonshire, under
a patent of James the First, with respect to a several fishery, from a point about three 
miles above Lismore down to the sea, 5000-5029----- There have been encroachments
on what are considered to be the Duke’s rights; nature of these encroachments; prosecu
tions have taken place in consequence thereof, 5030-5041----- Independently of fishery
the Duke of Devonshire claims also the bed of the river within the limits above spe
cified, 5042-5059-----Under his title he has recovered a large amount of property in
the town of Youghal, that was built upon by the corporation, on ground reclaimed from 
the soil and bed of the river, 5042-5059. 5126-5130.

Evidence in detail relative to the actions brought by the Duke of Devonshire to 
vindicate his right to the fishery; particulars relative to the case of the Duke of Devon
shire against John Hodnett; the Duke’s right to any fishery whatever was involved in 
this trial; the Duke succeeded in the trial, 5060-5095. 5117-5124------Particulars
relative to the actions and trials between Mr. Smyth and the Duke of Devonshire ro8“ 
5088. 5096-5116. 5125----- Witness considers that the Duke of Devonshire’s title°to a
several fishery was substantially determined both in the case of Mr. Hodnett and in the 
case of Mr. Smyth, 5125----- Evidence to show that the Blackwater is not navio'able up
to the Duke of Devonshire’s weir at Lismore, 5131-5213----- Difficulties in the’vvay of
and objections to, making the river navigable for any purposes of trade, between Lis
more and Fermoy; memorial presented to the Board of Works in 1846 against this 
scheme; particulars relative to witness’s opposition to the scheme on the part of the 
Duke of Devonshire, 5213-5287----- Observations upon the scheme for improving the
navigation of the River Blackwater, p. 360-362. 0

There is no gap in the weir at Lismore; witness is of opinion that the Duke would 
object to make any gap which would be injurious to his property; according to witness’s 
belief there has never been a Queen’s gap in this weir; explanation of the evidence which 
has been given that a gap formerly existed in this weir, 5288-5355----- There is every
facility afforded in the weir in the weekly close time for the fish to pass up to the upper 
part of the weir, and in the winter lime during the whole of the close season, 5356- 
6360-----With these exceptions, during the whole of the open season the Lismore weir
operates to prevent the passage of the fish up the river; but fish of five pounds weight 
can pass through the bars, 5361, 5362----- No fish can get over the weir except by pass
ing over it m time of flood, 5363, 5364.

Explanation
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Currey, Francis Edmund. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
Explanation relative to a complaint made at a meeting of the Commissioners at Cap- 

poquin, that bushes, or some obstruction, had been placed in the hatches during the 
Saturday close time, which had, or were intended to have, the effect of preven tin” the 
fish from coming up, 5370-5379----- Particulars relative to an assault committed in
1823, by an armed party sent down the river by Lord Mountcashel; they came down in 
the middle of the night, violently tore up the grates of the hatches and carried them 
away, 5379“53^2-----Evidence relative to an investigation which took place before the
magistrates at Lismore, upon a complaint made against the then lessee of the fishery, 
Mr. Patrick Foley, by a person of the name of James Connery, 5386, 5387----- This
James Connery was one of the persons who were employed by Lord Mountcashel at the 
time the attack above referred to was made on the Lismore works, 5380. 5386, 5387.

[Second Examination.]—Further evidence relative to the complaint made ao-ainst 
Mr. Patrick Foley by James Connery, 5388-5390----- Explanation relative to further
complaints which have been made as to the close time not being properly observed 
in the Lismore weir; one complaint contained in a letter from Mr. Dillon Croker, and 
another in a letter from Mr. George Bennett Jackson, both in 1843; 5391-5406----- At
the time of the attack upon the Lismore weir the gentlemen up the river, between Lis
more and Fermoy, were far from active in attempting to preserve the fish, 5407----- The
same neglect, on the part of those who ought to have assisted in preserving the fish, has 
continued up to the present time, 5408----- There was an association formed a few years
ago, after the passing of the Act 5 & 6 Viet. c. 81, but it lasted only a short time, 
for want of funds, 5408-5410.

Further evidence, showing that at the Lismore weir fish can pass not only in times 
of flood but during the Saturday close time, 5410-5412----- This is not the case as
regards the mill weirs at Glandelane and Fermoy, 5410-5417----- These weirs extend
entirely across the river, and are so constructed that at no time can the fish pass 
over them, except in a fresh or flood, ib.----- The Glandelane mill weir, which is on
Lord Mountcashel’s property, is a complete and permanent barrier, except in a fresh, 
to the upward passage of the fish, 5412----- Witness is not aware that there are any
other water-bailiffs appointed in this part of the weir, except those appointed by the 
Duke of Devonshire, 5418-5424.

Evidence showing that fish can get up as far as Glandelane in the open season, 
5425-5427----- Reference to an opinion expressed by a friend of witness’s, residing abo ve
Lismore weir, that if passes were made over the weirs at Glandelane and Fermoy, the 
Saturday’s close time being observed at Lismore weir, the weir would be fairly stocked 
for angling purposes, 5426, 5427. 5447-5453----- There is no doubt a decrease in the
supply offish in the fresh-water portion of the River Blackwater, owing to their being 
taken by illegal engines, of which there are a great many between Lismore and the sea, 
5428-5432----- These engines are encroachments on the Duke of Devonshire’s rights,
5432----- The Duke has no weir nor stake nets below the Lismore weir, 5433-5435-----
The Duke’s property extends about an English mile above the weir at Lismore; Glande
lane is about twelve or fourteen miles above (his, 543^-544°*

Witness is aware that queries were sent to Colonel Currey in 1836 by the Fishery 
Board of Commissioners, in answer to which he stated that there never was a King’s 
gap in the Lismore weir, 5454'-----And that it is conceived that theie is not any Jaw
respecting a King’s gap which requires one to be kept in this weir, ib. And also that 
the weir is recognised and protected by several Acts of Parliament, ib.— —Grounds on 
which Colonel Currey made these statements, 5455—547° 7 Further evidence showing 
that the close times are strictly observed at the Lismore weir, 5471-5473—- Iheie aie 
very great and very peculiar difficulties connected with the protection of the bleeding 
fish, 5474___ Opinion that the prostration of the weir at Lismore would neither improve
the fishery nor the navigation of the Blackwater, 5475“54^3*

Currey, Mr. See Foley, Mr.

Cutts Jfeir. Ignorance of the present proprietors of the Cutts Weir as to its illegal 
construction in preventing the fish passing up the “ Queen’s Shore Channel, Ffennell 
4435’ee also Queen’s Gaps.

D.

De liiirgho, Sir Richard, Bart. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Has property and resides in 
the county of Limerick; a magistrate tor that county, 856-858-- Resides on the
Blackwater a great portion of the year, 859----- Has also resided occasionally on the
Suir; is acquainted generally with .the Irish rivers, 860-867----- Witness is himself an
experienced angler; has fished on the Blackwater and the Shannon, 868-871____
Witness’s property abuts on the Shannon about seven miles north of Limerick, and runs
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De Burgho, Sir Richard, Bart. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
along the banks of that river, about four miles, to a village called Castleconnel, 872—876 
—•;—The water of the Shannon is fresh at this spot, 877----- The tide is not at all per
ceived there; it is several feet above the level of where the tide flows to, 878.

Evidence in detail relative to the position of the Great Lax Weir and the Monarea 
Gap, 879-933----- Number of cruives or cribs in this weir for taking fish, previous to the
Act of last Session, 934, 935------At the present time the number of cruives has been
considerably reduced, in order to evade the Act of last Session ; how far the hatches are 
ciosed or opened in conformity with the Act of Parliament, 936-940------Size of the
ciibs, 941-944- Lhe Monarea Gap is the only opening for the passage of boats and. 
this is not convenient at all seasons of the year, 9^5-961----- Means adopted for
frightening the fish, and preventing their going up this gap, 962-968. 976-983____
Extent to which and period at which the interstices on the Clare and Limerick sides of 
the Lax Weir are effectual for the passage of fish, 969-975.

Evidence relative to the buttresses or spur to the Lax Weir ; effect of ihis spur on the 
fishing, 983**1000------It is not the nature of the salmon to turn back upon a slight
obstruction, 1001-1007----- Further evidence as to the number of boxes or cribs in the
Lax Weir; examination upon a plan of the weir made in 1842 ; 1008-1000 1046-1048 
------How far any alteration has been made in the gap itself, or in the piers of it of late 
years, 1031-1045----- The fishermen have been in the habit of fishing from the sea up to
this weir of laie years, and still persist in doing so ; they claim a right, a common-law 
right ; this right is disputed, 1055-1058----- The corporation of Limerick claim this
weir; the present lessee is Mr. Gabbett, 1059-1060.

The corporation and Mr. Gabbett deny the right of the fishermen to fish in the water 
immediately below the weir ; they claim a several fishery from the Lax Weir to the 
island of Inniscattery, the Lax Weir included, 1061-1064----- Detail of proceedings
which they have taken at law to enforce this supposed claim, and results, 1064*-! 163 
------After" the verdict had been obtained by Mr. Gabbett there were a great number of 
weirs set up in the portion of the River Shannon which is below Limerick, by the owners 
of lands on both sides, 1164-1172----- The distance in the river to which these weirs
extend depends on the depth of water, 1 173-1184.

The owners of the weirs recently erected claim a several fishery, each in respect of 
his own lands abutting on the water, and exercise all the rights, 1185—----I\et fishing is
not generally practised upon the Lower Shannon, but where it is they interfere with the 
net-men who fish there, 1186-1197------The supply of fish in the upper waters of the
Shannon has steadily decreased since the commencement of the present century, 
1198-1203----- There are most probably a greater number destroyed by their natural
enemies than by artificial ones; still, from both these causes, the destruction is immense; 
difficulty of forming an opinion as to the proportions, ib.

Stake weirs first came into the Shannon at the commencement of the present century; 
they were introduced by a Scotchman of the name of Halliday, 1204, 1205------He
was prosecuted for his stake weirs on the Shannon, and subsequently left the district, 
1206----- Evidence relative to the monopoly of the corporation of Limerick, though
they prevented private individuals from establishing monopolies, 1207-1210------The
decrease of fish is greater in the Upper Shannon than in the Lower Shannon ; peculiar 
causes of this difference, 1211 et seq.------Poaching is very extensively practised on the
Upper Shannon ; manner in which it is conducted ; causes to which this prevalence of 
poaching may be attributed; steps which have been lately taken to prevent poaching, 
1216-1224. 1229-1259.

Reasons for forming the opinion that if the Act of 5 & 6 Viet, were properly carried 
out, the tax upon engines would not be high enough, 1259-1271----- Tax laid on
fishing-rods; this is a protective tax, 1272, 1273----- Distinction in practice as regards
stake weirs and fixed weirs as to the openings on Saturdays and Sundays, 1274-1277°__ _
The Lax Weir is the first weir which extends right across the river Shannon, with the 
exception of the gaps, 1278, 1279----- The next weir, or rather dam, that extends riafit
across the river is situated between Castleconnel and Killaloe, adjacent to the villa<»e°of 
Castleconnel, 1280,1281------It was erected by the Shannon Commissioners; purpose for
which erected, 1282, 1283----- The obstruction does not impede the run of the fish but
it impedes the navigation, 1284-1290----- Other obstructions caused by the Shannon
Commissioners, 1291 et seq.

There are several mill weirs entirely across the tributaries of the Shannon; they ope
rate as obstructions to the passage of fish and also to the navigation of these tributaries, 
1320-1322----- There is a great uneasiness in the minds of the lower classes of the
community, not in the Shannon only, but throughout Ireland, on the subject of the ng it 
which they claim to fish in navigable rivers, and the obstructions to the exercise o t nit 
‘‘oht, 1303-1329-----The continuance of this feeling is likely to produce and las pio-

uc,-’d discontent and disaffection, and has led to collision, 1330-1333------Ladders might
mad / Q over m'b-weirs for the passage of the fish, without the slightest injury to the 

nncjy of the mill ; and this object ought undoubtedly to be carried out, 1334~1353«
Further
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JDe Burgho, Sir Bichard, Bart. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
Further evidence with respect to the bag nets and stake weirs erected in the tribu

taries to the Shannon ; in many places they are erected at the mouths of the tributaries 
1354-1362----- The rent paid for the Lax Weir at the beginning of this century was
1,150/. a year, 1363 The rent paid for it at the date of the next lease in 1813, was 
800 Z. a year, 1364 The present lease was perfected in 1834, ?-nd the weir was 
leased for 300 Z. a year ; the holder of the lease may give it up at six months’ notice,. 
1365-1371----- The proprietor, Mr. Gabbett, is making some thousands a year, by the
fish which he takes, paying 300 Z. a year for the Lax Weir; but it is diminishing, 1372.

If the Commissioners of Fisheries, or the Commissioners of the Shannon, or the 
Government, had taken those measures which are necessary for bringing under the 
notice ol a court of justice the title to the Lax Weir, no injury could have resulted to 
Mr. Gabbett, 1373-1375----- It would be quite competent now for the Government to
indict Mr. Gabbett or the corporation, for a nuisance in keeping up the Lax Weir, or for 
the Commissioners to do so if they think fit, 1376----- The admission of the Lax Weir
by the plaintiff and defendant has not prejudiced the right of the Crown to deny it, or 
the Commissioners on their behalf, ib.----- There is a general feeling on the part of
the community of the Upper and Lower Shannon to have this most important point 
settled once for all, 1377. 1388-1393.

There have been invidious reflections cast upon the Commissioners for having abated 
some weirs on the Shannon, and for having taken no steps to abate the Lax Weir ; cir
cumstances under which the weirs on the Shannon were abated, 1378-1388----- Evidence
showing that it is an undecided thing at the present moment who the person is that could 
claim the several fishery at the Lax Weir at all, in prejudice to the public, 1394—1411-----
Upon the Suir it is a thing of ordinary occurrence, that after a weir has been abated 
from any cause, another has been erected in the immediate neighbourhood ; way in 
which the law is evaded in these cases, 1412-1438----- Copy of a petition of proprietors _
on the banks of the Upper River Erne, Lake Erne, and its tributary rivers, for the 
enforcement of the common-law rights to which they conceive themselves entitled, p. 93-

[Second Examination.]—Witness has not heard an instance of the crocodile, or the 
otter, as it is locally called, being used since the passing of the Act of 1842 ; 1464-1466 
----- Reason why no application has been made to the Commissioners to abate the 
obstruction arising from the length of the tail wall at the Lax Weir, 1467----- There is
nothing in the Act that takes the Shannon out of the control of the Fishery Commis
sioners, 1468—1471—■—Further evidence as to the unwillingness of magistrates to con
vict in cases of poaching, 1472-1488. 1548-1556----- Evidence as to the prosecution of
Mr. Gabbett before the magistrates for not keeping the close weekly season; he was 
convicted, and a fine imposed ; bow far it was worth his while to incur this fine, and 
go on still renewing the offence, 1489-1547.

Reasons for entertaining the opinion that the Act of 1842 has made it much more 
difficult to vindicate public rights, and that it does not assist at all in their vindication, 
1557-1578----- Names of the different parties who have stake weirs down the Shannon
in that part which was covered by the claim of the old corporation down to 184:, but 
which is now claimed by these parties, the corporation having waived its claim, 1579- 
1^02----- Data upon which witness estimates the probable increase in the productive
ness of the fisheries, from a better legislation, 1593-16 [2.

The 10th of Charles 1, which was repealed with other Acts by the Act of 1842, had 
a powerful effect in keeping down stake weirs, 1613----- Opinion that this Act might be
profitably re-enacted in its more important provisions, 1613-1622----- The Fishery Com
mission, as at present constituted, would be the fittest tribunal to invest with the requisite 
authority for putting down obstructions to the fishing and navigation, 1623-1666-----
Opinion that the duties imposed by the tariff of the Act of 1848 upon the movable 
engines mentioned in that tariff are not excessive, even as far as regards those owned by 
poor persons, 1667-1676.

Reference to the resolutions of the Waterfold magistrates, that they will not act in 
the conviction of offenders under the Fishery Act of last Session; how far any of these 
magistrates are themselves owners of weirs, 1677-1688----- In witness’s judgment the
gentry and people of the upper portions of the rivers would be satisfied with such an 
alteration of the law as will close with the legality of what may be termed the quasi 
rights of all weir owners whose claims are sanctioned by a high antiquity, 1689-----
Provided that a sufficient remedy is at the same time afforded for the removal of those 
grievances of which they complain with respect to the obstruction of the passage of 
the fish to and from the fresh water, and the obstruction of the navigation, 1689, 1690.

The formation of a Fishery Board is essential to the prosperity and future welfare of 
the fisheries, 1691 Proposed duty of a legal gentleman attached to such Board 
1692-1695; -j le P™cess under which obstructions are at present abated is expensive’ 
and objectionable, 1700 1714 Witness has read the Reports of the Commissioners 
of Fishenes ; examination upon these Reports, showing the increase of the produce of 

o.4o“- ” ' 7 4 8 °l>ln,0Dn lhat laUiccs ‘»'ght be put. up at mill weirs
without
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De Burgho, Sir Richard, Bart. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
without any obstruction to the machinery of the mill, 1823—1838----- The constabulary
force of Ireland might be effectively employed in removing obstructions, but they are 
wot sufficiently numerous for the preservation of the fisheries, 1839-1842----- Papers
delivered in by witness in corroboration of certain portions of his evidence, 1842 et seq. ; 
Pp. 117-124.

■Deep Sea Fishery. There is a very great connexion between the inland fisheries and the 
deep-sea fisheries ; the former as preparing the fishermen, and the latter as enabling the 
fishermen to use to their fullest extent the wonderful mines of treasure with which 
Providence has endowed the coast, M‘Mahon 385-392.-- See also Bye-Laws.

Delphi River. Particulars relative to the Delphi river, Ffennell 4227___ Definition of the
mouth of the river Delphi or Bundorrogha, in the county of Mayo, by the Commissioners 
of Irish Fisheries, App. 121. J

Destruction of Fish. The principal destruction of fish takes place where the spawn is 
destioyed, M‘Mahon 371' Causes to which witness attributes the decrease in the 
supply of fish, othei than poaching • destruction of fish by the stake weirs ; way in 
which they do damage, Lord Mountcashel 2721-2734-- Destruction of fish by the
seals and porpoises in the rivers and estuary of Waterford, Dobhyn 6567-6572------The
seals and porpoises destroy the salmon in the estuary of Waterlord and the tidal river 
Cranford 6739, 6740-----The evils which existed at the time of the passing of the Act
2 Geo. 1, c. 21, as to the destruction of salmon fry, are in full operation a^the present 
rime, Alcock 6990. 1

See also Bag Nets. Blackzuater River. Cross Lines. Floating Nets. Inny 
River. Lucan Weir. Mill Races. Natural Enemies of Fish. Poisoning Fish. 
Salmon. Slaney River. Stake Weirs, 2. 4. Supply of Salmon. Weekly Close Time.

Devonshire, Duke of. Dissatisfaction evinced by certain parties in the Lismore district in 
respect to a right of fishing exercised by the Duke of Devonshire, Ffennell 4627--
Evidence in detail relative to the rights enjoyed by the Duke of Devonshire under a 
patent of Janies the First, with respect to a several fishery, from a point about three miles 
above Lismore down to the sea, Currey 5000-5029----- There have been encroachments
on what are considered to be the Duke’s rights; nature of these encroachments; pro
secutions have taken place in consequence thereof, ib. 5030-5041------ Independently of
fishing, the Duke of Devonshire claims also the bed of the river within the limits 
above specified, ib. 5042-5059----- Under his title he has recovered a large amount of
property in the town ofToughal that was built upon by the corporation on ground 
reclaimed from the soil and bed of the river, ib. 5042-5059. 5126-5130.

Evidence in detail relative to the actions brought by the Duke of Devonshire to vindi
cate his right to the fishery; particulars relative to the case of the Duke of Devonshire 
against John Hodnett; the Duke’s right to any fishery whatever was involved in this 
trial; the Duke succeeded in the trial, Currey 5060-5095. 5117-5124----- Witness con
siders that the Duke of Devonshire’s tide to a several fishery was substantially deter
mined both in the case of Mr. Hodnett and in the case of Mr. Smyth, ib. 5125-----The
Duke has no weir nor stake nets below the Lismore river, ib. 5433-5435----- The Duke’s
properly extends about an English mile above the weir at Lismore; Glandelane is about 
twelve or fourteen miles above this, ib. 5438-5440----- Title of the Duke of Devonshire
to erect weirs, derived from King James, Alcock 6827-6829.

See also Blackwater River. Lismore Weir. Stake Weirs, 2. Water Bailiffs. 
Devonshire, Duke of, v. Hodnett. Particulars as to the case of the Duke of Devonshire 

v. Hodnett, relative to the erection of a stake weir, Alcock 6827-6831.
See also Devonshire, Duke of.

Devonshire, Duke of, v. Smyth. Particulars relative to the actions and trials between Mr. 
Smyth and the Duke of Devonshire, Currey 5087, 5088. 5096-5116. 5125---Evidence
generally relative to the case of the Duke of Devonshire v. Smyth in the Court of 
Queen’s Bench, upon which the illegality of stake weirs was first solemnly determined 
Alcock 6826-6841.----- See also Devonshire, Duke of.

Districts. Description of the limits, and names of the several districts of Ireland as defined 
and determined by the Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, App. 127, 128_ Table show
ing the boundaries of the fishery districts under 11 8c 12 Viet. c. 92, ib. 144-146.

Dobhyn, Michael. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Sub-sheriff of the city of Waterford, 
6532-- Has been engaged in the salmon trade since 1842; 6533------There are only
^Perso^ eiWged m the exportation of salmon from the Waterford estuary into the 
c .keient Ti it? P°rls> $534> 6535——Evidence in detail as to the mode in which the 
fishing in the Waterford estuary is carried on, 6536-6557.----- The tideway extends from
Brid« 6^8 6yotUa,yifO,SS .UpW"'ds’ betWC“ 40 and 50 miles i h flows "P tO Carl'Ck 

6^ EeTd|fdt?tn fei.‘1,1 the tidew UP to Passage, about seven or 
f flood tide,' 6rAo° ~ T1 lhey ,hsh during the last quarter of ebb and the first quaiter 

20 to 22; 6564-6566. number of boats employed in this drift-net fishing is from 
ei^lu miles, 6561, 6562

Destruction
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Dobbyn, Michael. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
Destruction of fish by the seals and porpoises in the rivers and estuary of Waterford, 

6567-6572----- The portion of the tideway that is fished by stake weirs and other fixed
engines is from the sea to within about a mile of the city of Waterford; this is a dis
tance of about 18 or 19 miles, 6573-6575----- This portion of the tideway cannot be
fished by any other means, 6573-6589----- Evidence as to the introduction of stake weirs
by Mr. Halliday, a Scotchman, 6577-6580-----The cotmen commence fishing above
Waterford, at a place called Graney Bridge, and fish from there up to Carrick-on-Suir; 
there may be from 80 to 100 employed in this fishery, 6590-6595.

If the weirs and fixed engines now used in the estuary of the Waterford rivers were 
discontinued, and the fishery were confined to the drift and cot fishing, the export trade 
would be destroyed altogether, 6596. 6605. 6610-6615. 6658-6662----- The existence of
these weirs occasions frequent disputes and riots between the cotmen and the weir 
owners, 6597 et seq. 6663, 6664----- All the weirs have been prostrated at different times
within witness’s knowledge, But a greater part of them have been put up again, 6606- 
6609. 6616-6623. 6654-6656------ How far the weirs impede the navigation and present
obstructions to the passage of boats, 6624-6638----- Witness does not know of any
poaching carried on in the rivers and estuary, except what is carried on by the cotmen; 
they fish the whole winter; they observe no close season, not even the Saturday close 
time; there is no coast guard to see that the close season is kept, 6639-6653.

Dombrain, Siv James. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Was for nearly thirty years inspector 
of the coast guard in Ireland; his connexion with this department ceased about the 
middle of January this year, on account of the abolition of the office, 1854-1858--
Witness’s duties as inspector of the coast guard involved a close attention to the state 
of the coast and tidal portions of rivers, as regarded the obstructions to the navigation 
and fisheries of those rivers, and on the coasts, 1859----- Witness had frequent communi
cations with the Commissioners of the Board of Works and the Fishery Commissioners 
under the Act of last Session, on the subject of the fisheries generally on the coast, both 
deep-sea and salmon fisheries ; witness’s suggestions were frequently acted upon, 1861, 
1862-----The Fishery Commissioners, on witness’s leaving office, signified their approba
tion ot his services in this respect, 1863, 1864----- Witness was in the navy several years,
1865----- Cannot say that lie has exactly surveyed the rivers as far as the fresh-water
portions; but has been up every river in Ireland as far, or nearly as far, as the tide 
flows, 1866----- Has found that within the last ten or twelve years the obsti’uctions
have greatly increased ; obstructions which have been very detrimental to the labouring 
classes, 1867-1879. 1892----- Instances in which these obstructions have been detri
mental as regards the navigation, 1867. 1878, 1879----- The rivers of which witness is
principally speaking are the Shannon, the Blackwater, and the Suir, 1868.

The obstructions have been caused by Scotch nets and by stake weirs; they are par
ticularly abundant at the mouths of tributaries ; they have also been carried to a great 
extent in the main river, the Shannon for instance, 1869-1879----- The poor people are
very much discontented with the present state of things, 1880----- It has produced
feelings of disaffection in their minds towards the local authorities, 1881-1886-----
Affrays have taken place between the fishermen and weir owners; particularly in the 
Suir ; the last of these was about a year and a half ago, 1882—1885. 1887—1891- The 
obstructions on the three rivers that discharge themselves into the estuary of Waterford 
have much injured the condition of the fishermen, who prosecuted a very brisk fishery 
in the upper portions of those rivers, 1893-1898.

A great number of obstructions have been set up in the Waterford rivers within the 
last ten years ; this had led to an increased number of affrays, 1899-1904- Evidence 
as to the fishery and obstructions in the Kerry rivers, 1909—*9^3 There ate no 
obstructions on the Galway river except the weir at Galway, I912b 1915 —Ihcie tUe, 
no obstructions in the tidal portion of the Sligo River, 1916-1918 On the Donegal 
coast, near Ballyshannon, there is an obstruction by Scotch bag^ nets, i9^9-^9'-- 
Stake nets have been put in several parts of the harbour of Lough Swilly; this has tended 
to deteriorate the fishery at Ra melton most considerably, 1922——From thence 
again, in Lough Foyle, there are numbers of stake nets, 1922 herever fishery 
is impeded by stake nets, boat navigation is impeded also, 19-3~1926----- The number

2 fishery

of bag nets and stake nets, in Lough Foyle, has very much increased since 1842; 
witness attributes this increase to modern legislation ; the people now having a feeling 
that they have aright to take the fish when anti where they can, 1927-1930——The 
Irish Society claims ihe entire fishery of Lough Foyle; dispute of this right by the 
Marquis of Donegal, 1931-1955---- Employment of the coast guard in protecting the
fishery in Lough Foyle; how far efficient, 1936-1957----- State of the fisheries’ and
navigation from Lough Foyle to Belfast, 195S et seq.

Reasons for forming- the opinion that the gross quantity of fish taken in those rivers 
where stake nets have increased, has diminished, 1959-1974. 2008-2015----- Places at
whmR considerable fisheries have sprung up latterly, .97^----- Obstruction to the
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fishery and navigation from the weir across the Liffey, 1980-2004------Further evidence
as to the obstructions to the navigation in the River Suir, 2005—2007------Absurdity of
the notion of Mr. Mulvany, that it is possible to make fish come up at certain times of 
the year any of the rivers in Ireland ; that is, to change their nature by an Act of Parlia
ment, 2016-2018------Bag nets are as great an impediment to boat navigation as stake
nets, 2019-2029----- Suggestions relative to the duties payable on the different descrip
tions of nets, 2030-2050----- Particulars relative to the prosecution of Mr. Little and Mr.
Atkinson, for fishing illegally in the channel of the Ballycroy River, 2051-2110------All
those weirs which are in the estuaries, and which are an obstruction to the navigation, 
should be abated ; opinion that there is sufficient power in the Admiralty to effect this ; 
the abating of these weirs would cause a great increase of fish, 2111-2142.

Donegal Bay. Obstructions on the Donegal coast, near Ballyshannon, by means of Scotch 
bag nets, Str J. Dombrain 1919-1922-- The fisheries of the whole bay of Donegal
aie very important, Ffennell 4102----- Report of W. J. Ffennell on the salmon fisheries of
Donegal Bay, dated 5 May 1848, App. 89.----- See also Poaching, II. 5.

Donegal, Marquis of. Letter from Mr. H. R. Paine to E. Lucas, esq., dated 11 June 1844, 
respecting a letter from the Marquis of Donegal, relative to the Foyle fisheries, App. 59.

See also Irish Society. Prosecutions, 3.
Drainage. Effect of the obstructions caused by stake weirs upon the drainage of lands* 

Croker 813-816-- There are drainage operations going on on the Castlebellingham or
Drumear River, which it is expected will facilitate the ascent of the fish, Ffennell 3949 
----- Complaints made to the Board of Works of the injurious effect of the weirs on the 
drainage of the city of Cork ; frequency of the streets being flooded, ib. 4590-4593.

Draught Nets. The draught net and the drum or bow net are used on the Inny, Mahon 
•2373---Draught nets were formerly used in the Shannon to a very great extent; this
afforded employment to a great number of men ; the introduction of stake nets has re
stricted the use of draught nets and reduced the employment, Ffennell 4529-4535----- -
The fishermen do not fish the Ballyshannon River by draught nets ; all parties fishing 
the river with draught nets have been prosecuted by the manager of the fishery for 
Dr. Sheil, M‘Gowan 7163-7183.

See also Bag Nets. Ballina Fishery. Drift Nets. Mesh of Nets. Slaney River. 

Drift Nets. There is a class of fishermen on the Waterford rivers who use drift nets, nets 
cast into the tideway and drift, Lord Glengall 2147-- Wide distinction made in the

resolutions of the meeting of 13 June 1848, between draught and drift nets ; description 
of a driftnet; they ought to be declared altogether illegal, Little 6459-6467------The
drift men fish in the tideway of the Waterford estuary up to Passage, about seven or 
eight miles, Dobbyn 6561, 6562----- They fish during the last quarter of ebb and the first
quarter of flood tide, ib. 6563----- The number of boats employed in this drift-net fishing
is from twenty to twenty-two, ib. 6564-6566----- Evidence as to the fishing carried on by
what are called driftmen ; nature of the drift net, Crawford 6714-6731. 6737------There
are about sixteen or twenty boats employed in drift-net fishing, ib. 6738----- Use of drift
nets in the River Suir below Passage; mode of fishing practised with drift nets, Alcock 
6889----- Difficulties attending the obtaining of a regular and good supply of fish bv
drift-net fishing, ib. 7038, 7039.

Drum Nets. Description of the bow or drum nets, and way in which used, Mahon 
2381.-- See also Draught Nets.

Drumcliff River. Evidence relative to the Drumcliff River, where there is an exclusive 
right claimed and exercised to a certain portion of it, by Miss Burn; great nuisances 
exist there; nature of the nuisance, Ffennell 4156-4159.

Dublin Bay. Bye-law approved by his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant in Council, pro
hibiting trawling in Dublin Bay, App. 118.

Dunbrody Weir. Letter from Mr. H. R. Paine to E. Lucas, esq., dated 11 July 1843, relative 
to the salmon weir at Dunbrody, in the county of Waterford, App. 51-- Letter from
Mr. H. R. Paine to E. Lucas, esq., dated 28 July 1843, as to the weir at Dunbrody, 
Waterford, ib. 53.

Duncannon Weir. Opinion that Lord Templemore’s weir at Duncannon is not an illegal 
weir, as it does not in any way impede the navigation of the river, Alcock 6862-6866.

Dundalk River. Particulars relative to the fisheries in the Dundalk^River in the Boyne 
district, Ffennell 4689-4693.

SuS£e5lions relative to the duties payable on the different descriptions of 
S .Str J. Dombrain 2030-2050.----- See also Tax on Engines.
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E.
Ebb Weirs. See Head Weirs.
Eel Fisheries. A great quantity of salmon fry is taken by the eel nets ; particulars as to the 

use of eel nets in the River Brasna, Mahon 2443-2450-- Existence of very valuable
eel fisheries upon the Lower Bann River, Ffennell 4415, 4416----- Situation of the eel
fisheries *on the Lower Bann, and description thereof, ib. 4436-4440----- Existence of
eel weirs above the bridge in the Ballyshannon River; these do not obstruct the passage 
of the fish, M‘Gowan 7202, 7203.

Eena River. Definition of the mouth of the River Eena, in the county of Kerry, by the 
Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, App. 123.

Employment of the Lower Classes. Difference which there would be in respect of the 
employment of the people between the use of fixed engines and of floating engines in 
the taking offish, M'Mahon 358-370-- The whole of the employment connected with
the New Ross fisheries has ceased in consequence of the weirs, Talbot 7238-7241___
Letter from Mr. P. Magee, dated 27 April 184g, relative to the sufferings of the fisher
men in consequence of the destruction of the fishery by the illegal weirs, ib. 7244— 
7246-----The Scottish salmon fisheries in the existing state of things do not afford verv
extensive employment to the poor, Right hon. A. Rutherfurd 7<2Q$-r]‘2xy].

See also Draught Nets.
Erne. Lough. Witness has heard of schemes and plans which have been projected for 

connecting Lough Erne with the sea; means by which this is proposed to be done, 
Ffennell 4068-4070--Copy of report made to the Lords Commissioners of the Admi
ralty on Lough Erne by Commander James Woolf, k. n., dated 1838, App. 1, 2.

Erne River. Copy of a petition of proprietors on the banks of the Upper River Erne, Lake 
Erne, and its tributary rivers for the enforcement of the common-law rights to which 
they conceive themselves entitled, Sir R. De Burgho’s Ev.,p. 93-- The mouth of the
river has not been defined, Ffennell 4071----- Detail of particulars relative to attempts
made some years ago, by a man of the name of Hector, brought there by Mr. Treden- 
nick, to place stake nets within a certain distance of the mouth of the river, ib. 4072- 
4083----- No doubt has been expressed as to the absolute right of Colonel Conolly to
the fishery below the falls, between the falls and the sea, ib. 4084-4101.

Errive River. Particulars relative to the Errive River, Ffennell 4227-----Definition of the
mouth of the Errive or Ass River, in the county of Mayo, by the Commissioners of Irish 
Fisheries, App. 125.

Esky Fishery. Report of W. T. Mulvany, dated 24 August 1843, on the Esky fishery, App. 
53, 54-

Expenses of Prosecutions. The expense of prosecutions is the principal cause of their not 
being instituted, Croker 828-844.

Exportation of Salmon. There are only six persons engaged in the exportation of salmon 
from the Waterford estuary into the different English ports, Dobbyn 6534, 6535 ; Craw
ford 6668--- Evidence generally as to the export offish from Waterford, and as to the
price of salmon, Crawford 6792—6810.----- See also Stake Weirs.

Eyre, Mr. See Galzoay River.
F.

Falls. See Askerne Weir. Ballyshannon River. Belleek Fall.
Fermoy Mill Weir. See Glandelane Mill Weir. Lismore Weir, 2. Mill Weirs, 1.
Ffennell, William J. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Was last year appointed a Commis

sioner of Irish Fisheries, under the Act of last Session ; had previously held the office 
°f inspector of fisheries in Ireland for about three years, 3°40-3°45-- Was in no way
connected with the Board of Works, 3046----- Witness had for many years taken an
active part in the salmon fisheries, and was secretary to the Suir Preservation Society, 
which was formed for the purpose of protecting that river in particular, 3°47“3°49-----
Has, in his capacity of secretary to this society, to a certain extent had occasion to put 
in force the old law on the subject of fisheries, and their obstructions, 3050----- But it
has been since the passing of the Act of 1842 that the most active operations in putting 
the law in force have occurred, 3050-3052.

In the ordinary performance of his duties, witness has had ample opportunities of 
turning his attention to the question whether the state of the law has been such as to 
admit of its being satisfactorily enforced in Ireland or not, 3053. 3056-3061----- -In
witness’s capacity of secretary to a private society, he considered the old code of laws 
very confusedj theie weie a great many of them; and many of them were only local in 
their application, 3054, 3055As inspector of fisheries, witness acted entirely under 
the orders of the Board ot W orks, 3062, 3063.-----In his present capacity of Commis-

°’4°« D 3 sioner
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Ffennell, William J. (Analysis of his Evidence")—continued.
sioner of Fisheries is associated with the Board of Works, but as a Commissioner of 
Fisheries only, 3064, 3065.

The Board of Works have the power at any time of setting aside the decisions of 
witness and his colleague, Mr. Barry, if they think fit, 3066-3073------There has been
no case whatever in which they have rejected the suggestions of the Fishery Commis
sioners without discussion, 3074----- Witness concurs in the evidence of Sir Charles
Trevelyan given before a Committee of The House, on the multifarious duties of the 
Board of Works, 3°74“3°79 “ Evidence in detail relative to the appointment of the 
Commissioners of Fisheries; how far they are connected with the Board of Works; 
establishment and expenses thereof; duties and powers of the Commissioners, 3080- 
3144-

f01]rePorts annually presented to Parliament by 
• o ‘o oaer:? ® 1 ie Board of Works, 3l45------Witness does not concur entirely
in the views taken by them as to the duties imposed upon them by the Act of 1842; 
re erence o le views taken by them as to their duties, particularly as regards the 
n leries geneially, 3146 et seq. 3161, 3162---- Opinion that the decisions made by the
Commissioners with respect to the close season did not give satisfaction, 3151-3166------
Reasons for the reports of the Commissioners of the Board of Works for 1847 and 1848 
laving been combined, it being required by Act of Parliament that a separate report 
should be made for each year, 3154—3160.

A great number of bye-laws were made by the Commissioners of Fisheries ; thev are 
recorded in the office of Public Works ; they principally relate to the sea fisheries, 
3167—3l76-----Evidence as to prosecutions which have been carried on under the direc
tion of the Board of Works in the Waterford River, 3177-3250----- If it be decided that
a weir under certain circumstances is clearly a nuisance on a certain river, and on 
another river there be a weir under exactly similar circumstances, it ought to be abated - 
there ought to be a summary power to do it when the principle is ascertained and 
decided in law with respect to it, 3251-3266.

There are cases connected with the Queen’s shares or passes in fishing weirs where a 
summary power ought to be exercised, and where a summary power exists under the Act 
5 & 6 Viet., 3267 et seq.----- Reasons why this power has not been exercised ; the law is
clear on the subject, but there are no funds to meet the expenses of prosecutions, 3267- 
3291----- Recommendation that there should be a distinct Board for the management of
the fisheries, which is not the case at present to a great extent, there being now only 
two special Fishery Commissioners, 3292, 3293----- & separation, a more distinct thing
in degiee, would be better, but it would not be advisable to separate them entnely 
from the Board of Works, 3293—3296----- With a good legal adviser, and a powei ol
appeal, the Board might be entrusted with a summary jurisdiction in cases where 
obstructions have been already declared illegal and have been re-erected, and wheic 
there are new erections of obstructions that are decidedly, as a matter of fact, contrary 
to the law, 3297—3351. 3361-3364.

Witness has heard local inspectors recommended, and is of opinion that they are 
required, but they ought not to be entrusted with the powers of magistrates, 3352, 3353 
■-----As regards obtaining funds for the payment of such inspectois the Act of last
Session provided for that; the funds are to be applied to the payment of inspectors and 
bailiffs under that Act, 3354----- The funds will in many, if not in most districts, be
deficient for doing all or perhaps near what is required, 3355—-—The most important pur
poses to apply the funds to are the protection of the breeding fish in winter, and for 
putting passes over existing weirs; the appointment of local inspectors is nevertheless 
essential, 3356-3360.

The inspectors for the salmon fisheries should be paid out of the fund produced by 
the licence duties, 3365-3374. 3378"3382----- Number of inspectors which would be
required, 3375“3377----- Return, showing the number of fisheries in the Unions in
Ireland, and their present rating in Poor-law valuations, 3382----- It bears no proportion
at all to the real annual amount of such fisheries; suggestions as to the mode in whi *1 
this state of things might be altered, as regards the taxes on engines, &c., 338 0-Q4.02_ _
Evidence on the subject of the powers vested in the Commissioners \o 'permit 
certain circumstances, the use of floating nets of a certain mesh for t-ilrin - ’ un<ler 
other fish besides salmon ; if only allowed at certain seasons there is 1 aad 
the salmon in the use of them, 3423-3445. destruction of

The power of assessing the tax on engines, &c. should be vested in a ci 1 
servators or some local party, perhaps the Poor-law Commissioner' Iocal con' 
Further reasons for forming the opinion that the enforcement of ti>o a ’ 342 f,„. the regulation of fisheries and of the fishery Ia™
taut to be left to private individuals, 3453-34.59----- The Seo ch sv tern of penalties
might with advantage be extended to Ireland, 3460-3490. ' system ot 1

[Third Examination.] State of the navigation and fisheries nf the three rivers that 
discharge themselves into the Waterford estuary; and also state of the estuary itself, 
349i et seq.— -Remaiks and explanations, accounting for the changes which have taken 
place in the state of these rivers since witness has been acquainted with them, ib.------

Particulars
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Particulars relative to the establishment of a society for the protection of the salmo ' 
the fresh-water portions of them ; steps taken by this society to carry out their* oh ” 
reference to certain prosecutions instituted by the society; difficulties in the wa^ f 
obtaining convictions, on account of the want of clearness, as alleged by the magistrates 
in the Actol 1842 ; particulars of the Waterford case, 3492—3534. “ o ,

Since 1844 there has been scarcely an assizes at which the Crown has not had prose
cutions at either Waterford, Kilkenny or Wexford, and still the weirs are all up attain 
in the exact places where persons had a year before been convicted ; instances of this, 
3535-3556——Detail of the circumstances attending the prosecution of a man of the 
name of O’Neill for erecting stake weirs in the navigable river, 3557-3561___ Names of
the principal weir owners on the River Suir, 3562-3568----- The judgments of the judges
of assize in the two counties of Kilkenny and Waterford have been universally similar, 
3569. 357°- .

Cause to which the disregard which the weir owners pay to the law in setting up weirs, 
the prostration of which has been directed by courts of competent jurisdiction, may be* 
attributed, 3571-3575----- The convictions on the estuary of Waterford have been ineffi
cient for the abatement of the nuisances, 3576----- The fact that the whole of the weirs
are up again proves this, ib.----- The stake weirs affect the supply of fish very much;
the supply has much declined since the establishment of them, 3577-3592----- The
presence of the stake weirs, and Scotch weirs, and other obstructions of this kind in the 
tideways prevents the fish from passing up to the fresh-water portions of the rivers, and 
particularly to the spawning-beds, for the purpose of spawning, 3593-3607.

There are a great many weirs not fishing weirs, besides those already spoken of by 
witness, in the fresh-water portions of these rivers, 3608, 3609----- None of these weirs
have been prosecuted for obstructing the navigation of the fishery, 3610-3612----- Way
in which these navigation weirs and mill weirs are prejudicial to the fishery, 3613-3621 
----- The navigation weirs are absolutely necessary for the navigation ; they could not 
be lowered, neither need they be lowered, 3622—3624----- Steps or ladders might be
placed to all the mill weirs, by which ample means might be afforded for the fish to pass 
up without in the slightest degree interfering either with the milling power or with the 
navigation, 3625-3632----- Some alteration in the law is necessary to facilitate the placing
of these ladders; but the principal thing required is to provide funds to do it, 3633-3641 
■----- A survey of the River Barrow navigation was made by the Commissioners of Fisheries
in 1844 or 1845 ; there is no report of it, 3642-3644. 3706-3712—•—How far any change 
or modification in the existing weirs was recommended or suggested to them, 3645-3651.

Ever since witness has known these rivers poaching has been carried on to a great 
exient, 3652----- During the existence of the Suir Association it was greatly lessened,
but since this association has been given up it prevails as much as ever, 3653-3656. 
3688-3691----- Number of fishermen who found employment in the tidal and fresh-water
portions of these rivers before the passing of the Act of 1842 ; this number has fallen 
off since 1844; 3654, 3655. 3657-3661----- Evidence to show that there is not the same
disposition on the part of these fishermen to see the law obeyed that there was pre
viously to 1842 ; way in which this may be accounted for, 3662-3687. 3$91_3693-----
Period of the year in which the fish more generally run; in a portion of the close season 
they are going up, and in the open season, in several rivers ; it all depends upon the 
river, 3694-3698,

Witness is of opinion that there would not be more fish caught if there were no stake 
nets in the tideway; there would be more fish caught if the stake nets were confined to 
where the river widens, 3699-3705----- Evidence relative to the obstruction which exists
close to the bridge of Cahir; it forms an obstruction to the fish ascending above that 
portion of the river; way in which it might be improved, 3713~3718----- Computation
as to the annual value of the fisheries in the Waterford estuary as at present managed, 
3719-3724----- The River Slaney is almost the most abused and the most neglected river
in Ireland witness can assign no reason for this neglect; way in which the Slaney is 
fished at present, 3725-3736.

Creat difficulty in defining the mouths of rivers at present, for the object intended 
by the Act, in consequence of the provision of the Act being imperfect, 3737“3772 
- Great difficulties in the way of defining the mouth of the River Slaney in the 
county and estuary of Wexford, ib.----- In the case of the Slaney it would make no
material difference with respect to the bag nets, whether the mouth of the river be 
defined or not, 3777'3783----- There is a very considerable class of persons engaged on
the River Slaney in the draught-net fishery, 3784----- There are a great many mill weirs
upon the Slaney, over all of which the passage offish might be facilitated without inter
fering at with t,le nulling power; by concentrating the waste water, for instance, that 
is ootng over the weir, ib.

Nature of the complaints which have been received on the subject of the close sea
son in the Slaney, 3785 3792----- ihe destruction of fish in the Slaney does not take
place at the mouth, 01 at all events m the tideway, 3793, 3794___ The excessive
destruction has been ... the upper or fresh-water portions of .he riven oioo-Ino Xms 
whatever have been taken by any one for years to protect the breetlntg fish, 3793-

M ‘ 3801 —
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3801----- Evidence relative to the state of the small rivers between the Slaney, going
northward, and the Liffev, 3802-3805---- -The fishery of thei Bray River some years
ago was very valuable ; this has been nearly destroyed, principally by a weir fishery ; 
nature of this weir, 3806-3811. rtolrt ____w«. ,Information relative to the fishery of the L.ffey R.ver, 3812-3885-—Wrtness has 
made a report on rhe Liffey River, winch rs before rhe Committee, 3812,3813------ Eyi-
dence generally relative to the weir at Island Bridge, 3813-3820-—1 articnlars rela
tive to° the weir at Lucan, which is exceedingly destructive to fish, 3821----- At Leixlip
there is a natural obstacle to the fish getting up; way in which this might be improved, 
3821, 3822. 3827-3830----- There is considerable poaching on the upper parts of the
Liffey, 3823----- The supply of salmon in the upper part of the Liffey is very small;
best steps which could be taken to increase the supply, 3824 et seq.------Difficulties in
the way of the Board taking steps to insure the weir at Island Bridge being legally 
fished, 3829-3841.

Opinion that the close time is not observed in the Island Bridge weir, 3842—3849. 
3869-3885----- Way in which, if the funds were forthcoming, alterations might be made
in the weir at Island Bridge, which would materially assist the passage of the fish in 
the weekly close season, 3850-3858. 3860-3864----- There is a very considerable amount
of property embarked in mills on the Liffey, 3865----- The necessary alterations in the
weirs, both at Island Bridge and above, might be effected so as to improve the fishing 
without prejudice to the mill-owners, 3866-3868----- Evidence generally as to the fish-
enes of the Boyne and the weirs, nets, &c. in that river, 3886-3005----- -There is a great
deal of what is called cross fishing on the Boyne, 3906----- There is also a description of
fishing with currags, in the fresh water; nature of this fishing, ib.

Last season the fishing in the Boyne was unusually good in the early part of the 
season; this season it has not been so good, 39O7-39S9------Poaching does exist
on the Boyne 3910—-The improvement of the fishing on the Boyne is owing to the 
institution of a society eight or ten years ago called the Boyne Fishing Protection 
fii°e nublm93oi2 lhe B°yne 'S fished "nder the ““moo-law right in the tideway by

[Fourth Examination.]—Further, evidence with respect to the Bovne district, 3935- 
3947—-There are drammg operations gotng on on the Castlebell°n“ham or Drumear 
River, which it is expected will facilitate the ascent of the fish ___.Evidence in
detail relative to the salmon rivers in the Ballycastle district ^^^^o-3q8i ____ Also-
evidence relative to the rivers in the Letterkenny district qo8^^^ i- —-Details 
relative to the salmon fisheries in the Ballyshannon district 4012^et __ particulars
relative to the fall of Askerne, 4021-4025------ Position of ’ihP nJ, a i-^mp fall
with reference to the fall, 40^6-----This weir is so peculiadv X d*16 4 h 7 ir is
difficult to say whether there is a Queen’s gap or not aoao_  ’’mstanced tha
subject of this fishery, on the ground of there being no Queen’s nan OT^1P^l,r\ts on , 
that the weekly close season is not observed, have been received from °-n i
on the banks of the upper portion of the Erne; memorial sent to the gprie.tor | 
on this subject, and result, 4028-4067. arc 0

Witness has heard of schemes and plans which have been projected for
Lough Erne with the sea; means by which this is proposed to be done, 4068-°'o^c)6— 
The mouth of the river has not been defined, 4071----- Detail of particulars relative to
attempts made some years ago by a man of the name of Hector, brought there* by Mr. 
Tredennick, to place stake nets within a certain distance of the mouth of the river* 
4072-4083----- No doubt has ever been expressed as to the absolute right of Colonel
Conolly to the fishery below the falls, between the falls and the sea, 4084—4101.

The fisheries of the whole rbay of Donegal are very important, 4102------Evidence
relative to the Bundrowes River, and the salmon fishery therein, 4102 et seq.------It is
fished by means of a box and a weir entirely across it; there is no gap in the weir, 
4102-4108___ The river at this weir is only a few feet wide, 4109----- -The weir is
quite close to the sea, 4110, 4111------It is one of that class of rivers, that if there were
a Queen’s share left in the weir it would not take salmon at all, 4112—4119—,—There is 
a great deal of poaching in the upper portion of the rivers of the Bay of Donegal, 4120 
----- The proprietors who have weirs, having found that the introduction of bag nets 
generally in the bay renders their river fishing of so very little value, have generally 
given up all protection, 4120, 4121----- Under the provisions of the last Fishery Act, all
these bag nets will pay a licence rate which will be applied to the protection of the 
rivers, 4121. 4128-4132. 4160----- There would be a great increase of fish in the “PP®r
portions of these rivers if there were a Queen’s gap in all the weirs, 4133------Tl?eunties
missioned have the same power of regulating the close season in the northern co 
that they have in the rest of Ireland, 4134. „ • ,

Evidence relative to the fisheries in the Sligo district, 4135 .lo
I dative to the several fishery at Sligo claimed and exercised by ‘ ।
4 55 Evidence relative to the Drumcliffe River, where there is a &.
claimed and exercised to a certain portion of it by Miss Burn; great nuisances exist
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there; nature of the nuisance, 4156-4159----- In this district also there is a very peculiar
river, the Ballisadare River; particulars relative to an Act of Parliament in existence 
conferring exclusive rights upon Mr. Cooper, connected with the fisheries of this river 
4160-4170----- Evidence relative to the fisheries of the Ballina district, 4171 et seq.

The River Moy is a very important one, 4171----- A very valuable fishery exists at the
Moy, and the exclusive right is exercised by a Mr. Little; mode in which he fishes in 
the exercise of this right; how far he uses instruments which are not legal, and way in 
which the fishery above is affected, 4171-4188—•—A great deal of the poaching upon 
the rivers of Ireland may be attributed to the impediments to the free passage of fish in 
consequence of the obstructions in the lower parts of the rivers, 4188-4195----- There
are many cases in Ireland where the Queen’s gaps, and consequently the fisheries, might 
be materially improved at a very trifling expense, 4196-4209----- The Act of Parliament
at present provides that where the obstructions are illegal the Commissioners shall 
remove them, and charge the expense to the owners, 4210-4225.

Evidence relative to the fisheries in the rivers in the Newport district, 4226 et seq. 
----- Particulars relative to the Errive River, 4227—And the Delphi River, ib.------ The 
public exercise the right of fishing, to a great extent, in Killery Bay, 4228----- Evidence
as to the weirs and boxes in the rivers in the Westport district, 4229-4231----- Way in
which the several right of fishery is exercised by Sir Richard O’Donnell on the Newport 
River, and also on the Ballycroy River; particulars as to the controversies on the subject 
of fishing the Ballycroy by Mr. Atkinson and Mr. Little, both in respect of stake weirs 
and stop nets, 4232-4277. 4284-4286-----Evidence relative to the fishing in the Owen-
more and Munhin Rivers ; prosecutions which have taken place on account of the close 
lime not being properly kept, 4278-4283. 4287-4291.

There is a river at Clifden, and two or three other rivers in the Newport district that 
are obstructed by natural obstructions, which is a great loss to the public, 4292----- Evi
dence relative to the fisheries in the Galway district ; obstructions in the rivers, 4292— 
4301-----Particulars relative to an exclusive and several fishery exercised at Galway by
Mr. Eyre, 4292 It is very desirable to encourage angling in the rivers in Ireland,. 
4293~4295------Evidence upon the subject of the rivers in the Limerick district,
4302

[Fifth Examination.]—Statement generally relative to the Coleraine fishery; the prin
cipal fishery is held by the lessees of the Irish Society, 4410 et seq.-------Description of
the weir close to Coleraine called ‘‘the Cults,” 4410----- There are a great many mill
weirs upon the Lower Bann River; description of the fisheries in the Lower Bann, ib. 
----- Important fishery existing in Lough Neagh, exclusive of the salmon fishery, called 
the pollen, or fresh-water herring fishery ; a great number of the lower classes derive 
their livelihood by fishing for these pollens, ib.----- In the whole district above the Bann
the rivers flowing into it are greatly injured by flax steeping; vast quantities of fish 
destroyed from this cause, ib.----- There is a Queen’s share in the Cutts weir at Cole
raine, but it is not at all regulated according to the provisions of the Act, ib.----- Con
trivances put into practice to prevent the fish going up the Queen’s share of the Cutts 
weir, 4410-4415----- Violation of the law generally with respect to observing the
weekly close season, and frequency of the parties being prosecuted for the offence, 
4415-

Existence of very valuable eel fisheries upon the Lower Bann River, 4415, 4416-----
Great number of weirs existing upon the Upper Bann River, 4417-4420----- Repeal of
the Irish Act of Parliament which made it a penal offence to pour flax or flax water into 
rivers frequented by fish, 4422-4424----- The principal fishery carried on in the Lower
Bann is by means of bag nets, 4425-4431----- Ignorance of the present proprietors of
the Cutts weir of the illegal construction for preventing the fish passing up the “Queen’s 
share” channel, 4431----- The Irish Society claim the Coleraine fishery under a charter;
this has never been disputed, 4432-4434----- Situation of the eel fisheries on the Lower
Bann, and description thereof, 4436-4440-----Statement relative to the fisheries in the
Lough Foyle district; this is perhaps the most important salmon fishery district in Ire
land, 4441 et seq.

Right claimed by the tenants of Lord Donegal to erect stake nets in Lough Foyle, and 
disputes with the Irish Society arising therefrom, 4441.4461-4472----- The stake nets
erected in Lough Foyle by the tenants of Lord Donegal are illegally placed, 4441, 4442. 
4473~4476----- Use of stake nets by the Irish Society in fishing Lough Foyle, 4443.
4444----- Reference to the Fourth Report of the Fishery Commissioners of 1846 as to
the increase in the take of fish in Lough Foyle up to 1842, and the fallimr off since that 
period, 4445”4448----- Witness cannot account for the falling off of the take of fish - tlw
increase may be [attributed to the use of slake nets under more vigilant nrotection 4448-445.3—Op.n.on that the introduction of stake nets to “ „ 5 Xx eHi nall 
the fisheries would have a very bad effect, more especially i„ lhe narrow rive s,c. 
4460----- Proceedings which have been taken relative to iHa ;hJ ’ 4454"'
Lough Foyle by the tenants of Lord Donegal, 4477-4488 ° 1 e^a weus erecte<i m
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Opinion that upon an average the take of fish in Lough Foyle has not decreased to 

any extent since 1842; 4489-4493------Claim made by several of the proprietors of the
right of fishing in Lough Foyle and the rivers connected with it, 4494—4497------Great
influence which the weather has upon the fisheries, wet seasons giving a large take of 
fish, and dry seasons considerably decreasing the quantity of fish, 4498-4509------The
navigation of Lough Foyle is not impeded by the stake nets erected for fishing, 4510— 
4513------There would be some difficulty in obtaining returns from the proprietors of
fisheries, showing the state of such fisheries for any series of years, 4514, 4515------
General statement relative to the fisheries in the Limerick district, 4516 et seq.— 
Evidence in detail relative to the Shannon River fisheries, and the rights of fishing in 
that river, 4516.

Poweis given by Acts of Parliament to the proprietors of land contiguous to the 
Shannon River to erect stake nets under certain restrictions, and violation of these Acts, 
4516—45^8 —Injury which has been done to the fisheries on the Shannon by the 
erection of stake weirs, 4519-4527----- Exclusion of the fishermen from fishing in the
River Shannon by the stake weirs erected by the landed proprietors, 4526------Many of
the weirs on the River Shannon are rated to the poor law, 4528------Draught nets were
formerly used in the Shannon to a very great extent; this afforded employment to a 
great number or men ; the introduction of stake nets has restricted the use of draught 
nets, and reduced the employment, 45^9"4535----- The letting of the fisheries by the
landed proprietors to other than their tenants is a direct violation of the Act of Parliampnf 
granting the fisheries, 4536-4539.

Obstructions caused to the navigation of the River Shannon from the numerous weirs 
4540-4546-----Crowded state of Clonderlaw Bay with weirs, 4541------ A vast deal of
destruct ion among the fish occurs in winter in most of the waters tributary to the Shannon - 
attempt made to establish an association for the protection of the waters, and failure 
thereof, 4547-4551----- Importance of the trout fishing in the lakes connected with and
tributary to, the Shannon ; advantage derived by the lower classes from this fishery, 
4552------Deterioration of the value of the Lax weir on the Shannon, in consequence of
the number of stake weirs below it, 4552-4554----- Statement generally relative to the
fisheries in the Killarney district; the fishing of this district is very valuable, 4555— 
4581.

Complaints made against the uniform close season in the Killarney district, 4555------
Particulars relative to the weirs and fisheries in the River Carra, in the Killarney district, 
4555-4561----- The supply of salmon in the Lakes of Killarney has very much decreased
of late, 4563------Difficulties relative to defining the mouths of the various rivers, and
alterations necessary to be made in the laws in that respect, 4566-4577------Evidence in
detail relative to the fisheries in the Bantry district; great number of small rivers con
tained in this district, 4582----- Statement generally as to the state of the fisheries in the
Cork district; this district is one in which some peculiar circumstances exist, 4582— 
4626.

Dissatisfaction existing as to the manner adopted by Mr. Hayes in fishing his weir in 
the River Lee at Cork, 4582.----- Introduction of bag nets for fishing in the estuary and
tideway of the rivers of Cork by the proprietors of land, especially about Cove, 4582- 
4584-----Particulars relative to the destruction of fishing nets by a Mr. Keays, 4584—
4589 Complaints made to the Board of Works of the injurious effect of the weirs on 
the drainage of the city of Cork, and frequency of the streets being flooded, 4590-4^3 
------Frequency of complaints from the draughtsmen of the destruction of the fisheriesbv 
the introduction of the use of bag nets, 4594-4596----- Obstructions existing in the River
Lee by mill weirs; these could be regulated so as to allow the fish to pass up without 
injury to the milling power, 4596-4601.

Particulars relative to the fishery in the River Bandon, in the Cork district, 4602____ .
Prosecution of parties for the erection of stake weirs in the River Bandon, and conviction 
they being found a nuisance to the navigation, 4602----- Letter from Mr. William Lon<*~
field to Mr. J. C. Walker, dated 14 March 1849, complaining of the state of the Bandon 
weir and the illegality of its construction, 4602-4605----- Prevalence on the Bandon River
of a most destructive system of poaching, by what is called the stroke-haul; description 
of this proceeding, 4606-4609----- Power of the Fishery Commissioners to pass bye-laws
prohibiting the use of any engines destructive to the fish; the use of the stroke-haul has 
been prohibited, 4609-4618------ Great want of efficient protection of the fishery of the
Bandon River, 4619-4621------Particulars relative to the fisheries in the Aragadeen River,
in the Cork district, 4622.

Existence ol a legislative enactment prohibiting the capture of fish in the tail race of 
a mill, 4623-4626----- General statement relative to the fisheries in the Lismore district,
4627-4666 -Dissatisfaction evinced by certain parties in the Lismore district in 

a r’£>ht of fishery exercised by the Duke of Devonshire, 4627 ——Great 
4(^aC'c°n8 e5£isTtinSin the tributaries to the Blackwater River from the number of weirs, 
ther.e'is BO c8nelr“ctlon. of the Lismore weir by means of spur walls;

S share in this weir, 4631-4634------Decrease of the supply of fish in
the
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the Blackwater River, both in the upper and lower portions, 4635-4638___ Increase of
poaching on the Blackwater River; extensive operations carried on, 4639, 4640.

No official complaints have been made to the Board of Works relative to the illeo-al 
construction of the Lismore weir, and no proceedings have been taken by them or^y 
the Commissioners on the subject, 4641-4653----- Observations relative to the survey of
the River Blackwater made by Colonel Jones, 4654-4658----- The Commissioners do
not possess the power of enforcing gaps to be made in old weirs to allow the passage of 
the fish, 4659-4664---- Prevalence of poaching in the Blackwater River during the close
season, 4665; 4$$^ Average annual consumption of Irish salmon in London, 4667—
4669----- There can be no doubt that if the law were properly enforced and protection
duly secured, the annual value of the Irish fisheries would be very considerably increased, 
4670-4672——Average price of the Irish salmon sold in the London market, 4673-----
Vast quantities of Irish salmon sold in the ports of Bristol and Liverpool, 4674-4676.

Further observations relative to the difficulty of obtaining statistical returns of the 
value of fisheries from the proprietors, and manner in which this difficulty might be 
overcome, 4677-4679----- Prevalence of the practice of poisoning rivers in the Kerry
district, by means of a plant called spurge, 4680,4681----- Frequency of rivers becoming
poisoned by the steeping of flax in the linen manufacturing districts; it would be 
ruinous to the linen trade to interfere with the practice of steeping flax, 4682-4685-----
The laws relative to the poisoning of rivers by means of spurge should be made more 
stringent, 4686, 4687----- Objection to imposing a penalty on parties taking fish in the
open season who are unlicensed, 4688----- Particulars relative to the fisheries in the
Dundalk River in the Boyne district, 4689-4693----- Occasionally cases occur of rivers
becoming poisoned by means of gas works, but they are very rare, 4694----- Want of
increased poweis by the Fishery Commissioners for the superintendence and control 
of the oyster fisheries, 4695-4701.

Ffennell, Mr. See Boyne River. Bray River. Foxford Weir. Riots.
Fisheries. Measures necessary to restore the salmon fisheries of Ireland to the fruitful 

state in which they were when witness first became acquainted with them, Croker 817, 
818-- Places at which considerable fisheries have sprung up latterly, Sir J. Dombrain
1975-1979-

Fishermen. See Affrays. Cotmen. Deep Sea Fishery. Employment of the Lower 
Classes. Poaching, I.

Fishery Laws. State of the statute and common law in Ireland in the year 1842, when the 
Act of 5 & 6 Victoria passed, M'Mahon 73-87-- Evidence showing that by the civil
law running water was publici juris, where navigable, equally with tidal water, ib. 88- 
160----- In witness’s capacity of secretary to a private society, he considered the old code
of laws very confused ; there were a great many of them, and many of them were only 
local in their application, Ffennell 3054, 3055----- Changes suggested in the present laws
which would render them more effective, Foley 6087 et seq.----- Advantages which would
result from the repeal of the present Acts of Parliament regulating the Irish fisheries, 
and the substitution of a law more nearly resembling the anterior law, Talbot 7237.

See also Acfs of Parliament. Scotch Fishery Acts.
Fishing Rods. Tax laid on fishing rods; this is a protective tax, Sir R. de Burgho 1272, 

1273-- Witness concurs in the complaints and objections made by Mr. Serjeant Allen
and other legal persons with respect to taxing rods and nets, Talbot 4938-4942- 4985~ 
4991.----- See also Licences.

Fixed Engines. Opinion in favour of the use of fixed engines for the capture of fish, 
under certain restrictions; statement of the restrictions proposed, Alcock 6910-6920.

See also Employment of the Lower Classes. Stake R e/rs. Tax on Engines.
Flax Steeping. See Bann District. Poisoning Fish.
Floating Engines. See Employment of the Lower Classes.
Floating Fets. Evidence on the subject of the powers vested in the Commissioners to 

permit, under certain circumstances, the use ot floating nets of a certain mesh for taking 
perch and other fish besides salmon; if only allowed at certain seasons there is no 
destruction of the salmon in the use of them, Ffennell 3423-3445*

Foley,Nelsou Trafalgar. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Resides at Ballyin, near Lismore; 
lessee, with Mr. Cliffe, of the Lismore fishery under the Duke of Devonshire; holds under 
a special agreement; length of time the fishery has been in witness’s family ; rent paid, 
5724-5733-- Witness has not observed any particular falling off in the supply of fish
between 1824 1842> it vaiies very much in different years; the worst year witness
recollects was 1845 5 573^~5T3 L was a dry summer, and the stake net weirs took a 
great deal offish in the tide, 5739'5745----- Introduction of stake weirs into the Black
water by a Mr. Halhday, a Scotchman, 5746-5754.

As lessee of the fishery, witness has, in some cases, prosecuted the owners of stake 
weirs; particulars relative to these prosecutions; prosecution of Mr Hockett and of Mr 
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Report, 184g—continued.

Foley, Nelson Trafalgar. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
Ussher, 5755_57^4-----Witness threatened to prosecute Sir Richard Musgrave and his
people for fishing at Cappoquin, hut the prosecution was not carried out, 5785-5792------
Witness was threatened with a prosecution for stretching a net across the water at 
Cappoquin; it has been removed, 5793_5799----- Has lately prosecuted a man of the
name of Ryan for using a stake net weir without a licence; conviction obtained, 5800- 
5818----- There are twenty-three stake net weirs in fishing order in the Blackwater at
the present time, 5819------They are all liable to prosecution as being beyond low-water
mark and injurious to the navigation, 5820.

It is the business of the Commissioners to take notice of them ; complaints have been 
made to the Commissioners respecting them, but nothing has been done in the matter, 
5821-5827—-—Their answer to the complaints has been that the Duke of Devonshire had 
great rights in the river, and they did not wish to come forward, 5828-----These stake
weirs are not only injurious to fishing but to navigation, 5829-5832------They do not ob
serve the weekly close season at all; witness has prosecuted them, but the penalty is so 
small that it does not put a stop to the offence at all; they do not properly keep the 
yearly close season, 5832-5873.

Witness has prosecuted parlies for poaching in the fresh water, destroying the breed
ing fish ; result of these prosecutions, 5874—5882----- Observations on, and explanation of,
the evidence given by Mr. Currey and Sir R. Musgrave, relative to the complaints made 
against some of witness’s men for improperly fishing the river, 5883-5903----- Witness
presumes he has the right of fishing wherever the Duke has the right, 5904-5916____
There are only three hatches in witness’s weir for the purpose of taking fish, the others 
are used as water-ways ; size of the killing hatches, 5917-5921----- The chief fishing is bv
drawing nets about the weir, below the weir; they are never drawn above the weir, 
5922-5931------Fish of between five and six pounds can pass through the bars of the weir,
5932-5936.

Duty paid for the hatches in the weir; amount of the poor-law valuation of the 
fishery, 5937~594O----- The weekly close time is certainly detrimental to the fishery ; it
is strictly observed, 5941-5944----- Witness’s tenancy is determinable at a year’s notice
on either side, 5945-5947------Establishment and employment of water bailiffs on the
Blackwater, 5948-5966----- Opinion that under the late Fishery Act, the promotion of
the fish will not be more efficient than it now is, 5967~5970, 59°O"59 5“ 1 ness>s
fishery extends as low clown as the bar, in fact as far as the Duke s a lei j ex ent s,

Witness conceives he has the right to prosecute boatmen or otheis o~ g There 
centre of the river, from boats, down close to the bar at Youghal, 597- 59/9 
are other weirs entirely across the river, besides the ope at Lismoic, 59 1 ]oiQnP.
weirs across the river at Glandelane and the Fermoy mill wen&, 2 . i|iet r./11 1 1. 
weir is particularly injurious to the fishery, 59®7_5999“ ’i'0thewhich il also injurious to the fish, 599-6000—-If either of he hatche. Lrsmore 
weir were always left open, the fishery would not be nor 1 10 o, j99- o997*

A great many of the mill races tend to destroy fish ; an over-shot wheel would tend to 
prevent this, but they cannot in all cases be adopter 10m 1 ‘ a sufficient fall, 
5998-6000 A grading placed at die tad of the race would be a very good plan to 
adopt; but this would in many cases be injurious to the mill power, 6007-6017. 6021 — 
6023-----Objections to putting ladders or steps on the wens, 6018-6020—•—Fish cannot
pass up above Glandelane, unless there is a fresh or flood, and at those periods the 
poachers come down and gaff them, 6024-6028——A great number of strangers come 
to Lismore for the purpose of angling; facilities afforded them for pursuing their 
pastime, 6029-6033.

The River Bride, a tributary to the Blackwater, would be a very fine river for fish if 
properly protected, but it is most terribly poached, 6034-6036----- There are twenty-one
head or ebb weirs in about two miles and a half of this river, 6037----- Description of a
head weir; it is legalized and protected by the Act of 1842 ; Sir Richard Musgrave had 
one of these weirs, and Lord Stuart de Decies has one which is used at the present time 
6038-6086----- Changes suggested in the present laws which would render them more
effective, 6087 et seq.----- There should be minimum penalties in all cases 6087—__
Offences in the close season should be visited with very heavy penalties ib.-----
Offences against the Saturday close time should be visited with ‘heavy penalties and 
minimum penalties, particularly against lights and spears, ib. J H

Spears ought to be illegal; they are only used by poachers, 6087------Every gaff
should be illegal that is not fixed permanently to the end of a pole, 6088, 6089 •
Cross lines are most injurious to the fish; so also is an implement called an otter or 
jack, 6090-6095- —1 caching has increased very much lately; the most determined 
poachers are the farmers sons; minimum penalty suggested for poaching, 6096-6098 
-----1 he present ega mesh is too large to take a white trout without injuiy, ^099.

Supposing all stake weirs and bag nets to be altogether abolished and rendered illegal 
•here would be as much salmon taken by floating nets and rods and by the public gen®
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Report, 1849—continued.

Foley, Nelson Trafalgar. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
rally fishing, as is taken now, 6100-6117——Way in which the navigation of the Black
water might be very much improved up to the Duke of Devonshire’s canal- it should 
be begun in the first instance in the harbour ofYoughal, 6118-6129.

[Second Examination.]—Further evidence on the subject of Sir Richard Musgrave’s 
disputed right of fishing, 6362-6375.

Foley, Mr. Explanation relative to complaints which have been made as to the close time 
not being properly observed in the Lismore Weir; one complaint contained in a letter 
from Mr. Dillon Croker, and another in a letter from Mr. George Bennett Jackson, both 
in 1843, Currey 539l“54o6-- Evidence showing whether the Act of Parliament has
been complied with by Mr. Foley in his mode of fishing the Lismore Weir, Sir R. Mus
grave 5714-5722----- Observations on and explanation of the evidence given by Mr. Currey
and Sir R. Musgrave relative to the complaints made against some of witness’s men for 
improperly fishing the river, Foley 5883-5903.----- See also Connery, James.

Foxford Weir. There has been a little controversy about the weir at Foxford, but not 
much ; nature of this claim ; a gap has been lately made in this weir, Little 6171-6182. 
6230-6235-- Letter from Mr. H. R. Payne to Mr. E. Lucas, dated 5 July 1845,
relative to the Foxford Weir on the River Moy, App. 66----- Report of W. J. Ffennell on
the Foxford Weir, dated 18 May 1846, ib. 75, 76----- Report of W. J. Ffennell on the
Foxford Weir, dated 25 June 1846, ib. 77, 78.

Foyle, Lough. From Lough Swilly to Lough Foyle, there are numbers of stake nets, Sir 
J. Dombrain 1922-- The number of bag nets and stake nets in Lough Foyle has
very much increased since 1842 ; witness attributes this increase to modern legislation; 
the people now having a feeling that they have a right to take the fish now when and 
where they can, ib. 1927-1930-----Statement relative to the fisheries in the Lough
Foyle district; this is perhaps the most important salmon fishery district in Ireland, 
Ffennell 4441 et seq.

Reference to the fourth report of the Fishery Commissioners of 1846, as to the increase 
in the lake of fish in Lough Foyle up to 1842, and the falling off since that period, Ffennell 
4445-4448----- "Witness cannot account for the falling off of the take of fish ; the increase
may be attributed to the use of stake nets and a more vigilant protection, ib. 4448-4453 
----- Opinion that upon an average the take offish in Lough Foyle has not decreased to 
any extent since 1842, ib. 4489—4493----- Claim made by several of the proprietors of
the right of fishing in Lough Foyle and the rivers connected with it, ib. 4.494—4497-------
Extract from the report of J. Redmond Barry, dated 3 July 1843, on the memorial from 
Londonderry relative to the fisheries in Lough Foyle, App. 49, 50.

See also Irish Society. Navigation, II. 2. Prosecutions, 3.
Foyle River. Witness has read the reports of the Commissioners of Fisheries; examina

tion upon these reports, showing the increase of the produce of the Foyle fishery, Sir 
R.de Burgho, 1724-1822-- Definition of the mouth of the River Foyle, in the county
of Londonderry, by the Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, App. 121.

See also Coast Guard.
Fresh Water Fisheries. The destruction of stake weirs and other obstructions in the tidal 

portions of rivers must have a great effect in increasing the value of the fresh-water 
fisheries, Lord Glengall 2163---There is no doubt that under these circumstances all
the people in the fresh-water portions of the rivers, rich and poor, would concur in seeing 
rhe fishery laws obeyed, ib. 2163-2167.

See also Ballycroy River. Blackwater River. Close Season, 2. Poaching, I. 
Queen’s Gaps. Slaney River.

Frewin v. Orr. Particulars relative to the case of Frewin v. Orr, which was decided in 
January 1842; in which case it was laid down that iron weirs came within the prohi 
bitory enactment of 10 Charles 1 ; Alcock 6986.

G.
Gabbett, Mr. Evidence as to the prosecution of Mr. Gabbett, before the magistrates, for 

not keeping the weekly close season; he was convicted and a fine imposed ; how far it 
would be worth his while to incur this fine and go on still renewing the offence, Sir R. 
De Burgho 1489-1547.-- See also Lax Weir.

Gabbett v. Clancy and Dwyer. Report of the fishery case, Poole Gabbett against Thomas 
Clancy and Thomas Dwyer, tried before Mr. Justice Ball and a special jury, at Limerick 
summer assizes, 1841 ; App. 3-31.

Gaffs. Every gaff should be illegal that is not fixed permanently to the end of a Bole
Foley 6080, uOo9« * 7

Galway Bay. Bye-law prohibiting trawling iq Galwnv TU™ 1 cr 1 • t>the Lord Lieutenant in Council, App. ng, n UalWaY Bay, approved of by his Excellency 
0'40. E Q
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Report, 1849—continued.

Galway District. Evidence relative to the fisheries in the Galway district; obstructions 
in the rivers, Ffennell 4292-4301.

Galway River. There are no obstructions on the Galway river except the weir at Galway, 
Sir J. Dombrain 1914, 1915-- 'Witness is not aware under what title the fishery of
which he is lessee is claimed, Martin 2506----- It is a several fishery embracing a large
extent of right over the adjacent bay, ib. 2505----- Way in which the fishery was regu
lated by the Marlin’s family ; particulars relative to the removal of a weir by Sir Robert 
Staples in the River Spiddle, ib. 2507-257C----- There are no stake weirs at the mouths
of the other Galway rivers, ib. 2614----- Particulars relative to an exclusive and several
fishery exercised at Galway by Mr. Eyre, Ffennell 4292----- Bye-law prohibiting the use
of the strokehaul or stokall and snatch, &c., in the River Galway, or Corrib, Lough 
Corrib, and Lough Mask, and their tributaries, approved of by the Lord Justices in 
Council, App. 11g.

Gaps. The Commissioners do not possess the power of enforcing gaps to be made in old 
weirs to allow the passage of the fish, Ffennell 4659-4664-- Provision made in the
fishery laws of Scotland for keeping open a gap in weirs which run across a river, Right 
Hon. A. Rutherford 7274-7283.

See also Lismore Weir, 5. Monarea Gap. Navigation, I. Queen’s Gaps.

Gas Works. Occasionally cases occur of rivers becoming poisoned by means of o-as 
works, but they are very rare, Ffennell 4694.

Glandelane Mill Weir. The weir of Glandelane, a mill weir, is witness’s property, Lord 
Mountcashel 2757-2761---To a certain extent it obstructs the passage of fish except
during floods, ib. 2762------Evidence as to the obstruction to the fishery caused by wit-
ness’s mill at Glandelane, ib. 2900-2913----- The Glandelane mill weir, which is on Lord
Mountcashel’s property, is a complete and permanent barrier, except in a fresh, to the 
upward passage of the fish, Currey 5412----- Evidence showing that fish can get up as
far as Glandelane in the open season, ib. 5425-5427.

Reference to an opinion expressed by a friend of witness residing above Lismore weir, 
that if passes were made over the weirs at Glandelane and Fermoy, the Saturday’s close 
time being observed at Lismore weir, the river would be finely stocked for angling pur
poses, Carrey 5426-5427.5447-5453----- The obstruction at Glandelane is as bad as any
obstruction can be, as the fish cannot get over unless the river is very’ high, Sir R. 
Musgrave 5490----- There is a weir also at Fermoy which is not so bad as that at Glan-
delane, ib.----- There are weirs across the river at Glandelane, and the Fermoy mill
weirs, Foley 5986----- The Glandelane weir is particularly injurious to the fishery, ib.
5987~599°----- There is a mill also which is injurious to the fish, ib. 5991-6000------Fish
cannot pass up above Glandelane unless there is a fresh or flood, and at these periods the 
poachers come down and gaff them, ib. 6024-6028.

See also Lismore Weir, 2. Mill Weirs, 1.

Glenariff River. Definition of the mouth of the River Glenariff, in the county of Antrim, 
by the Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, App. 125, 126.

Glengall, Earl of. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Resides in the county of Tipperary; has 
property in Waterford and Tipperary, 2143, 2144---Has for many years given oreat
attention to the question of ihe salmon fisheries and inland navigation of Ireland, 2145 
----- Is generally acquainted with all the rivers on the east, west, and south coasts of 
Ireland, but has panicularly directed his attention to the rivers Suir, Note, and Barrow 
which flow into the estuary of Waterford, 2146----- Means by which the estuary and
harbour and the River Suir are fished, 2147------The rivers flowing into the estuary of
Waterford, and the estuary itself, are fished by Scotch weirs, ib.------There are also
timber tide weirs, ib.----- There is also a class of fishermen who use drift nets, nets
cast into the tideway and drift, ib.-----There is also a very considerable body of ner_
sons called cotnien, who fish with small boats and nets; they fish in the three rivers • in 
die Suir they fish as high up as Clonmel, 25 miles above Waterford, ib.----- They?are
not interested in the fixed engines, but the contrary, 2148.

For a great many years tumults and affrays have existed between the cotmen and the 
owners of fixed engines; the cotnien have been for many years in the habit of attack i no- 
these Scotch weirs and prostrating them, 214g----- The Government has proceeded at law
against a great number of these Scotch-weir owners ; some of these parties have been 
convicted and their weirs prostrated, but despite these convictions and the opinions of 
die twelve judges the same parties have re-erected them, 2149-2151----- Witness does
not consider that the change in the law by the Act of 1842 had any connexion with then 
11 but rather the non-infliction of heavy penalties, 2152-2156—■—Doubts as to

p ‘vl. 1 H f ishery Commissioners have power to prostrate these weirs, 2156. 2167.
21 -7 e ^ateHord rivers previously to the introduction of the Scotch weirs,

>in< 1 an present condition of the River Suir as a salmon river, 2157-2159 
------Alteration
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Glengall, Earl of. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
----- Alteration proposed in the law with respect to mill weirs, 2160-2162___ -The 
destruction of stake weirs and other obstructions in the tidal portions of rivers must 
have a great effect in increasing the value of the fresh-water fisheries, 2163____There is
no doubt that under these circumstances all the people in the fresh-water portions of the 
rivers, rich and poor, would concur in seeing the fishery laws obeyed, 2163-2167.

It would be an improvement of the law, if it could be carried out, if in addiiion to the 
minimum penalties imposed by the Fishery Acts upon illegal fishing, there was an addi
tional penalty on every fish so taken, 2168, 2169----- Witness’s observations on the
subject of stake weirs and their mischievous operation on the fisheries apply to all the 
rivers in the east of Ireland, beginning at the Boyne and going round to Killarney, 
2170----- Evidence relative to the decrease of the salmon in the lake of Killarney during
the rime there were seven Scotch weirs in the lake ; six of these have been prostrated, 
and the lake is as well supplied with salmon as it was in former days, 2171-2173.

At the present time the mode of prostrating illegal obstructions is too much a matter 
of judicial cognizance, and too little a matter of police, 2175-2185----- Decrease of the
profits of the cotmen since the erection of the weirs, 2186-2190----- The weirs impede
the navigation as well as the fishery where no gaps are left, 2193-2196----- Millowners
should be compelled to go to the expense of placing steps in the weirs, 2197-2198-----
The prevalence of the obstructions in the tidal portions of the rivers has a tendency to 
facilitate and encourage poaching in the upper portions, 2199-2204----- Power should
be given to the Fishery Commissioners to prostrate illegal weirs, 2205-2214----- The
best thing that could be done would be to invest a Board, say the Fishery Commissioners, 
they being made a district Board and separated from the Board of Works, with powers 
at once of a judicial and of a constabulary character, 2215-2229.

Glengall, Lord. See Riots.

Glengarriff River. Definition of the mouth of the River Glengarriff in the county of 
Cork, by the Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, App. 126.

Government. The stringent enforcement of the law should be carried out by the Govern
ment, and not left to individuals, Martin 2653—2692.---See also Prosecutions, 2.

Graney Mill. Particulars relative to the mill dam of Mr. Chamlee at Graney on the 
Blackwater, and obstruction caused thereby to the passage of the fish, Alcock 6990— 
6994-

Grants of Fisheries. Grants from the Crown of fisheries in Ireland became frequent in the 
reigns of Elizabeth and James the First, Mc Mahon 21-27---Reasons why the patents
of grant from the Crown, by which fisheries are now held in Ireland, have not been in 
many cases contested at law even to the present day, ib. 28, 29----- The grantees seem to
have begun towards the close of the last centurj7 or the commencement of the present, 
to enforce their rights with the rigour which is the cause of public discontent now, ib. 
30-33.----- See also Landowners. Lismore Weir, 1.

Gratings. The gratings of the weir at Lismore, which is the only fixed weir on the Black
water, will not admit of a salmon of more than five pounds passing through, Croker 
574-577---The size of the lattice in all standing weirs should be increased so as to
admit fish of a larger size passing up, Marlin 2693----- Fish of between five and six lbs.
can pass through the bars of the weir, Foley 5932-593^’

See also Mill Races. Tail Races.

H.

Habits of Fish. See Close Season, 2.
Halliday, Mr. See Stake Weirs, 1.
Hatches. See Lismore Weir, 2.
Hayes, Mr. Dissatisfaction existing as to the manner adopted by Mr. Hayes in fishing his 

weir in the River Lee at Cork, Ffennell 4582.
Head or Fbb Heirs. There are twenty-one head or ebb weirs in about two-and-a-half miles 

of the River Bride, Foley 6037——Description of this weir; it is legalized and protected 
by the Act of 1842 ; Sir Richard Musgrave had one of these weirs, and Lord Stewart de 
Decies had one, which is Ubed at the present time, ib. 6038-6086.

Hodnett, Mr. See Devonshire, Duke of. Prosecutions, 3.

0.40. E 4
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I.

Illegal Fishing, Report of J. Redmond Barry on illegal fishing in the River Bandon, dated 
28 September 1845? and the inadequacy of the punishment awarded at the Innoshannon 
petty sessions, App. 66-- Report of J. Redmond Barry on the inadequacy of the
punishment awarded at Innoshannon petty sessions for illegal fishing, dated 2 October 
1845,26.66, 67.----- See also Poaching.

Illegal Obstructions. Letter from Mr. Patrick Magee, dated 5 June 1847, on the state of 
the salmon fisheries in the Suir, Barrow, and Nore, and the erection of illegal weirs on 
those rivers, lalbot 7228, p. 5l4' Letter from Sir F. Burgoyne to Mr. E. Lucas, 
dated 2 June 1843, telative to the probability of the cotmen using violence against 
illegal weirs in the Waterford river, App. 42--Letter from Mr. H. R. Paine to Mr. R.
Pennefather, dated 2.5 October 1848, on the erection of illegal weirs, ib. 67, 68------Letter
from Mr. J. C. Walker to Mr. T. N. Redington, dated 7 July 1848, relative to illegal 
weirs, ib. 91.

See also Affrays. Roapd of Management,!: Commissioners of Fisheries. Dun
cannon Weir. Maine River. Mill Owners. Mill Weirs. Obstructions. 
Prosecutions, 1. Removal of Weirs. Riots. Spur Walls. Stake Weirs. 
Waterford Bstuary.

Inclosure Commission. Evidence showing the analogy in the nature of the questions 
which come before the Inclosure Commissioners and those that would come before a 
Fishery Commission, Coohe 4735-4763.

Inny River. Witness is not aware of small fish being destroyed in the Inny at all, Mahon 
------Parts of the Inny in which nets are drawn for salmon; they are sometimes 

taken in very large quantities, ib. 2421-2429-- Salmon have increased in the Inny
of late years in a most remarkable way, ib. 2485-2489.

See also Draught Nets.
Inspectors of Fisheries. As inspector of fisheries witness acted entirely under the orders of 

the Board of Works, Ffennell 3062, 3063- -The inspectors for the salmon fisheries
should be paid out of the fund produced by the licence duties, ib. 33^5-3374* 337'8- 
3382----- Number of inspectors which would be required, ib. 3375~3377*

See also Local Inspectors. Police.
Irish Society. The Irish Society claims the entire fishery of Lough Foyle; dispute of 

this right by the Marquis of Donegal, Sir J. Dombrain 1931’*1955---^se stake*
nets by the Irish Society in fishing Lough Foyle, Ffennell 4443> 4444«

See also Coleraine Fishery. Stahe Weirs, 2.
Island Bridge Weir. Evidence generally relative to the weir at Island Bridge on the River 

Liffey, Ffennell 3813-3820—^-Difficulties in the way of the Board taking steps to 
ensure the weir at Island Bridge being legally fished, ib. 3829-3841- -Opinion that
the close time is not observed in the Island Bridge weir, ib. 3842—3849* 3899-3885-----
Way in which, if the funds were forthcoming, alterations might be made in the weir at* 
Island Bridge, which would materially assist the passage of the fish in the weekly close 
season, ib. 3850-3858. 3860-3864----- The necessary alterations in the weirs, both at
Island Bridge and above, might be effected so as to improve the fishery without pre- 
j udice to the millowners, ib. 3866—3868.

Jones, Colonel. Observations relative to the survey of the River Blackwater made by 
Colonel Jones, Ffennell 4654-4658.

K.

Keays, Mr. Particulars relative to the destruction of fishery nets by a Mr Keavs
Ffennell 4584-4589. J J • j >

Kenmare. Extract from Mr. Barry’s report from Kenmare, of 3 July 1847 relative to the 
practice of poisoning the rivers, App. 81. ^7»

Kerry Rivers. ■Evl<ienee as the fishery and obstructions in the Kerry rivers, Sir 
J. Dombrain 1909-1913.--See also Poisoning Fish.

Kilcullen Weir. Judgment in the Kilcullen weir case, dated July 1845, ^PP- 131-

Kilkenny
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Kilkenny District. Statement generally relative to the fisheries in the Kilkennv dktrlnt • 
the fishing of this district is very valuable, Ffennell 4555-4581. ’

Killarney, Lake of. Evidence relative to the decrease of the salmon in the lake of Killarney 
during the time there were several Scotch weirs in the lake; six of these have been 
prostrated, and the lake is as well supplied with salmon as it was in former davs Lord 
Glengall 2171-2173-- The supply of salmon in the lakes of Killarney has very much
decreased of late, Ifennell 4563.

Killery Bay. The public exercise the right of fishing to a great extent in KilTerv bay 
Ffennell 4228.

L.
Ladders or Steps. See Construction of Weirs. Mill Weirs, 2.
Landowners. Since the passing of the 5 & 6 Viet, the landowners all alone; the River 

Shannon claimed a right of setting up weirs on their own account, M‘Mahon <2.q.Q_
And all along the Shannon, from that time to this, weirs have been erected bv the land
lords, and no other person has been allowed to erect weirs, ib. 226—229----- All the Acts
which have been passed since tend to confirm the rights of the landlords along the 
shore, ib. 230-232----- Whilst the rights of the public remain unaffected according to
the decisions of the judges, by the Acts passed in and after 1842, the difficulty of 
enforcing these rights is considerably increased, and considerable facilities are granted 
to what, in witness’s opinion, is usurpation, ib. 233-241.

Supposing the Crown to be seised of a fishery, the Crown can 'well grant that fishery 
to an individual ; but witness holds that a certain distance from the shore into the sea 
cannot be in possession of the Crown, Allen 4848-4854----- Objections to clauses 18 to
23, by which the proprietors and lessees of lands adjoining the sea coast are empowered 
to do certain things, such as erecting fixed nets where no several fishery exists, ib. 
4878-4880 ——Witness does not dispute the right of the proprietors of laud along the 
Moy to fish where witness’s rights do not extend, Little 6212----- Opinion that all per
sons living along the river should share in the bounty of nature, and have the right of 
fishing, Alcock 7024----- Right of fishing in the Ballyshannon claimed by all persons
who have premises abutting on the river, Gowan 7204-7214----- How far the grant
of land abutting on the rivers of Scotland gives the landowner the right of fishing, 
Right Hon. A. Rutherfurd 7298-7307.

See also Letting Fisheries. Shannon River. Stake Weirs, 2.

Lattices. See Mill Weirs, 2.

Laune River. Definition of the mouth of the River Laune in the county of Kerry, by the 
Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, App. 121.

Law Expenses. Letter from Mr. H. R. Paine to Mr. R. Pennefather, dated 6 October 
1845, relating to law costs incurred in following up proceedings against owners of 
illegal weirs in Bandon River, App. 67.

See also Expenses of Prosecutions. Prosecutions.

Lax Weir:
1. Evidence generally relative to the Lax Weir; its Construction; Rent paid 

and Value thereof.
2. Disputed Claim to the Several Fishery, and Proceedings at Law thereon.

1. Evidence generally relative to the Lax Weir; its Construction; Rent paid and 
Value thereof:

Evidence in detail relative to the position of the great Lax weir and the Monarea gap, 
in the River Shannon, Sir R. De Burgho 879-933----- Number of cruives or cribs in
this weir for taking fish previous to the Act of last Session, ib. 934, 935- 1008-1030. 1046- 
1048----- At the present time the number of cruives has been considerably reduced in order
tn evade the Act of last Session ; how far the hatches are closed or opened in conformity 
with the Act of Parliament, ib. 936-940 Size of the cribs, ib. 941-944 -Extent 
to which and period at which the interstices on the Clare and Limerick sides of the Lax 
water are effectual for the passage of fish, ib. 969-975----- After the veidict was obtained
by Mr. Gabbett there were a great number of weirs set up in the portion of the River 
Shannon which is below Limerick, by the owners of lands on both sides, ib. 1164-1172.

The Lax weir is the first weir which extends right across the river, with the exception 
of the gaps> Sir R- De burgho 1278, 1279------If the Commissioners of Fisheries, or the
Commissioners of the S lannon, 01 the Government, had taken those measures which are 
necessary for bringing umler 1(,f a C0lnl of justice the title to the Lax weir no 
injury could have resulted to Mr. Gabbett, ib. 1373-1*27^___ It WnnM mth ’tor the Government to indiet Mr. Gab3& *375 #

in
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Lax Weir—continued.
1. Evidence generally relative to the Lax Weir, §c.—continued, 

in keeping up the Lax weir, or for the Commissioners to do so if they think fit, Sir R. 
De Burgho 1376----- The admission of the Lax weir by the plaintiff and defendant has not
prejudiced the right of the Crown to deny it, or the Commissioners on their behalf, ib.

There is a general feeling on the part of the community of the Upper and Lower 
Shannon to have this most important point settled once for all, Sir R. De Burgho 1377- 
1388-1393----- Evidence showing that it is an undecided thing at the present moment
who the person is that could claim the several fishery at the Lax weir at all in prejudice 
to the public, ib. 1394-1411----- Reason why no application has been made to the Com
missioners to abate the obstruction arising from the length of the tail wall at the Lax 
weir, ib. 1467----- Deterioration of the value of the Lax weir on the Shannon in conse
quence of the number of stake weirs below it, Ffennell 4552-4554.

2. Disputed Claim to the Several Fishery, and Proceedings at Law thereon :
The fishermen have been in the habit of fishing from the sea up to this weir of late 

years, and still persist in doing so; they claim a right, a common-law right; this right 
is disputed, Sir R. De Burgho 1055—1058----- The corporation of Limerick claim this
weir; the present lessee is Mr. Gabbett, ib. 1059, 1060------The corporation and Mr.
Gabbett deny the right of the fishermen io fish in the water immediately below the weir* 
they claim a several fishery from the Lax weir to the island of Inniscattery, the Lax weir 
included, ib. 1061-1064----- Detail of proceedings which they have taken at law to
enforce this supposed claim, and results, ib. 1064*-! 163----- The rent paid for the Lax
weir at the beginning of this century was 1,150/. a year, ib. 1363------The rent paid
at the date of the next lease in 1813 was 800 Z. a year, ib. 1364----- The present lease
was perfected in 1834, and the weir was leased for 300 I. a year; the holder of the lease 
may give it up at six months’ notice, ib. 1365-1371------The proprietor, Mr. Gabbett, is
making some thousands a year by the fish which he takes, paying 300 Z. a year for the 
Lax weir, but it is diminishing, ib. 1372.

See also Shannon River. Spur Walls. Weirs, 3.
Lee River (Cork). Report of W. J. Ffennell on the fisheries of the River Lee at Cork, 

dated 14 February 1846, App, 71, 72-- Resolutions in relation to the Lee fishery,
dated 2 February 1844, ib. 13°-----Reports, &c. relating to obstructions to the tidal
How of the River Lee, ib. 147-149----- Report of inspecting commissioners of fisheries,
dated 21 April 184g, with letters on the subject of bag-net fishing in the River Lee, 
ib. 167.----- See also Hayes, Mr. Mill Weirs.

Lees, Mr. Refutation of the statement which has been made, that witness prevented Mr. 
Lees from fishing in the Ballycroy, Little 6343-6361.

Legal Rights. See Rights, Public. •
Legislative Interference. See Acts of Parliament, 2. Government.
Leinster Circuit. Return of the number, nature, periods, and results of prosecutions had at 

the assizes on the Leinster circuit for offences against the Irish fishery laws, from the 
year 1842 to the date of said order inclusive, with the names of the persons prosecuted, 
and of the persons at whose suit such prosecutions were instituted; and also the costs 
and expenses attending the same, App. 103-106.

Leixlip Weir. At Leixlip there is a natural obstacle to the fish getting up; way in which 
this might be improved, Ffennell 3821, 3822. 3827-3830.

Letterkenny District. Evidence relative to the rivers in the Letterkenny district, Ffennell 
3982-4011.

Letting Fisheries. The letting of the fisheries by the landed proprietors to other than 
their tenants is a direct violation of the Act of Parliament granting the fisheries, Ffennell 
4536-4539-

Licences. Opinion that the scale of licences on engines fixed by the Fishery Act of last 
Session is very fair, Croker 518-531-- There is no objection on principle to that part
of the enactment which relates to a licence duty for rods, ib. 820.

See also Inspectors of Fisheries. Poaching, I. Tax on Engines.

Liffey River. Obstruction to the fishery and navigation from the weir across the 
Liffey, Sir J. Dombrain 1980-2004-- Witness has made a report of the Liffey river,
which is before the Committee, Ffennell 3812, 3813------The supply of salmon in the
upper part of the Liffey is very small; best steps which could be taken to increase ne 
supply, ib. 3824 et seq.------Report of W. J. Ffennell on the River Liffey, <a e 13
•January 1846, App. 69,70----- Definition of the mouth of the River Liffey in t e coun y
of Dublin, by the Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, ib. 120.

See also Island Bridge Weir. ' Mills. Poaching, II. 6. Slaney River.
Limerick
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Limerick, Corporation of. Evidence relative to the monopoly of the corporation of 
Limerick, though they prevented private individuals from establishing monopolies, Sir R, 
De Burgho 1207—1210.-- See also Lax Weir, 2.

Limerick District. Evidence upon the subject of the rivers in the Limerick district, 
Ffennell 4302- .General statement relative to the fisheries in the Limerick district,
ib. 4516 et seq.

Linen Trade. See Poisoning Fish.
Lismore District. General statement relative to the fisheries in the Lismore district, 

Ffennell 4627-4666.

Lismore Weir:
1. Generally.
2. Effect of this Weir as regards the Fishery of the Blackwater.
3. Efect of the Weir on the Navigation.
4. Way in which the Close Seasons are observed.
5. How far a Queen's Gap has ever existed in this Weir.

1. Generally:
Nature of the weir at Lismore, Croker 821----- Evidence relative to the Duke of

Devonshire’s weir at Lismore, Lord Mountcashel 277Q et seq.----- Construction of the
weir at Lismore, ib. 2790-2794----- Title under which the weir at Lismore is held; it is
held under a grant from the Crown, a patent, ib. 2894-2897----- Witness’s tenancy is
determinable at a year’s notice on either side, Coley 5945-5947.

2. Effect of this Weir as regards the Fishery of the Blackwater:
This weir, being a series of little islands across the river, completely obstructs the 

whole course of the river, Lord Mountcashel 2918----- This obstruction is the principal
cause of the diminution of salmon in the upper parts of the river, ib. 2919----- More so
even than poaching or the mill weirs, ib. 2920----- No fish can get over the weir except
by passing over it in time of flood, Currey 5363, 5364----- Explanation relative to a
complaint made at a meeting of the Commissioners at Cappoquin, that bushes or some 
obstruction had been placed in the hatches during the Saturday close time, which had 
or were intended to have the effect of preventing the fish from coming up, ib. 
537o-5379.

Evidence showing that at the Lismore weir fish can pass not only in times of flood 
but during the Saturday close time, Currey 5410-5412----- This is not the case as
regards the mill weirs at Glandelane and Fermoy, ib. 5410-5417----- These weirs
extend entirely across the river, and are so constructed that at no time can the fish 
pass over them except in a fresh or flood, ib.----- There are only three hatches in
witness’s weir for the purpose of taking fish, the others are used as waterways; size 
of the killing hatches, Foley 5917-5921----- The chief fishery is by drawing nets about
the weir; below the weir; they are never drawn above the weir, ib. 5922-5931----- If
either of the hatches in the Lismore weir were always left open the fishery would not 
be worth holding, ib. 5992-5997----- Report of W. T. Mulvany, dated 28 July 1843,
on Mr. Jackson’s complaint as to Lismore weir, App. 52.

3. Efect of the Weir on the Navigation ;
Evidence showing that the weir interferes with and obstructs the navigation; way in 

which the navigation of the Blackwater might be extended and improved if this weir 
were removed, and advantages which would result therefrom ; steps which have. been 
taken to carry this out, and opposition of the Duke of Devonshire and other proprietors 
thereto, Lord Mountcashel 2809-2893. 2952-2954. 2965-2970—-—Evidence to show 
that the Blackwater is not navigable up to the Duke of Devonshire’s weir at Lismore, 
Currey 5131-5213-----Difficulties in the way of, and objections to making the river
navigable, for any purposes of trade, between Lismore and Fermoy ; memorial presented 
to the Board of 'Works in 1846 against this scheme; particulars relative to witness’s 
opposition to the scheme on the part of the Duke of Devonshire, ib. 5213-5287.

4. Way in which the Close Seasons are observed:
Opinion that the close seasons are not properly observed at this weir, Lord Mount

cashel 2781-2789----- There is every facility afforded in this weir in the weekly close
season lor the fish to pass up to the upper part of this river, and in the winter time 
during the Whole of the close season, Currey 5356-5360----- With these exceptions
during the whole of the open season the Lismore wen- operates to prevent the passage 
of the fish up the river; but fish ot five pounds weight can >s thr , , ge

0.40. F 2 5. How
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Lismore Weir—continued.
5. How j(lt a Queen’s Gup has ever existed in this Weir .*

There is no gap in the Lismore weir, the Duke of Devonshire’s weir; reasons why- 
no legal steps have been taken to cause a Queen s gap to be left in.this weii, Croker 
430-454------Witness believes that there was a gap in the Lismore weir 50 or 60 years
ago; data and evidence upon which witness forms his opinion on this subject; with 
reasons whv he does not concur in the evidence of Colonel Currey that no gap ever 
existed in this weir, ib. 643-654 The weir would be navigable for boats at this 
weir if the gap existed, ib. 652 There is no Queen’s gap in the weir; opinion that 
there was formerly a gap, Lord Mountcashel 2795-2808----- There have been no legal
proceedings instituted against this weir within witness’s recollection, ib. 2916, 2917.

Illegal construction of the Lismore weir by means of spur walls; there is no Queen’s 
shaie in this weir, Ffennell 4631-4634----- No official complaints have been made to
the Board of Works relative to the illegal construction of the Lismore weir, and no 
proceedings have been taken by them or by the Commissioners on the subject, ib. 
4641-4653----- There is no gap in the weir at Lismore ; witness is of opinion that the
Duke would object to make any gap which would be injutious to his property; 
according to witness’s belief there has never been a Queen’s gap in this weir; ex
planation of the evidence which lias been given that a gap formerly existed in this 
weir, Currey 5288-5355.

Witness is aware that queries were sent to Colonel Currey in 1836 by the Fishery 
Commissioners, in answer to which he stated that there never was a King’s gap in 
the Lismore weir, Currey 5454----- And that it is conceived that there is not any
law respecting a King’s gap which requires one 10 be kept in this weir, ib.------
And also that the weir is recognised and protected by several Acts of Parliament, ib. 
------Grounds on which Colonel Currey made these statements, ib. 5455-5470------- 
There is no Queen’s gap in the weir at Lismore; witness has been informed that at 
a very remote period there was a passage, for boats; particulars as to the evidence 
which has been collected on this subject, Sir R. Musgrave 5495~5499*

See also Affrays. Angling. Blackwater River. Connery, James. Devonshire, 
Duke ol. Foley, Mr. Gratings. Prostration of Weirs. Protection of 
Fisheries. Snap Nets. Stake Weirs, 2. - Supply of Salmon. Weekly 
Close Time.

Little, John. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Son of one of the lessees of the Ballina Fishery; is 
jointly seised of the netting ofthe Ballycroy; has the principal management of the fishery 
at these two stations, 6130-6132-- Is contractor for the fish on the coast from Aghris
Head, in the county of Sligo, to Achill Island, in the county of Mayo, a distance of 
seventy or eighty miles, 6133------Number of men witness employs in protecting the
fishery at Ballina on the Moy ; amount at which the fishery is rated to the poor-law 
valuation, 6136-6138----- The fishery has very much fallen off since the Act of 1842;
way in which this Act has tended to increase poaching, 6138-6160.6205-6211----- -
Convictions at Swineford petty sessions against offenders on fishery laws during the 
winter of 1848,7?. 418----- Parties from whom witness derives his right to fish in the
Moy, 6161-6164----- The river is fished with draught nets and weirs, 6165------Nature
and situation of the weir, 6166-6169.

There has not been the slightest controversy about the weir at Ballina, 6170____
There has been a little controversy about the weir at Foxford, but not much ; nature of 
this claim ; a gap has been lately made in this weir, 6171-6182. 6230-6235----- Witness
and his partner have fished the Moy with stake nets, and with what is called a stop or 
a still net; use of this net; reasons for considering the use of this net legal, 6183-6200 
----- There is no Queen’s gap in the weir at Ballina ; there are two gaps called regulating 
gaps, 6201-6204. 6213-6215. 6225-6229----- Witness does not dispute the right ofthe
propiietors of land along the Moy to fish where witness’s rights do not extend, 6212 
----- Evidence relative to the spur wall attached to the weir at Ballina; how far it may 
be considered an obstruction to the fish, 6216-6224.

Witness has found indisposition on the part of the magistrates to convict for offences 
against the fishery laws, 6236-6237----- The navigation ofthe Moy is not very good at
the present time, 6238-6242 Witness and his family have been lono- connecter! with 
the fisheries of Ireland, 6243----- They have had the Foyle and Bann°fisheries, leased
from the Irish Society, 6244----- Witness has known the produce of the rivers, and has
been accustomed to attend to the interests of the fisheries from his earliest boyhood, 
6245----- Up to the Act of 1842 these fisheries increased, and their value increased
very materially, 6246, 6247----- Since that period they have in every instance decreased ,
witness attributes this decrease entirely to the Act of 1842 ; 6248, 6249.

II the resolutions passed at the meeting in June 1848 were adopted, the Act of 1842 
would be materially improved, 6250-6252—-—Sum spent by witness and ns partner 
annually (or the presei v lion of the fish in the Moy, 6253—6256------particulais lelatiye
to the prosecutions. instituted by witness in respect of the River Ballycroy ; how far 

witness
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Little, John. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
witness himself has been prosecuted for illegal fishing in the Ballycroy, 6257—6342-----
Refutation of the statement which has been made that witness prevented Mr. Lees 
from fishing in the Ballycroy, 6343-6361.

[Second Examination.]—Evidence upon the subject of the resolutions referred to in 
witness’s former examination, passed at a meeting of proprietors and lessees of salmon 
fisheries on the north and west coast of Ireland, at Derry, on the 13th of June 1848; 
6376 et seq.----- The first alteration of the Act of 1848 wished for by the proprietors, is
as to the form of assessment; they wish to have it according to the Scotch system, under 
the 9 Geo. 4 ; 6379 et seq.----- Alterations desired, and reasons which make it just and
convenient that those alterations should be made, 6380----- Opinion of the proprietors
that the protection should be in their own hands, as is the case in the Scotch Act, 6380- 
6387. 6391-6415----- Difference between the Act 11 & 12 Viet, and the Scotch Act
9 Geo. 4 ; 6388-6390.

The penalties in Scotland in the close season are much higher than in Ireland ; reasons 
for forming the opinion that they ought to be double as heavy in lieland as in Scotland, 
6416, 6417----- Evidence showing that the present Fishery Commissioners have not
taken the slightest interest in the protection of the close season, 6429-6457-----The wish
of the meeting over which witness presided substantially amounted to this, that the pro
visions of the Scotch law with regard to salmon fishing should be substituted in the 
Irish Acts in lieu of the existing provisions, 6458----- Wide distinction made in these
resolutions between draught nets and drift nets; description of a drift net; they ought 
to be declared altogether illegal, 6459-6467----- One of the resolutionsis, that cross
line fishing ought to be declared illegal and altogether put down, 6468-6472.

Further evidence as to the facilities afforded to regular anglers,6473-6475. 6518-6521 
-----Hardship on the proprietors as regards the present weekly close time, 6476-6477 
----- -Poaching is still on the increase in the Ballina and in the Ballycroy fisheries; sug
gestions relative to penalties and punishments with a view 10 putting a stop to poaching, 
6478-6496. 6517, 6518. 6522—6531----- Average size of the salmon taken in the Moy;
Liverpool is the principal market for the salmon ; there is no difficulty in obtaining fish 
from the Irish fisheries, 6497-6506----- Evidence showing that the trout do injury to
the salmon; the salmon and trout season ought to be the same, 6507-6516.

Little, Mr. Leiter from Mr. John Little to Mr. J. Symes, dated 27 February 1849, en
closing resolutions passed at a meeting of proprietors and lessees of salmon fisheries held 
in Londonderry on 13 June 1848, with memorial 10 the Lord Lieutenant, App. 149—152.

See also Atkinson and Little, Messrs. Aloy River.
Local Inspectors. Witness has heard local inspectors recommended, and is of opinion 

that they are required, but they ought not to be entrusted with the powers of magis
trates, Ffennell 3352, 3353- As regards obtaining funds for the payment of such
inspectors, the Act of last Session provided for that; the funds are to be applied to the 
payment of inspectors and bailiffs under that Act, ib. 3354----- The funds will in many,
if not in most districts, be deficient for doing all, or perhaps near what is required, ib. 
3355.----- See Mso Protection of Fisheries.

Loughs. See Erne, Lough. Foyle, Lough. Neagh, Lough. Ree, Lough. Swilly, 
Lough.

Lower Bann River. See Rann, Lower, River. I
Lower Classes. There is a great uneasiness in the minds of the lower classes of the com

munity, not in the Shannon only, but throughout Ireland, on the subject of the right 
which they claim to fish in navigable rivers, and the obstructions to the exercise of that 
rio-ht, Sir R. de Burgho 1323-1329--The continuance of this feeling is likely to pro
duce and has produced discontent and disaffection, and has led to collision, ib. 1330- 
iqqo——The poor people are very much discontented with the present state of things, 
SirJ.Dombra.in 1880-----It has produced feelings of disaffection in their minds towards
the local authorities, ib. 1881. 1886.

See also Employment of the Lower Classes. I rout Fishing.

Lower Shannon. See Shannon River.
Lucan Weir. Particulars relative to the weir at Lucan, which is extremely destructive to 

fish, Ffennell 3821.

M.

M*Gowan, John. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Is a native of Ballyshannon, and is well 
acquainted With the fisheries of the river, 7081-7086- Witness has always been
enoaoed in fishing the Ballyshannon River, but only with rod and line, 7087-7097___
The ''fishery at Ballyshannon is possessed by tenants of Colonel Conolly ; the meseni

*3 tenant,
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Gowan, John. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—continued.
tenants are Dr. Sheil’s family, 7098-7100----- Particulars relative to the situation of the
salmon boxes on the Ballyshannon River, 7101-7115----- Opinion that Dr. Sheil, the
present tenant, fishes the river with perfect, fairness to the public, 7116-7127------Dr.
Sheil’s, salmon boxes on the Ballyshannon River are always removed during the close 
season, 7123-7124.

Great fluctuation with regard to the supply of fish in the Ballyshannon River; the 
supply depends entirely on the weather, the salmon boxes do not affect it, 7128-7158 
----- Erection of a salmon box at the high fall on the Ballyshannon River; this has been 
removed, 7159—7162------The fishermen do not fish Ballyshannon River by draught nets :
all parties fishing the river with draught nets have been prosecuted by the manager of 
the fishery for Dr. Sheil, 7163—7183---- Particulars relative to the bag nets placed in the
mouth of the Ballyshannon River in the bay of Donegal, 7184—7190------The right of
fishing within the bar at the mouth of the Ballyshannon River is not claimed by any 
parlies but the lessee, 7191-----Opinion that the bag nets destroy an undue quantity of
fish, 7192.

How far there has been any decrease in the supply of fish in the Ballyshannon River 
of late years; the quantity taken is less now than formerly, 7193—7196. 7220-7223 
Description of the fall of the Ballyshannon River at its junction with the salt water 
of the bay; rising and falling of the tides at the fall, 7197-7201----- Existence of eel weirs
above the bridge in the Ballyshannon ; these do not obstruct the passage of the fish 
7202, 7203-----Right of fishing in the Ballyshannon claimed by all persons who have
premises abutting on the river, 7204-7214----- Witness is well acquainted with the fall
at Belleek; it is no obstruction to the passage of the fish, they go up the falls, 7215 
7216----- Extent io which poaching is carried on in the Pettigoe River and the river at
Castlecaldwell, 7217-7220.

M*Mahon, Patrick. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Member of the English Bar and of the 
Oxford Circuit, 1-- Lived in the county of Limerick many years, 2,3------Has for many
years past paid great attention to the laws regulating fisheries in Ireland, 4—10------
There was no difference before 1842 between the English law and the Irish law offisheries, 
11-20----- Grants from the Crown of fisheries in Ireland became frequent in the reigns
of Elizabeth and James 1st, 21-27----- Reasons why the patents of grant from the
Crown, by which fisheries are now held in Ireland, have not been in many cases contested 
at law even to the present day, 28-29----- The grantees seem to have begun towards the
close of the last century, or the commencement of the present, to enforce their rights 
with the rigour which is the cause of public discontent now, 30-33.

A great many Acts of Parliament have been from time to time passed by the Irish Par
liament for the regulation offisheries, 34----- All these Acts were repealed by the Act of
58c 6 Viet. c. 106; 35-38----- General view of the state of the law relating to Irish fisheries
at the period when the 5 & 6 Viet, passed, 39 et seq.----- As the law exactly stood by
common law and by statute law, there could be no right in any individual, either on the 
ground of a grant from the Crown subsequent to the reign of Henry 2d, or on the 
ground of having land adjoining a navigable river, to set up any claim to several or ex
clusive fishery in the river, 42----- And any weirs or obstructions set up in the river under
either of those pretences w'ould be nuisances and abateable at common law; there were 
several statutes then in force, ib.---- The great charter is the first of these statutes, 43-
44----- It has been objected that Magna Charta being a local Act in this particular could
not extend to Ireland ; answer to this objection, 45-72.

State of the statute and common law in Ireland in the year 1842, when the Act of 
5 & 6 Viet, passed, 73-87----- Evidence showing that by the civil law running water
was publici juris, where navigable, equally with tidal water, 88-160----- Witness has paid
attention to the different Acts of Parliament which have passed since 1842 ; 161__—-
The statutes passed for the regulation of Irish fisheries have made considerable alterations 
in the pre-existing law touching the rights of the subject; statement of these Acts and 
of the alterations made, 161 et seq.----- The first of these Acts is the 5 & 6 Viet., c. 106 •
164-174----- Evidence upon the 18th section of this Act, which says, “And whereas
doubts exist with respect to the right to use stake weirs and stake nets, bao- nets ” &c. 
175-^3-----^ir as that clause stands, a party could not set up these weirs or stake
nets, or other matters, who had not a legal right to a several fishery, ib.

The 18th section of the 5 & 6 Viet., c. 106, virtually creates no substantial difference 
in the law as previously existing; because there is scarcely, except by an Act of Parlia
ment, any legal fishery in Ireland, 184—190----- Before the passing of the 5 & 6 Viet., it
could be no question at all whether the weir was a nuisance or not; the fact of the weir 
being erected would of itself justify the conviction, 191-199----- By the 21st section©
the 5 & 6 Viet, there is an express recognition of the right to erect weirs, reserving ie 
rights of navigation, 200-203----- The 22d section provides that there shall be no s ake
nelson the narrow parts of the river, 204------The effect of this section is tha even
"here it will not impede the navigation, still, if the part of the river be narrowei than 
a ceriam width, then stake nets set up there shall continue to be illegal, 205, 2060

Effect
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M‘Mahon, Patrick. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
Effect of the 23d and 24th sections, enacting that where stake weirs have been 

established lor 20 years in one case, and in another case 10 years, they shall be con
sidered legal, even though erected in narrow parts of rivers, 207-226. 317-322------Since
the passing of the 5 & 6 Viet, the landowners all along the river claimed a right of setting 
up weirs on their own account, 226------And all along the Shannon, from that time to this^
weirshave been erected by the landlords, and no other person has been allowed to erect 
weirs, 226-229----- All the Acts which have been passed since tend to confirm the rights
of the landlords along the shore, 230-232------Whilst the rights of the public remain un
affected, according to the decisions of the judges, by the Acts passed in and after 1842, 
the difficulty of enforcing these rights is considerably increased, and considerable facili
ties are granted to what, in witness’s opinion, is usurpation, 233-241.

How far the Act of Parliament, giving power to the water bailiffs to seize nets and 
confiscate them, enables them to confiscate nets without the intervention of a magis
trate, 242-254------Information as to the practical effect of the exclusion of the public
from fishing, upon the increase or diminution of the fish ; witness has not heard at all 
that they have increased, 255, 256----- Weirs cannot be carried across the Shannon,
257------One effect of running weirs towards the middle of the stream, the salmon being
thereby prevented from going up in the shallow water, is to force the salmon into the 
deep water in the middle of the stream, which in the Shannon abounds with seals and 
porpoises which destroy the salmon, 258, 259.

There is only one weir in the River Shannon that is run right across the river, and 
that is Mr. Gabbett’s weir, the corporation weir; it is called the Lax Weir, and is 
situated about a mile and a half above Limerick; between Limerick and Castleconnell, 
260-263----- Description of this weir with reference to the question of navigation,
264-290----- On the small tributaries of the Shannon they of course obstruct the
passage of the water; they obstruct the passage of the fish or salmon going up to breed, 
291-299.

Supposing these to be legal erections, it might be possible to provide a sufficient 
passage of water over the weirs for the passage of salmon without in any way interfering 
with the efficiency of the machinery for mill purposes, 300----- Present law of Ireland
with respect to mill weirs, 301-304------Evidence to show that a mill weir erected in a
stream, if there is no special enactment on the subject, comes under the general law 
relating to obstructions, 304—308----- The Legislature has repeatedly, both by enactment
and recital, affirmed that it is for the public policy’ that spawning beds of fish should be 
protected, 309-316.

Observations and suggestions relative to penalties for offences against the fishery 
laws, 323-325----- Supposing a separate Board were created for the management of the
fisheries in Ireland, it would be expedient to entrust such Board with similar powers for 
the removal of obstructions to the fisheries and navigation of Ireland as were exercised 
and are still possessed by the Commissioners of Sewers in England in like cases, 326- 
34O-----How far it would be desirable to impose a tax upon fixed engines and all other
set weirs, 342-350. 354-357----- The recent Acts of Parliament, the one passed in 1842,
and the others since, have not on the whole been materially beneficial to the fisheries in 
Ireland, 351-353----- Difference which there would be in respect of the employment of
the people, between the use of fixed engines and of floating engines, in the taking of 
fish, 358-370.

The principal destruction of the fish takes place where the spawn is destroyed, 371 
------Reasons for forming the opinion that more fish would be caught and come to 
market if fishing by boats and nets were substituted for fishing with weirs, 371-384-----
There is a very great connexion between the inland fisheries and the deep-sea fisheries; 
the former as preparing the fishermen, and the latter as enabling the fishermen to use to 
their fullest extent the wonderful mines of treasure with which Providence has endowed 
the coast, 385-392----- Evidence showing that much greater labour is required in catching
the same quantity of fish at the weir than would be required in an open place, 393'402 
----- The navigation of the Shannon has been improved by the weirs erected by the 
Shannon Navigation Commissioners, 403-----Opinion that if these wens were removed,
and the fishery were restored to what it ought to be, there would be a far greater amount 
of salmon than there is now, 404----- In the reign of Charles the hirst slake weirs were
utterly abolished in consequence of the nearly total destiuction ol salmon which had 
taken place at that time, 405-407.

Magistrates. In convictions for offences against the Fishery Act, there is a disposition on 
the pari of the magistrates to inflict the lowest possible penalty ; cause to which witness 
attiibutes this, Croker 738-741-- Evidence as to the unwillingness of magistrates to
convict in cases of poaching, Sir 11. De Burg ho 1472-1488. 1548-1556----- Reference to
the resolutions of the Waterford magistrates, that they will not act in the conviction of 
offenders under the Fishery Act of lasl Session; how far any of these magistrates are 
themselves ownersol weirs, ib. 1677—1688 Witness has lound indisposition on the part 
of the magistrates to convict for offences against the fishery Yaws, Little 6236,6237.

See also Commissioners of Fisheries. Local Inspectors. Prosecutions 1 Water 
Bailiffs.

°^°’ F 4 Mahon.
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Report, 1849—continued.

Mahon, George Charles. (Analysis of bis Evidence.)—Solicitor, residing at No. 101, Giea 
Russell-street, 2230-2233-- Lengthened examination upon “ The case of the draught-
net fishermen of Lough Ree, near Athlone (being in Division F. of No. 8, or Limerick 
Fishery District) in Ireland,” drawn up by witness; circumstances which led to his 
drawing up this case; reasons for forming the opinion that the relief prayed by the 
fishermen, that is, that a five-inch mesh instead of a seven-inch mesh for their nets, 
might be granted without any detriment to the salmon fishery of Lough Ree, or of the 
River Inny, 2234-2327----- By prohibiting the use of a draught net within a semicircle
of a mile from the actual mouth of the Inny, all danger of injury to the salmon fisheries 
would he prevented, 2327-2334.

Even in the Inny a five-inch mesh would not be more injurious to the salmon than a 
seven-inch mesh, 2335-2370----- Witness is not aware of small fish being destroyed in
the Inny at all, ib. ---- Usual course of fishing for perch on Lough Ree, 2371, 2372------
The draught net and the drum or bow net are used, 2373--- —Description of the bow
net, and mode in which used, 2374—2376----- Description of the bow or drum nets, and
way in which 0568,2377-2381.

The bow nets are used by all kinds of poaching fishermen, 2382------They are not used
by people who make a livelihood of it, and it is not considered fair fishing, 2382-2383 
•——Quantity0 perch taken on the shores of Lough Ree ; the principal object of the 
fishetmen is to catc 1 trout and not perch, 2385—2389----- Evidence in detail as to the use
of die cross hne 2390 et seq. Description of an engine for fishing called the otter, 
and way in which used, ib. Salmon are seldom taken by the cross lines, but trout 
are In quenily taken, 2397-2399. 2410-2412---- Supposing any permission to be granted
by the Legis ature to the draught-net fishermen to use a smaller mesh in the lake it 
would not be necessary to include the islands and the shoal water about the islands’in 
the same exemption which should apply to. the mouths of the rivers, 2412—0416___
Where these fishermen fish for perch they catch trout, but not often salmon- opinion 
that if there were no trout in the lake, they would hardly draw their nets for perch 
24I7-242O. " *

Parts of the Inny in which nets are drawn for salmon; they are sometimes taken in 
very large quantities, 2421-2429—-Further evidence in favour of the reduction of the 
seven-inch mesh to a five-inch mesh, under the restrictions proposed above bv witnpY® 
2430-2442—A great quantity of salmon fry is taken by the eel-nets; particulars as 
to the use of eel-nets m the River Brasna, 2443-2450-----If the restrictions proposed bv
witness were observed, there would be no probability of the nets being used in the Jake7 
2451-2484——Salmon have increased in the Inny of late years in a most remarkable 
way, 2485-2489.

Maigue River. Letter from Mr. H R. Paine to Mr. E. Lucas, dated 14 May 1845 
returning papers relative 10 the fishery case submitted by Lord Dunraven in the Rivfi- 
Maio ue, App. 62, 63-- -Report of W. J Ffennell on the fisheries in the River Maio-ue
near Limerick, dated 14 February 1846, ib. 71, 72. 1 lloue

Maine River. Report of J. Redmond Barry on the existence of illegal weirs on the River 
Maine, dated 31 May 1845, App.

Malcolmson, Joshua. (Analysis of his Evidence.) Resides at Clonmel; is proprietor of a 
manufactory at Portlaw, 3913“39’4---Their is a weir across the river for the purposes
of the manufactory, 391.5----- Hie Passage fish up and down the river is provided
for by a ladder or steps, 3916——Description of this ladder or steps; position in which 
placed; height to which carried, &c., 39’7"3922- 3925, 392$- 3933, 3934------Opinion
that it might be carried to any reasonable height, 3923----- The fish can ascend and
descend it perfectly well, 3924, 3925------Previously to the placing of this ladder the
fish could pass; but before the factory was erected the site was remaining idle, 3927.

On the erection of the factory witness’s firm repaired the mill weir and made it a 
substantial weir, 3028----- There were no complaints made of any obstructions in con
sequence of these "repairs, 3929----- The ladder was erected to show that witness’s firm
would not interfere with the passage of the fish up, 393°“3932,

Malcolmson, Mr. Letter from Mr. Joshua Malcolmson to Francis Scully, esq., dated 
5 May 1849, relative to millers being obliged to erect passages for fish over their weirs, 
at their own expense, App. 160.

Management of Fisheries. See Board of Management. Commissioners of Fisheries. 
Regulation of Fisheries.

Marlin, James. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Resident Proprietor at Ross in the c?y^lC°jf 
attention ‘Tt ho deP!,ly7lieutenantof the county, 2493-2497——Has paid
o O P nf tl sa‘mon hsheries in that part of the country, 2498------Has been the
with Ure gX ell°’for a cons^5erable time, 2498-25OO-_Is generally■ t0 a
«= Ui n extenth’50.-2604----- The fishery of which witness is le^|%shery
emUeW akr™ atfreshrate,r a,,d a salt-water fishery, 2505----- It *s a M Self is oY
considerable extent ° .Over the adJacent bay, ib.----- And the HV

spread out into a considerable number of lakes, ib. Witness
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Report, 1849—continued.

Martin, James. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
Witness is not aware under what title the fishery of which he is lessee is claimed, 

2506----- Way in which the fishery was regulated by the Martin’s family; particulars
relative to the removal of a weir by Sir Robert Staples in the River Spiddle, 2507-2570 
------Great improvement in the fishery in the upper portion of the Costello river since 
the passing of the Fishery Act of 1842 ; 2571-2613----- There are no stake weirs at the
mouths of the other Galway rivers, 2614------There is a w’eir at Ballinahinch just where
the tide meets the river; there is no gap in this weir ; the claimant of this weir is a 
Scotchman of the name of Robinson; it is a solid erection, and effectually prevents the 
fish from ascending the river when the bars are down, 2614-2625.

There has been a gradual decrease in the supply of fish; witness attributes this 
decrease to the existence of this weir, 2626-2634----- When witness saw this weir two
years ago none of the provisions of the Fishery Act were complied with, 2643-2647-----
The amount of the tax upon engines for taking fish is of no avail at all for policing the 
rivers, 2648-2652----- The stringent enforcement of the law should be carried out by
the Government, and not left to individuals, 2653-2692----- The size of the lattice
in all standing weirs should be increased so as to admit fish of a larger size passing 
up, 2693----- Difficulty of regulating the meshes of the nets, 2694------Witness objects
to stake nets and Scotch weirs at the mouths of rivers, because the man between him 
and the sea catches all the fish, 2697-2699.

Martin, Mr. See Sligo District.

Maximum Penalties. See Penalties.

Mayfield Factory. Remarks accompanying sectional plan of the fish passage at the May- 
field factory, Portlaw, App. 155.

Mesh of Nets. Supposing any permission to be granted by the Legislature to the draught- 
net fishermen to use a smaller mesh in the lake, it would not be necessary to include the 
is.ands and the shoal water about the islands in the same exemption which should apply 
to the mouths of the rivers, Mahon 2412-2416-- Where these fishermen fish for trout,
they catch perch, but not often salmon; opinion that if there were no trout in the Jake, 
they would hardly draw their nets for perch, ib. 2417-2420----- Evidence in favour of
the 1 eduction of the seven-inch mesh to a five-inch mesh, under the restrictions pro
posed above by witness, ib. 2430-2442----- If the restrictions proposed by witness were
observed, theie would be no probability of the nets being used in Lough Ree, ib. 2451— 
2484 —Difficulty ol regulating the meshes of the nets, Martin 2694-----The present
legal mesh is too large to take a white trout without injury, Foley 6099.

See also Floating Nets.

Migration of Fish. See Mill Weirs. Poaching, I. Protection of Fisheries. Queen’s 
Gaps. Salmon. Sprat Nets. Weirs, 1. 4.

Mill Owners. Reasons why, in any legislation for the protection of the fish in the north of 
Ireland, the greatest caution ought to be used not to interfere with any water power, as 
there it is a matter of very great importance in a political point of view, Lord Mount- 
cashel 2914-- The Act of Parliament at present provides, that where the obstructions
are illegal the Commissioners shall remove them, and charge the expense to the owners, 
Ffennell 4210-4225----- It would be an extremely dangerous thing, in any legislation on
the subject of the fisheries, to interfere with the milling interest, Alcock 7008----- In
witness’s suggestions relative to the free passage of the fish through weirs and mil) 
dams he has no intention to injure the private rights of millers, ib. 7080----- Resolutions
passed at a meeting of millowners of Clonmel, Cahir, and neighbourhood, held at the 
chamber of commerce at Clonmel, on 10 May 1849, stating their views on the subject of 
the fisheries of Ireland, App. 160, 161.

Mill Paces. There is no doubt that mill races are very injurious to fish, that is, where 
there is not an opportunity of a side entrance, which is generally constructed, and 
where this is the case the injury to the fish is inconsiderable, Allen 4920-4937-- A
great many of the mill races tend to destroy fish; an overshot wheel would tend to 
prevent this, but they cannot in all cases be adopted from the want of a sufficient fall, 
Foley 5998-6006----- A grating placed at the tail of the race would be a very good plan
to adopt; but this would in many cases be injurious to the mil) power, ib. 6007-6017. 
6021-6023.

See also lail Paces.

o.40» G Mill
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Report, 1849—continued.

Mill Weirs:
1. Obstruction to the Passage of the Fish by the Mill Weirs, and Destruction, 

of Fish caused by the Weirs.
2. Facilities with which Steps or Ladders might be constructed in the Weirs* 

to allow the Passage of the Fish.

1. Obstruction to the Passage of the Fish by the Mill Weirs, and Destruction of 
Fish caused by the Weirs :

Present law of Ireland with respect to mill weirs, Mc Mahon 301—304------Evidence to
show that a mill weir erected in a stream, if there is no special enactment on the subject, 
comes under the general law relating to obstructions, ib. 304-308----- Evidence showing
that the mill weirs are a very great and extensive cause of the destruction of fish in the 
rivers; instance of the mill weir at Glandelane, and also of the mill at Fermoy, Croker 
534_543- 552 seq.----- The objection to the present law on the subject of mill weirs is,
that it cannot be enforced without a ruinous expense, ib. 562-573------There are several
mill weirs entirely across the tributaries of the Shannon; they operate as obstructions to 
the passage of fish, and also to the navigation of these tributaries, Sir R. De Burgho 
1320-1322.

Alteration proposed in the law with respect to mill weirs, Lord Glengall 2160-2162 
----- The present fishery law is extremely defective in allowing the construction of mill 
dams without proper provision for allowing the migration of the fish, Alcock 6990-7011. 
7070----- Opinion that all the weirs and mills dams not allowing the passage of the fish
are indictable at common law, ib. 6998, 6999----- The injury d?ne to the salmon species
in former times has been greatly increased by the construction of mill dams without a 
provision for allowing the migration of fish, ib. 7070.

2. Facilities with which Steps or Ladders might be constructed in the Weirs to 
allow the Passage of the Fish.- ’

The objections to mill weirs might be removed by placing ladders on the weirs- the 
proprietors should be compelled to do this at their own expense; opposition which has 
been made to constructing these ladders, Croker 544-573----- The mill dams mio-ht be
regulated without any injury to the motive power of the mill, ib. 745----- Ladders'might
be made over mill weirs for the passage of the fish without the slightest injury to the 
machinery of the mill, and this object ought undoubtedly to be carried out, Sir 
R. De Burgho 1334-1353----- Opinion that lattices might be put up at mill weirs without
any obstruction to ihe machinery of the mill, ib. 1823-1838------Mill owners should be
compelled to go to the expense of placing steps in the weirs, Lord Glengall 2197-2198

Steps or ladders might easily be placed so as to permit the passage of the fish without 
injuring the motive power of the mills, Lord Mountcashel 2763, 2764----- Opinion that
the establishment of ladders for the passage of fish over the mill weirs would rather 
benefit than injure the property of the mill owners; funds out of which these ladders 
ought to be constructed, ib. 2921-2928. 2960----- If facility were afforded to the spawni <r
fish to mount the rivers in this way, the number offish would be considerably ificr -• 
and greater attention would then be paid by all classes to the preservation of the ? 
ib. 2929-2943. ls b

Steps or ladders might be placed to all the mill weirs, by which ample means mio-ht be 
afforded for the fish to pass up without in the slightest degree interfering either with the 
milling power or with the navigation, Ffennell 3625-3632----- Some alteration in the law
is necessary to facilitate the placing of these ladders, but the principal thing required is to 
provide funds to do it, ib. 3633-3641------There are a great many mill weirs upon the
Slaney, over all of which the passage of fish might be facilitated without interfering at all 
with the milling power, by concentrating the waste water, for instance, that is woino- over 
the weir, ib. 3784, ° 0

Witness is proprietor of a manufactory at Portlaw, Malcolmson 3913, 3914____There is
a weir across the river for the purposes of the manufactory, ib. 3915----- The passage of
the fish up and down the river is provided for by a ladder or steps, ib. 3916—_ Descrip
tion of this ladder or steps ; position in which placed; height to which carried, &c., 
3917~3922- 3925, 3926- 3933» 3934----- Opinion that it might be carried to any reason
able height, lb. 3923----- The fish can ascend and descend it perfectly well. 3924, 392^
----- Previously to the placing of this ladder the fish could pass, but before the factory 
was erected the site was remaining idle, ib. 3927.

On the erection of the factory, witness’s firm repaired the mill weir and ma<^e 
stamial weir, Malcolmson 3928----- There were no complaints made of any witness’s
in consequence of these repairs, ib. 3929----- The ladder was erected to show Qjjstructjons
orin would not interfere with the passage of the fish, ib. 3930—3932" "11 aw fi)P fish
existing in the River Lee by mill weirs; these could be regulated so as to a i-
to pass up without injury to the milling power, Ffennell 4576-4601 * '•>Jectlon^no.
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Report, 1849—continued.

Mill Weirs—continued.
2. Facilities with which Steps or Ladders might he constructed, <fc.—continued, 

putting ladders or steps on the weirs, Foley 6018-6020----- By the Act of Parliament all
mill dams are to be constructed with steps or ladders to enable the fish to pass; penalty 
for the neglect of this provision, Alcock 6996-7011----- The works required to give a pas
sage to the fish should be constructed at the expense of the millowners, ib. 6996. 7078- 
7080.

See also Bandon Mill Weir. Bann, Lower River. Glandelane Mill Weir. 
Graney Mill. Protection of Fisheries. Tail Races. Weirs, 1.

Mills. There is a very considerable amount of property embarked in mills on the Laffey, 
Ffennell 3865.

Minimum Penalties. See Penalties. Scotch Fishery Acts.
Monarea Gap. The Monarea Gap in the Lax Weir is the only opening for the passage of 

boats, and this is not convenient at all seasons of the year, Sir R. De Burgho 945-061 
---Means adopted for frightening the fish, and preventing their going up tins gap, 
ib. 962-968. 976-983-- blow far any alteration has been made in the Monarea Gap,
or in the piers of it, of late years, ib. 1031-1045.----- See also Lax Weir, 1.

Mountcashel, Earl of. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Landed Proprietor and Magistrate of 
the county of Cork; also landed proprietor in the county of Antrim, 2700-2704--
Canses to which witness attributes the decrease in the supply of fish, other than the 
poaching ; destruction of fish by the stake weirs; way in which they do damage, 2721- 
2734----- Evidence geneially as to the establishment of Scotch weirs on the Blackwater,
2739> 274°----- Causes to which witness attributes the increase of poaching; the efforts
to put down poaching have relaxed in proportion as poaching has increased, 2741-2756

1 he weir at Glandelane, a mill weir, is witness’s properly, 2757-2761----To a certain
extent it obstructs the passage of fish except during floods, 2762----- Steps or ladders
might easily be placed so as to permit the passage of the fish without injurino- the motive 
power of the mill, 2763, 2764. Jo

Any measure to remove illegal obstructions, to give satisfaction to all parties, should 
e general, 2765-2778----—Evidence relative to the Duke of Devonshire’s weir at Lis

more, 27/9 seq.- Opinion that the close seasons are not properly observed at this 
wen, 2781—2789 -—Construction of the weir at Lismore, 2790—2794----- There is no
Wueen s gap in the weir; opinion that there was formerly a gap, 2'795-2808----- Evid

ence S lowing that the weir interferes with and obstructs the navigation; way in which 
the navigation of the Blackwater might be extended and improved if this weir were 
removed and advantages which would result therefrom; steps which have been taken 
to cany this out, and opposition of the Duke of Devonshire and other proprietors thereto, 
2809-2893. 2952-2954. 2965-2970

Title under which the weir at Lismore is held; it is held under a grant from the Crown, 
a patent, 2894-2897----- The closure of the river in respect of the fishery and navigation
occasions much discontent amongst the people in witness’s part of the country, 2898, 
2^99----- Further evidence as to the obstructions to the fishery caused by witness’s mill
at Glandelane, 2900-2913----- Reasons why, in any legislation for the protection of the
fish in the north of Ireland, the greatest caution ought to be used not to interfere with 
any water power, as there it is a matter of very great importance in a political point of 
view, 2914------Collisions have occurred at the weir at Lismore in consequence of the
existence of illegal obstructions, 2915----- There have been no legal proceedings instituted
against this weir within witness’s recollection, 2916, 2917----- This weir, being a series
of little islands across the river, completely obstructs the whole course of the river, 2918 
___ This obstruction is the principal cause of the diminution of salmon in the upper 
parts of the river, 2919---- More so even than poaching or the mill weirs, 2920.

Opinion that the establishment of ladders for the passage of fish over the mill weirs 
would rather benefit than injure the property of the mill-owners; funds out of which 
these ladders ought to be constructed, 2921-2928. 2960----- If facility were afforded to
the spawning fish to mount the rivers in this way, the number of fish would be consider
ably increased, and greater attention would then be paid by all classes to the preservation 
ofthe fish, 2929-2943----- An important method of checking poaching would be by in-

' Aiding heavier penalties ; the minimum penalty which is generally resorted to is insuffi
cient to put it down, 2944-2946-The system of river police has been hardly long
enough in operation to judge of its effects, 2947, 2948-----The objections to the
establishment of a tribunal for the decision of all fishery cases, that is, the appointment 
of a Board of Commissioners specially to hear and determine all cases connected with 
the fisheries, are, that it would involve a gieat deal of expense and delay, 2949-2951. 
2955-2959“—Ihe niax^niuni penalty for offences against the fishery laws is sufficient, if 
it was levied, 2961-2964.

Mountcashel, Lord. See A frays. Clondalane Weir. Connery, James. Glan
delane Mill Weir.

0,40' G 2 Mouths
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Report, 1849—continued.

Mouths of Rivers. Wiiness objects to stake nets and Scotch weirs at the mouths of 
rivers because the man between him and the sea catches all the fish, Martin 2697-2699 
-- Great difficulty in defining the mouths of rivers at present, for the object intended 
by the .Act, in consequence of the provision of the Act being imperfect, Ffennell 3737~ 
3772’-Great difficulties in the way of defining the mouth of the River blaney in the
county and estuary of Wexford, ib.----- -In the case of the Slaney it would make no
material difference, with respect to the bag-nets, whether the mouth of the river be 
defined or not, ib. 3777-3783------Difficulties relative to defining the mouths of the
various rivers, and alterations necessary to be made in the laws in that respect, ib. 
4566-4577----- Definition of the mouth of the River Bann, in the county of Londonderry,
by the Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, App. 121.

See also Adrigole River. Barrow River. Blackwater River. Cloonee River. 
Curraan River. Delphi River. Eena River. Errive River. Glenarriff 
River. Laune River. Jtfore River. Owenduff River. Roughtry River. 
Sheen River.

Moy River. The River Moy is a very important river, Ffennell 4171------A very valuable
fishery exists at the Moy, and the exclusive right is exercised by a Mr. Little; mode in 
which he fishes in the exercise of this right; how far he uses instruments which are not 
legal, and way in which the fishing above is affected, ib. 4171-4188----- The navigation
of the River Moy is not very good at the present time, Little 6238-6242------Report of
J. Redmond Barry on the weirs in the River Moy at Foxford, dated 1 July 1845, App, 
65, 66.----- See also Ballina Fishery. Landowners. Stake Weirs, 2.

Mulvany, W. T. Report of Mr. W. T. M ulvany, dated 31 May 1843, of the result of the 
trials at Waterford in the case of illegal stake weirs, App. 41, 42.

See also Close Season, 2.
Munhim River. Report of W. J. Ffennell on the weirs on the Munhim, dated 18 May 

1846, App. 75, 76.
Musgrave, Sir Richard. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Resided at Turin, county of Water

ford ; magistrate of the county ; represented the county in Parliament for six Sessions; 
lives close to the Blackwater on the bank of the river; is acquainted with the state of 
the navigation and fishery of the Black waler, 5484-5488-- The quantity offish in the
Blackwater is not so great as witness recollects it, owing to various causes, but it is 
principally owing to the obstruction the fish meet with in passing up the river, 5490-----
There is a certain obstruction at Lismore for six days in the week, ib.----- The obstruc
tion at Glandelane is as bad as any obstruction can be, as the fish cannot get over unless 
the river is very high, ib.----- There is a weir also at Fermoy which is not so bad as that
at Glandelane, ib.----- There is also a weir at Clondalane, belonging to Lord Mountcashel,
which is closed for six days in the week, ib.----- There has also been a great deal of
poaching at various times, ib.----- Number of years these weirs have been in existence;
the supply offish has gradually declined since they were first erected, 5491— 5494.

There is no Queen’s gap in the weir at Lismore; witness has been informed that at a 
very remote period there was a passage for boats ; particulars as to the evidence which 
has been collected on this subject, 5495~5499------The River Blackwater was formerly
navigable to four miles above Lismore; it is not now navigable above Lismore ; cause of 
this, 5499 et seq.----- Particulars relative to a visit witness paid in company with Lord
Mountcashel and Colonel Jones, at the time Colonel Jones was directed by the Lords of 
the Treasury to make a survey of the river with a view to the improvement of the navi
gation; with evidence generally as to the obstructions in the river, and suo-o-estions as to 
the mode in which improvements might be made ; reference to the report of Colonel 
Jones on the subject; opposition shown to the proposed improvements by the Duke of 
Devonshire and other parties, 5513-5621.

Evidence in detail relative to the rights granted, as regards the fishery, to the Duke of 
Devonshire by the patent of James the First; with evidence as to the boundaries of land 
drained by the duke, 5621-5639----- How far any of the parties who have fished in the
River Blackwater, and have not been interfered with by the Duke of Devonshire exercise 
their right by a charter or not, below Lismore, 5639----- Lord Stewart of Decies exercises
the right of fishing weirs on his lands, ib.------His tenants have also been in the habit
of drawing with a seine net, ib.------The proprietors of Turin have always exercised the
right of fishing, ib.----- There are a number of cotmen who have constantly exercised the
rig*ht of fishing; mode in which they fish, ib.----- There are also a number of weirs at
both sides of the river, Scotch weirs and other weirs; there are nearly thirty weirs below 
Lismore, ib.

The modes in which the weirs below Lismore are fished is by seine nets and 
called snap nets, 5640----- Of course as far as these weirs extend they intercep >
but they do not generally extend far, 5641, 5642. 5646------They are an o s .•
the navigation, but not to any great extent, 5642-5645----- How far P __
against the weirs on the Blackwater have taken place under the Fishery * > 5 d/ a 

further evidence as to the navigation of the Blackwater, 5674—5694* 57°-“57°d-—
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Musgrave, Sir Richard. (Analysis of his Evidence)—continued.
Hardship of the tax of 300 per cent, laid by the Act of last Session on the small weirs 
down the river ; while the same Act carefully provides that the Duke of Devonshire’s 
weir should not pay more than ten per cent., 5709-5713----- Evidence showing whether
the Act of Parliament has been complied with by Mr. Foley in his mode of fishing the 
Lismore weir, 5714~5722*

Musgrave, Sir R. Evidence on the subject of Sir Richard Musgrave’s disputed right of 
fishing, Foley 6362-6375.-- See also Foley, Mr. Prosecutions, 3.

9

N.

Natural Enemies of Fish. One effect of running weirs towards the middle of the stream, 
the salmon being thereby prevented from going up in the shallow water, is to force the 
salmon into deep water in the mid stream, which abounds with seals and porpoises which 
destroy the salmon, M‘Mahon 258,25g--There are most probably a greater number of
fish destroyed in the Shannon by their natural enemies than by artificial ones; still from 
both these causes the destruction is immense; difficulty of forming an opinion as to the 
proportions, -Sir JR. De Burgho 1198-1203.----- See also Destruction of Fish.

Navigation :
I. Generally.

II. Of Particular Rivers :
1. Blackwater River.
2. Foyle River.
3. Shannon River.
4. Waterford Rivers.

I. Generally z
Whatever fishery is impeded by. stake nets, boat navigation is impeded also, Sir 

. om tain 1923—1926----- The weirs impede the navigation as well as the fishery,
where no gaps are left, Lord Glengall 2193-2196----- The navigation weirs are absolutely
necessary tor the navigation ; they could not be lowered, neither need they be lowered, 
Jjennell 3622-3624—-—Stake weirs are not at all injurious to the navigation of the 
uveis ; they are considered by some masters of vessels as beneficial, in pointing out the 
shoals and channels of the rivers, Alcock 6926-6940.

II. Oj Particular Rivers :
1. Blackwater River:

If the weir at Lismore were removed, as well as those at Glendelane and Fermoy, 
witness is of opinion that ihe River Blackwater might be made navigable from Mallow 
down to the sea; advantage which would be derived from this, Crolter 660-707----- Par
ticulars relative to a steamer started on the Blackwater by Sir R. Musgrave, and object 
with which started; it plies between Youghal and Cappoquin, ib. 708-736----- If the
weir at Lismore were removed it might go up to Lismore, or even beyond it, ib. 737-----
Observations upon the scheme for improving the navigation of the River Blackwater, 
Currey's Ev. p. 360-362.

The River Blackwater was formerly navigable to four miles above Lismore; it is not 
now navigable above Lismore; cause of this, Sir R. Musgrave 5499 et seq.----- Par
ticulars relative to a visit witness paid in company with Lord Mountcashel and Colonel 
Jones, at the time Colonel Jones was directed by the Lords of the Treasury to make a 
survey of the river with a view to the improvement of the navigation; with evidence 
generally as to the obstructions in the river, and suggestions as to the mode in which 
improvements mi°‘ht be made ; reference to the report ot Colonel Jones on the subject; 
opposition shown to the proposed improvements by the Duke ol Devonshire and other 
parties, *6.5513-5621___Evidence in detail as to the rights granted, as regards the
■fishery, to the Duke of Devonshire by the patent of James the First, with evidence as to 
the boundaries of land claimed by the Duke, ib. 5621-5639——Evidence as to the 
navigation of the Blackwater, ib. 5674-5694. 57ol~57o8——The stake weirs in the 
Blackwater are not only injurious to fishery but to navigation, Fo/ey 5829-5832-----
Way in which the navigation of the Blackwater might be very much improved up to the 
Duke of Devonshire’s canal; it should be begun in the first instance in the harbour of 
Youghal, ib. 6118-6129.

Report of Lieutenant-colonel IL D. Jones, r.e., to the Earl of Mountcashel, on the 
Blackwater River, dated 12 September 1844, App. 132-134-----Report of H. Renton,
civil engineer, upon the best means of improving the River Blackwater, between Fermoy 
and Lismore, so as to render it navigable for vessels drawing 4 feet 6 inches of water, at 

0.40. g 3 " ’all
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Report, 1849—continued.

Navigatio n—continued.
II. Of Particular Rivers—continued.

1. Blackwater River—continued.
all times, App. 134, 135------Instructions for the guidance of Mr. Renton in making a
survey of part of the River Blackwater, lying between Fermoy and Cappoquin, ib. 136 
----- -Estimated cost of the works required to make the River Blackwater navigable from 
Lismore to Fermoy, agreeable to the plans prepared by H. Renton, civil engineer, under 
the directions of Lieutenant-colonel IL D. Jones, k.e., ib. 137------List of plans and
sections of the River Blackwater, between Fermoy and Lismore, in the counties of Cork 
and Waterford, taken under the directions of Lieutenant-colonel H. D. Jones, k.e., by 
H. Renton, c. e., ib.

2. Foyle River :
The navigation of the Foyle River is not impeded bv the stake nets erected for fishery, 

Ffennell 4510-4513.
3. Shannon River :

1 he navigation of the Shannon has been improved by the weirs erected by the Shannon 
Navigation Commissioners, id Mahon 403----- The next weir, or rather dam, after the
Lax weir, that extends right across the river, is situated between Castleconnel and 
Killaloe, adjacent to the village of Castleconnel, Sir R. De Burgho 1280, 1281___ It
was erected by the Shannon Commissioners; purpose for which erected, ib. 1282, 1283 
----- The obstruction does not impede the run of the fish, but it impedes the navigation 
ib. 1284-1290-----Obstructions caused to the navigation of the River Shannon from the
numerous weirs, Ffennell 4540-4546.

4. Waterford Rivers :
How far the weirs impede the navigation, and present obstructions to the passage of 

boats on the Waterford rivers and estuary, Dobbyn 6624-6638----- Evidence generally
relative to the navigation of the port of Waterford; it is under the conservancy of the 
corporation, Alcock 6921-6926.

See also Bag Nets. Bandon River. Barrow River. Board of Management,!. 
Commissioners of Fisheries. Duncannon Weir. Liffey River. Lismore Weir, 3. 5. 
Mill Weirs, 1. Monarea Gap. Moy River. Obstructions. Prosecutions, 1. 
Prostration of Weirs. Rights, Public. Snap Nets. Stake Weirsj 2. 
Suir River. Waterford Estuary. Weirs, 1. 2.

Neagh, Lough. Important fishery existing in Lough Neagh, exclusive of the salmon 
fishery, called the pollen, or fresh-water herring fishery; a great number ot the lower 
classes derive their livelihood by fishing for these pollens, Ffennell 44to.

Net Fishing. Net fishing is not generally practised upon the Lower Shannon, but where 
it is it interferes with the net men who fish there, Sir R. De Burgho 1186-1197.

See also Supply of Salmon.
Nets. See Bag Nets. Bow Nets. Cotmen. Draught Nets. Drift Nets. 

Drum Nets. Duties on Nets. Eel Fisheries. Floating Nets. Mesh of Nets. 
Seine Nets. Snap Nets. Sprat Nets. Stake Weirs. Supply of Salmon.

Newport District. Evidence relative to the fisheries in the rivers in the Newport district 
Ffennell 4226 et seq.---There is a river at Clifden, and two or three other rivers in the
Newport district, that are obstructed by natural obstructions, which is a great loss to 
the public, ib. 4292.

Newport River. Way in which the several right of fishery is exercised by Sir Richard 
O’Donnell on the Newport River, and also on the Ballycroy River; particulars as to the 
controversies on the subject of fishing the Ballycroy by Mr. Atkinson and Mr. Little, 
both in respect of stake weirs and stop nets, Ffennell 4232-4277. 4284-4286.

New Ross. Opinion on the condition of the fishery at New Ross and on the effect of recent 
legislation in respect to it, Talbot 4938 et seq.---Statement relative to the annihilation
of the New Ross fishery after a severe struggle for 12 years, between 1830 and 1842, 
ib. ----- Letter from Mr. P. Magee, dated 20 March 1849, relative to the flourishing
condition of the New Ross fishery previous to 1809 when the weirs were erected, and 
gradual decrease of the fish from that period until its disappearance, ?7>. 7225, p-511 
----- Return of the fish-house account of salmon, for the years 1848 and 1849, showing 
the decrease, ib. 7228, p. 513----- Letter from Mr. Patrick Magee, dated 11 May
enclosing a return of the quantity of salmon killed in the New Ross fishery lor 184 
1849, and remarking on the decrease of the take, ib. 7228, p. 514——the 
Mr. Barry’s report from New Ross, of 2 October 1846, relative to all law regu a 
fisheries being disregarded, Aq>p. 79.

See also Employment of the Lower Classes. Peter’s, St., Society. N
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Nore River. Definition of the mouth of the River Nore, in the county of Waterford, by 
the Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, App. 122.

See also Illegal Obstructions. Waterford Estuary.
Nuisances. See Weirs, 1.

O.

Obstructions. Witness has found that within the last 10 or 12 years the obstructions have 
greatly increased; obstructions which have been very detrimental to the labouring 
classes, Sir J. Dombrain 1867. 1879. 1892---Instances in which these obstructions
have been detrimental as regards the navigation, ib. 1867. 1878, 1879----- The rivers of
which witness is principally speaking are the Shannon, the Blackwater, and the Suir, 
lb. 1868----- The obstructions have been caused by Scotch nets and by stake weirs;
they are particularly abundant at the mouths of tributaries ; they have also been carried 
to a great extent in the main river, the Shannon for instance, ib. 1869-1879----- Any
measure to remove illegal obstructions, to give satisfaction to all parties, should be 
general, Lord Mountcashel 2765-2778----- The closure of the river in respect of the
fishery and navigation occasions much discontent amongst the people in witness’s part 
of the country, ib. 2898, 2899.

Witness has, in his capacity of secretary to the Suir Preservation Society, to a certain 
extent had occasion to put in force the old law on the subject of fisheries and their 
obstructions, Ffennell 3050----- But it has been since the passing of the Act of 1842
that the most active operations in putting the law in force have occurred, ib.
3052----- Recommendation that the county surveyor or other officer be required to
report to the Commissioners the state of the several rivers traversing the country; and 
where it should appear that works are necessary to allow the migration of the fish, 
they should be constructed, Alcock 7011.

See also Illegal Obstructions. Navigation. IFeirs.
Offences against the Fishery Laws. Copies of correspondence between the Crown solicitors 

of the Irish circuits and the Irish Board of Works or the Irish Executive Government, 
from the year 1842 inclusive, on the subject of offences against the Irish fishery laws, 
or the prosecution of such offences, App. 35--Copies of reports made to the Irish
Board of Public Works by Commissioners and inspectors of Irish Fisheries, from the 
year 1842 inclusive, on the subject of offences against the Irish fishery laws, or 
the prosecution of such offences; and also a return of the number, nature, period, and 
results of such prosecutions, distinguishing those instituted at quarter sessions, at 
assizes, and in the Queen’s Bench, and specifying at whose suit such prosecutions were 
instituted, and also the costs anti expenses attending the same, ib. 93-117.

See also Magistrates. Penalties. Poaching.

O'Neill, Arthur. Evidence relative to the prosecution against Arthur O’Neill for main
taining a stake or Scotch weir in the River Suir, and writ of error obtained in this case, 
Alcock 6885-6897. 6943---Witness delivers in copies of the indictments now pending
against Mr. O’Neill; one found in the summer assizes of 1847, and the other at the 
summer assizes of 1848, ib. 6943----- Number of indictments which have been preferred
against Mr. O’Neill at various times, and result of the prosecutions, ib. 6944-6955-----
p'ostponment of the trial of the prosecutions against Mr. O’Neill by the Crown on 
several occasions, ib. 6954, 6955.----- See also Prosecutions, 2.

Open Season. See Close Season, 2. Penalties.
Orpen, Richard John Theodore. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Has a fishery on the River 

Roughtry, in the county of Kerry ; it. is not navigable there, 2971-2973-- There are
no Scotch’ weirs, or obstructions to the passage of salmon in this weir, 2974——Nor are 
there any mill dams to obstruct the passage of fish, 2975----- The breed of fish has
decreased greatly in this river, 2976----- Witness attributes this decrease to poaching,
by burning lights on the river, and by what is called poisoning the liyei.; poisoning the 
river is frequently resorted to; it. kills a great quantity of fish; description of the pro
cess of poisoning the river, 2976-2982. 2993-2997. 3004-3039----- Suggestion as to the
means of putting an end to this system, 2983-2992.

Otter or Jack. Description of an engine for fishing called the Otter or Jack, and way 
in which used, Mahon 2390.---See also Cross Lines.

Ottleijy Charles S. Report of Charles S. Ottley, district engineer, dated 10 February 
184g, relative to the fraudulent and illegal means adopted at the Cutts weir, near Cole
raine, to obstruct the passage of the fish up the “ Queen’s share” channel, Ffennell 
4413-

Owenavarragh River. Definition of the mouth of the River Owenavarragh, in the. countv 
of Wexford, by the Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, App. 120.

°*4O. G 4 Owenduff
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Owenduff River. Definition of the mouth of the River Owenduff or Ballycroy, in the 
county of Mayo, by the Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, App. 124«

Owenmore River. Evidence relative to the fishing in the Owenmore and Menhin rivers ; 
prosecutions which have taken place on account of the close time not being properly 
kept, Ffennell 4278-4283. 4287-4291--- Report of W. J. Ffennell on the weirs on the
Owenmore, dated 18 May 1846, App. 75, 76.

Owenshagh River. Definition of the mouth of the River Owenshagb, in the county of 
Kerry, by the Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, App. 123, 124.

Oyster Fisheries. See Commissioners of Fisheries.

P.

Passage Weir. Detail of the proceedings taken relative to Lord Waterford’s weir at 
Passage, Alcock 6959-6961-- Letter from Mr. Patrick Magee, dated 26 April 1849,
as to the construction of Scotch weirs on the Spit of Passage, and the evil effects thereof, 
Talbot 724g.----- See also Riots.

Penalties. Observations and suggestions relative to penalties for offences against the 
fishery laws, M* Mahon 323-325-- It would be an improvement of the law, if it could
be carried out, if in addition to the minimum penalties imposed by the Fishery Acts upon 
illegal fishing, there was an additional penalty on every fish so taken, Lord Glen^all 
2168, 2169-----An important method of checking poaching would be by inflicting
heavier penalties ; the minimum penalty which is generally resorted to is insufficient to 
put it down, Lord Mountcashel 2944-2946----- The maximum penalty for offences against
the fishery law’s is sufficient, if it was levied, ib. 2961-2964.

The Scotch system of penalties might with advantage be extended to Ireland, Ffennell 
3460-3490---- Objection to imposing a penalty on parties taking fish in the open season
who are unlicensed, ib. 4688----- The penalties in Scotland in the close season are much
higher than in Ireland ; reasons for forming the opinion that they ought to be double as 
heavy in Ireland as in Scotland, Little 4616, 4617----- There should be minimum penal
ties in all cases, Foley 6087----- Offences in the close season should be visited with very
heavy penalties, ib.

See also Magistrates. Mill Weirs, 2. Poaching, I. Prosecutions, 2. Scotch 
Fishery Acts.

Perch Fishing. Usual course of fishing for perch on Lough Ree, Mahon 2371, 2372—-— 
Quantity of perch taken on the shores of Lough Ree ; the principal object of the fisher
men is to catch trout and not perch, ib. 2385—2389.

See also Floating Nets. Mesh of Nets.
Peter s, St., Society. Evidence relative to the formation and constitution of St. Peter’s 

Society; its object is the protection of the rivers of Ross against poachers, Talbot 
7229-7236-- Copy of the rules and regulations for the management of the St Peter’s
Society, formed ata meeting of the fishermen of the rivers Barrow and Nore assembled 
at Ross on 1 November 1835, xb. 7229----- Active operation of the St. Peter’s Sorietv
previous to the erection of weirs on the rivers ; they have not so much to induce tlmm 
to protect the fisheries now as formerly, ib. 7242, 7243. wuu-

Pettigoe River. See Poaching, II. 7.

Poaching:
I. Generally.

II. In particular Localities:
1. Ballina River.
2. Bandon River.
3. Blackwater River.
4. Boyne River.
5. Bay of Donegal.
6. Liffey River.
7. Pettigoe River.
8. Shannon River.
9. Suir River.

10. Waterford Rivers.

I. Generally:
The prevalence of the obstructions in the tidal portions of the rivers has a tendency 

to facilitate and encourage poaching in the upper portions of rivers Lord Glengall 2199- 
2204-----Causes to which witness attributes the increase of poaching; the efforts to p»l
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Poaching—continued.
I. Generally—continued.

down poaching have relaxed in proportion as poaching has increased, Lord Mounlcashel 
2741—2756----- The proprietors who have weirs having found that the introduction of
bag nets generally in the bay renders their river fishing of so very little value, have 
generally given up all protection, Ffennell 4120, 4121----- Under the provisions of the
last Fishery Act, all these bag nets will pay a licence rate, which will be applied to the 
protection of the rivers, ib. 4121. 4128—413-’ 4160----- A great deal of the poaching
upon the rivers of Ireland may be attributed to the impediments to the free passage of 
fish in consequence of the obstructions in the lower parts of the rivers, ib. 4188-4195.

How far the people are inclined to protect the fishery against poaching, Talbot 4963 
------The protection of the rivers from poaching in the close season by means of a fishery 
police, would materially advance the interests of the poor fishermen; suggestions as to 
the mode in which this protection should be carried out; mode in which the expense 
might be defrayed, ib. 4963-4978-----Witness has prosecuted parties for poaching in the
Blackwater in the fresh water, destroying the breeding fish; result of these prosecutions, 
Foley 5874-5882----- Poaching has increased very much lately ; the most determined
poachers are the farmers’ sons; minimum penalty suggested for poaching, ib. 6096- 
6098-----There is less poaching with respect to weirs than in any other kind of fishing,
Alcock 6914----- Great difficulty in preventing poaching in the fisheries; the laws for
preserving any kind of game have never been observed in Ireland, ib. yoyo.

II. In particular Localities:
1. Ballina River:

Poaching is still on the increase in the Ballina and in the Ballycroy fisheries; sug
gestions relative to penalties and punishments, with a view to putting a stop to poach
ing, Little 6478-6496. 6517, 6518. 6522-6531.

2. Bandon River:
Prevalence on the Bandon River of a most destructive svstem of poaching by what is 

called the stroke haul; description of this proceeding, Ffennell 4606-4609----- Great
want of efficient protection 0/ the fishery of the Bandon River, ib. 4619-4621.

3. Blackwater River :
Poaching is carried on to the greatest extent in the Blackwater; opinion that this 

has been occasioned entirely by the diminution of salmon in the open season, Croker 
455~4$2----- Calculation as to the enormous annual loss from the poaching in the
Blackwater by taking the fish out of season and at spawning time, ib. 617-628___ In
crease of poaching in the Blackwater River; extensive operations carried on, Ffennell 
4639, 464°----- Prevalence of poaching in the Blackwater River during the close season,
ib. 4665, 4666----- There has been a great deal of poaching in the Blackwater at various
times, Sir R. Musgrave 5490.

4. Boyne River:
Poaching does exist on the Boyne River, Ffennell 3910.

5. Bay of Donegal:
There is a great deal of poaching in the upper portion of the rivers of the bav of 

Donegal, Ffennell 4120.
6. Liffey River:

There is considerable poaching in the upper parts of the Liffey River, Ffennell 3823.
7. Pettigoe River:

Extent to which poaching is carried on in the Pettigoe River and the river at Castle- 
caldwell, MlGowan y^xy-y^o.

8. Shannon River:
Poaching is very extensively practised on the Upper Shannon ; manner tn which it is 

conducted ; causes to which this prevalence of poaching may be attributed; steps 
which have been taken to prevent poaching, Sir R. de Burgho 1216—1224. 1229-1259 
----- A vast deal of destruction among the fish occurs in winter in most of the waters 
tributary to the Shannon ; attempt made to establish an association for the protection of 
the waters, and failure thereof, Ffennell 4547-4551.

9. Suir River:
During the existence of the Suir Association it was greatly lessened, but since this 

association has been given up it prevails as much as ever, Ffennell 3653-3656. 3688^ 
36g,___ poaching is carried on to a great extent in the tideway of the River Suir
during the close season; it is carried on by the cotmen and not by‘the driftmen, Craw
ford 6769-6776.

°-4°« 10, Waterford
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Poaching—continued,
II. In particular Localities—continued.

10. Waterford Rivers :
Ever since witness has known the rivers in the Waterford estuary, poaching has 

been carried on to a great extent, Ffennell 3®52----- Witness does not know of any
poaching carried on in the rivers and estuary of Waterford, except what is carried on 
by the cotmen; they fish the whole winter; they observe no close season, not even the 
Saturday close time; there is no coast guard to see that the close season is kept, 
Dobbyn 6639—6653.

See also Ballina Fishery. Bow Nets. Bride River. Cotmen. Destruction 
of Fish. Glandelane Mill Weir. Magistrates. Penalties. Peter’s, St., Society. 
Roughtry River. Spears. Supply of Salmon.

Poisoning Fish. Repeal of the Irish Act of Parliament which made it a penal offence to 
pour flax or flax waler into rivers frequented by fish, Ffennell 4422-4424-- Prevalence
of the practice of poisoning rivers in the Kerry district by means of a plant called spurge, 
il^. 4680, 4681—-—Frequency of rivers becoming poisoned by the steeping of flax in the 
linen manufacturing districts; it would be ruinous to the linen trade to interfere with the 
practice of steeping flax, ib. 4682-4685----- The laws relative to the poisoning of rivers
by means of spurge should be made more stringent, ib. 4686, 4687.

See also Dann Districts. Gas Works. Roughtry River.
Police. One defect in the Fishery Act of last Session is, that the establishment of a river 

police cannot be carried into effect, as the funds cannot be raised till this year bv the 
Assessment Bill, and it is then doubtful if the funds will be sufficient, Croker 510_
There should be an effective police with inspectors over them for the protection of the 
salmon fisheries, ib. 818, 819-----The constabulary force of Ireland might be effective in
removing obstructions, but they are not sufficiently numerous for the preservation of the 
fisheries, Sir R. De Burgho 1839-1842---- At the present time the mode of prostrating
illegal obstructions is too much a matter of judicial cognizance, and too little a matter of 
police, Lord Glengall 2175-2185----- The system of river police has been hardly long
enough in operation to judge of its effects, Lord Mountcashel 2947,2948----- Evidence
and suggestion generally on the subject of establishing a river police for the protection 
of the fish ; parties by whom the expense should be paid, Allen 4909-4920----- Opinion
that any interference of the police with the fisheries would be injurious to the public, 
and out of their province, Talbot 7225.

See also Coast Guard. Cotmen. Poaching, I. Scotch Fishery Acts.
Poor Law Commissioners. See Assessment.
Poor Law Valuation. See Rating Fisheries. Tax on Engines.
Porpoises. See Destruction of Fish. Natural Enemies of Fish.
Preservation of Fish. Sum spent by witness and his partner annually for the preservation 

of the fish in the Moy, Little 6253-6256.
Price of Salmon. Average price of the Irish salmon sold in the London market, Ffennell 

4673.---See also Exportation of Salmon.
ProJits. Witness’s decided opinion is, that if the spawning fish were protected, and a free 

run permitted at all seasons forthem, the profits of the country at large would be twenty 
limes greater than any profits that could be made upon the mills of the Blackwater 
supposing them all to be levelled to the ground, Croker 746-781.

Prosecutions :
1. Generally.
2. Prosecutions on the part of the Crown.
3. Prosecutions by Private Individuals.
4. Papers laid before the Committee.

1. Generally:
The process under which obstructions are at present abated is expensive and objec

tionable, Sir R. De Burgho 1700-1714----- Evidence generally relative to the prosecu
tions against stake weirs on the Waterford side of the River Suir, Alcock 6867-6871------
In the case of the prosecutions against the stake weirs on the Waterford side of the River 
Suir, they were defended as protected under the 23d section of the Fishery Act, as esta
blished weirs, ib. 6904, 6905----- Reference to the evidence of Mr. Ffennell, tl)at tl,e
magistrates refused to convict in the Waterford prosecutions; this arose from the 
Marquis of Waterford’s case being tried first, and all the other cases being deci< ec jy 
diat case, ib. 6956-6959-----Opinion that in all cases of indictment against 11S> it is
necessary to prove some particular injury to the fishery or the navigation, and t tat it js 
a question for the jury in each case, ib. 6982-6985.

2. Prosecutions
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Prosecutions—continued.
2. Prosecutions on the part of the Crown:

The Government has proceeded at law against a great number of Scotch weir owners ; 
some of these parties have been convicted and their weirs prostrated, but despite these 
convictions and the opinions of the twelve judges the same parties have re-erected them, 
Lord Glengall -149-2151----- Witness does not consider that the change in the law by
the Act of 1842 had any connexion with their re-ereclion, but rather the non-infliction of 
heavy penalties, ib. 2152-2156----- Evidence as .to the prosecutions which have been
carried on under 1 he direction of the Board of Works in the Waterford rivers, Ffennell 
3177-3250----- Since 1844 there has been scarcely an assizes at which the Crown has
not had prosecutions at either Waterford, Kilkenny, or Wexford, and still the weirs are 
all up again in the exact places where persons had a year before been convicted ; in
stances of this, ib. 3535-35.56----- Detail of the circumstances attending the prosecution
of a man of the name of O’Neill for erecting stake weirs in the navigable river, ib. 3557- 
3561----- The judgments of the judges of assize in the two counties of Kilkenny and
Waterford have been universally similar, ib. 3569, 3570.

The convictions on the estuary of Waterford have been inefficient for the abatement 
of the nuisances, Ffennell 3576----- The fact that the whole of the weirs are up again
proves this, ib.----- Statement of various cases in which witness has held briefs on the
part of the Crown in prosecutions against stake weirs on the Wexford side of the River 
Suir, Alcock 6842-6861------Embarrassment of the officers of the Crown as to prosecu
tions ; proceedings being taken sometimes against the owners of weirs, and sometimes 
against the cotmen, ib. 6942----- Objection to the course adopted by Baron Pennefather
in the case of the Queen v. Power, in which he directed the jury to find a verdict, 
26.6985.

3. Prosecutions by Private Individuals :
Particulars relative to the prosecution of Mr. Little and Mr. Atkinson for fishing 

illegally in the channel of the Ballycroy River, Sir J. Dombrain 2051-2110----- Par
ticulars relative to the establishment of a society for the protection of the salmon in ths 
fresh-water portion of the Waterford rivers; steps taken by this society to carryout 
their object; reference to certain prosecutions instituted by the society; difficulties in 
the way of obtaining convictions, on account of the want of clearness, as alleged by 
the magistrates, in the Act of 1842 ; particulars of the Waterford case, Ffennell 3492k 
3534 Proceedings which have been taken relative to the illegal weirs erected in 
Lough Fqy le by the tenants of Lord Donegal, ib. 4477— 4488---- How far any prosecu
tions against the weirs on the Blackwater have taken place under the Fishery Act, Sir 
R. Musgrave 5647-5673.

As lessee of the fishery, witness has in some cases prosecuted the owners of stake weirs; 
particulars relative to these prosecutions ; prosecution of Mr. Hodnett and Mr. Ussher, 
Foley 5755-5784----- Witness threatened to prosecute Sir Richard Musgrave and his
people for fishing at Cappoquin, but the prosecution was not carried out, ib. 5785-5792 
----- Witness was threatened with a prosecution for stretching a net across the water at 
Cappoquin ; it has been removed, ib. 5793-5799-----Witness has lately prosecuted a man
of the name of Ryan for using a stake-net weir without a licence; conviction obtained, 
ib. 5800-5818.

4. Papers laid before the Committee:
Report of W. T. Mulvany, dated 7 June 1843, relative to prosecutions against illegal 

weirs, App. 42, 43___ Leiter from Mr. Henry R. Paine to Mr. E. Lucas, dated 27 June
1844? relative to prosecutions at Baihestown sessions, ib. q9 Letter horn Mi. Wm. 
Kemmis to Mr. J C. Walker, dated 12 July 1847, relative to prosecutions for illegal weirs 
on the River Sui;, ib. 8.—Copies of reports made .0 the Irish Board of Public Works 
by Commissioners and Inspectors of Irish Fisheries, from the year 1842 inclusive, on the 
subject of prosecutions for offences against ihe Irish fishery laws; and also a return of 
the number, naiare, periods, and results of such prosecutions, distinguishing those insti
tuted at quarter sessions, at assizes, and in the Queen s bench, and speci ying at whose 
suit such prosecutions were instituted, and also the costs and expenses attending the 
same, ib. 93-117---- Correspondence relating to fishery cases tiied at the petty sessions
court at Belmullet, from 1845 to 1847, ib. 138-143-----Return of prosecutions tor
offences against the fishery laws before the magistrates at sessions in the city of Water
ford, during the month of May 1849, and of any correspondence with the Irish Fishery 
Commissioners on the subject of the said prosecutions, ib. 161-166.

gee also Appeals. Atkinson $ Lillie, Messrs. Ballycroy River. Bandon 
River. Boatmen. Commissioners of Fisheries. Convictions. Devonshire, 
Duke of. Expenses of Prosecutions. Gabbett, Mr. Lax Weir. Magis
trates. Offences against the Fishery Laics. O’Neill, Mr. Poaching, I. 
Queen’s Gaps. Stake Weirs, 1. 2. Weekly Close Time, 2.

h 20.40. Prostration
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Prostration of Weirs. Cause to which the disregard which the weir owners pay to the 
law in setting up weirs, the prostration of which has been directed by courts of com
petent jurisdiction, may be attributed, Ffennell 3571-3575-- -Opinion that the pros
tration of the weir at Lismore would neither improve the fishery nor the navigation of the 
Blackwater, Currey 5475-5483.

See also Affrays. Commissioners of Fisheries. Killarney, Lake of. .Police. 
Prosecutions, 2. Stake Weirs, 2. Suir River.

Protection of Fisheries. The most important purposes to apply any funds which may 
arise from taxes on engines or otherwise, are the protection of the breeding fish in winter, 
and for putting passes over existing weirs; the appointment of local inspectors is never
theless essential, Ffennell 3356-3360-- At the time of the attack upon the Lismore
weir the gentlemen of the river between Lismore and Fermoy were far from active in 
attempting to preserve the fish, Currey 5407----- The same neglect on the part of those
who ought to have assisted in preserving the fish has continued up to the present 
time, ib. 5408----- There was an association formed a few years ago, after the passing
of the Act 5 8c 6 Viet. c. 81, but it lasted only a short time for want of funds, ib. 5408- 
5410----- Opinion that under the late Fishery Act the protection of the fish will not be
more efficient than it is now, Foley 5967-5970. 5980-5985------Opinion of the proprietors
that the protection should lie in their own hands, as in the case of the Scotch Act, 
Little 6380-6387. 6391-6415----- Manner in which the rivers are to be protected in
case the right of fishing is extended to so many parties as proposed by witness, Alcock 
7025, 7026.

.See also Breedins, Grounds. Close Season, 1. Coast Guard. Mill Owners. 
Peter’s, St., Society. Poaching. Police. Scotch Fishery Acts. Slaney 
River. Spatoning Beds. Suir Preservation Society. Water Bailiffs.

Punishments. See Offences against the Fishery Laws. Penalties. Poaching, I. 
Prosecutions.

Q.
Queen v Potter Letter from Mr. W. Kemmis to Mr. J. C. Walker, dated 21 August 

1847, forwarding report of the judgment Queen v. Potter, App. 83-85.
Queen v. Power Parliculars relaiive to the prosecution of the case of the Queen v Power 

against a Stake weir, and special verdict taken in this case, the weir having been 
established more than 20 years, Alcock 6877-6883--- Case of the Queen v. Patrick
W. lower, at the county Kilkenny summer assizes, 1844, on an indictment for a 
nuisance io the public right of fishery in a tidal part of the River Suir, by the erection 
of a Scotch or stake weir, App. 34.----- See also Prosecutions, 2.

Queen v. Ryan. Special verdict of the jury and judgment of the Court of Queen’s Bench 
Oil the case of the Queen v. James Ryan, at the summer assizes held at Wexford in 
1844, for a nuisance to the public rights of fishing and navigation of the River Suir, by 
the erection of a stake weir at Dunbrody in that county, App. 32-34.

Queen’s Gaps. One of die principal measures for the restoration of the salmon fisheries is 
to gel the Queen’s gaps open and a free run of fish, Croker 818. 822-825--- There are
cases connected with the Queen’s shares or passes in fishing weirs, where a summary 
power ought to be exercised, and where a summary power exists under the Act 5 & 6 
Viet., Ffennell 3267 et seq.----- Reasons why this power has not been exercised ; the law
is clear on the subject, but there are no funds to meet the expenses of prosecutions, ib. 
3267-3291—■—There would be a great increase of fish in the upper portions of the rivers, 
if there were a Queen’s gap in all the weirs, ib. 4133 — there are many cases in
Ireland where the Queen’s gaps, and consequently the fisheries, might be materially im
proved at a very trifling expense, ib. 4196-4209.

There is a Queen’s share in the Cutts weir at Coleraine, but it is not at all regulated 
according to the provisions of the Act, Ffennell 441 o----- Contrivances put into practice
to prevent die fish going up the Queen’s share of the Cutts weir, ib. 4410-4415------
There is no Queen’s gap in die weir at Ballina; there are two gaps called regulating 
gaps, Little 6201-6204. 6213-6215. 6225-6229------Advantage of having a Queen’s gap
in all weirs, Alcoch 6918.

See also Asker ne Weir. Bundrowes River. Catts Weir. Foxford Weir. 
Gaps. Lax Weir. Lismore Weir, 5. Manarea Gap.

R.
Rating Fisheries. Return showing the number of fisheries in the unions in Ireland, and 

their present rating in poor-law valuations, Ffennell 3382---It bears no proportion
10 the real annual amount of such fisheries ; suggestions as to the mode in which t ns 
Mate of things might be altered, as regards the taxes on engines, &c., ib. 33*3-3422 
—Many of the wens on the River Shannon are rated to the poor-law, ib. 4528.

»See also Assessment.
Rec>
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Ree, Lough. Lengthened examination upon “The case of the draught-net fishermen of 
Lough Ree, near Athlone (being in division F. of No. 8, or Limerick fishery district), in 
Ireland,” drawn up by witness; circumstances which led to his drawing up this case; 
reasons for forming the opinion that the relief prayed by the fishermen, that is, that a 
five-inch mesh, instead of a seven-inch mesh for their nets, might be gianted without 
any detriment to the salmon fishery of Lough Ree, or of the River Inny, Mahon 2234- 
2327-- By prohibiting the use of a draught net within a semicircle of a mile from the
actual mouth of the Inny, all danger of injury to the salmon fisheries would be prevented, 
ib. 2327-2334------ Even in the Inny a five-inch mesh would not be more injurious to the
salmon than a seven-inch mesh, ib. 2335-2370.——See also Perch Fishing.

Registry of Fishing Vessels. Reasons for objecting to the 16th provision, as to the registry 
of fishing vessels, Allen 4869, 4870.

Regulation of Fisheries. Power possessed by the Commissioners under the 18th section of 
ihe Act for making further regulations and restrictions as to the fisheries; observations 
on this section, Alcock 7044-7053-- Copies of bye-laws and pans of laws made for the
regulation of Irish inland fisheries and navigation by the Commissioners of public works, 
or fisheries in Ireland, under the provisions of the Irish Fishery Acts, App. 118-128.

See also Acts of Parliament. Board of Management. Close Season, 2. Fishery 
Laws. Inspectors of Fisheries.

Removal of Weirs. The Fishery Act of last Session is defective in not providing for the 
removal of illegal weirs, Croker 517.

See also Board of Management, 1. Commissioners of Fisheries. Scotch Fishery 
A cts.

Returns. There would be some difficulty in obtaining returns from the proprietors of 
fisheries showing the state of such fisheries for any series of vears, Ffennell 4514, 45*5- 

See also Value of Fisheries.
Rights, Private, ihere is scarcely, except by an Act of Parliament, any legal several 

fishery in Ireland, M Mahon 184-190-- The 18th section of the 5 & 6 Viet., c. 106,
virtually creates no substantial difference in the law as previously existing, ib.-----
So far as that clause stands a party could not set up these weirs or stake nets or 
other matters who had not a legal right to a several fishery, ib. 175-183-----Evidence
upon the 18th sec ion o t ns Act, which says, “And whereas doubts exist with respect 
to the right to use stake weirs and stake nets, bag nets,” &c., ib.

Evidence on clauses 18 and 19, and other clauses empowering the erection of obstruc
tions even where no several fishery exists, Allen 4896-4904----- How far, although an
Act of Parliament may appear to be a general or public Act, it might be held in a court 
of justice to be in point of effectual operation a private Act, and treated as such, ib. 
4892-4895—--To take from parties certain rights, or to take from persons pioperty by 
public Act, without compensation, is a most monstrous and unprecedented thing, ib. 489*1 
-----To proceed to general legislation lor the purpose of settling private rights, is most 
impolitic and unjust, ib.-----Ihe rights of the public and individuals in certain rivers,
such as the Severn and Wye, might have been established by private Act, and the 
parties sufferin'? would have been entitled to compensation, ib. 4881-4890----- The
Acts of 1842 ail'd 1847 have tended to establish at law, rights which, previously to those 
Acts, were merely usurpations and claims that could not be maintained, ib. 4857-4868.

It is desirable to settle the rights of parties in Ireland ; opinion that it might be done 
and well done under the agency of a temporary commission, Cooke 473*-4765-----Ob
servations on the Fishery Act of 1842, as to that Act declaring and conferring rights 
rather with reference to the width of rivers than to antecedent title, Aleock 7023-----
Observations on the 19th section of the Fishery Act, which confers upon the occupier, 
with the consent of the landlord, the right of erecting, for the first time, on the beach 
adjoining his land, a stake weir, ib. 7053-7057-----U •’ tl'"t<; clear that the 19th sec
tion confers new rights, ib. 7057-----Observations on the 23d and 2411 sections ol the
Act; the right of a'party to protect himself under that 23d section is where that part ol 
the beach is unappropriated, ib. _

See also Acts of Parliament, 1. Board of Management, 1. JJevonshire, Duke of. 
Landowners. Millowners. Musgrave, Sir R. Shannon River. Stake 
Weirs, 2. Weir Owners.

Rights, Public. Reasons for entertaining the opinion that the Act of 1842 has made it 
much more difficult to vindicate public rights, and that it does not assist at all in their 
vindication, Sir R. De Burgho 1557-1578-- To whatever extent a navigable river goes,
witness holds that it is a common fishery for the inhabitants, Allen 4831, 4832----- Since
the 4cts of 1842, although the common-law right of the public is where it was, such 
difficulties have been created by these Acts that it would be impossible to enforce the 
public rights against these usurpations, these usurpations having in certain cases acquired 
the character of legal rights, ib. 4833-4837----- Witness is of opinion that as far as rivers
are navigable they are open to the public to fish, ib. 4858-4868-----This is a general

0.40. ° 11 3 tight
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Hights, Public—continued.
right which cannot be controverted, and any attempt to set up a peculiar rio-ht is a 
usurpation and a fraud upon the inhabitants of the country, Allen 4858----- A navigable
river seems to witness to come under two heads; first, there is the general right of fish
ing in the tideway, ib. ■ Witness’s view of the question of Irish fisheries is, that any 
inhabitant 01 Ireland would, at common law, have a prescriptive right to fish in all tidal 
waters with any instrument for taking fish that was not prohibited by Act of Parliament, 
ib. 4855, 4856 -Provisions of the Act of 1842 which witness considers invasions of 
the common-law right of the public, ib. 4869 et seq.----- Copy of resolutions adopted at
a meeting of magistrates convened by Lord Stuart de Decies, in Cappoquin, on the 16th 
February 1849, relative to the rights of fishing in the tidal rivers of Ireland, App. 143 
----- Letter from Mr. Herbert A. Hore to Mr. T. C. Anstev, M.P., dated 1 March 1849, 
calling attention to the rights of fishing in Ireland, ib. 154.

$e*a!so Acts oj Parliament, 1. Board of Management, 1. Boyne River. 
Fishery Laws. Landowners. Lax Weir. Scotch Fishery Acts.

Riots. Witness concurs also with the people connected with the fishery at New Ross, in 
supposing that the presence of weirs is injurious to the fishery; riots which have taken 
place in consequence of the erection of them, Talbot 4943—4962. 4979-4984---Riotous
assemblage of the cotmen foi the purpose of destroying the stake weirs in the W’aterford 
rivers; witness imputes these proceedings to the instigation of Lord Glengall and Mr. 
Ffennell, Alcock 6961-6973----- Copy of the memorial of Lord Waterford and Mr. Dob-
byn, praying for protection of the weir at Passage against the acts of the cotmen, ib. 6961 
----- Prosecution of the cotmen for the destruction of weirs in 1847; defence set up by 
the cotmen that the weirs were very injurious to the fishery, ib. 6974-6981----- Letter
from Mr. II. R. Paine to Mr. E. Lucas, dated 6 July 1843, relative to a riot on Lough 
Foyle, arising from conflicting claims to the salmon fishery, App. 50.

See also Affrays. Connery, James. Stake Weirs, 2.
River Fisheries. Resolutions of the Wexford grand jury in relation to the river fisheries 

in Ireland, dated 6 March 1849, App. 154, 155.
River Police. Sec Police. Scotch Fishery Acts.
Rivers. Statement of rivers in Ireland, of which the mouths have been defined by the 

Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, pursuant to the 22d and 27th sections of 5 & 6 \ ict. 
c. 106, and the 9th section of 8 & 9 Viet. c. 108, App. 120-126.

Roughtry River. Witness has a fishery in the River Roughtry, in the county of Keiiy; 
it is not navigable there, Orpen 2971—2973---There are are no Scotch wens 01
obstructions to the passage of salmon in the River Roughtry, ib. 2974- N01 oie there
any mill dams to obstruct the passage of fish, ib. 2975------1 he breed of fish has decreased
greatly in this river, ib. 2976-----Witness attributes this decrease to poaching, by
burning lights on the river, and by what is called poisoning the river; poisoning the 
river is frequently resorted to; it kills a great quantity of fish; description of the 
process of poisoning the river, ib. 2976-2982. 2993—2997. 3004 3°39~ - Suggestion 
as to ihe means of puttin”' an end to this system, ib. ~9o^-2QQ2 Definition of the 
mouth of the Roughtry or Kenmare River, in the county of Keiiy, by the Commis
sioners of Irish Fisheries, App. 123.

Rutherfurd, Right Honourable Andrew, M. e. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Lord Advocate 
of Scotland ; statement of the present law of Scotland on the subject of inland fisheries, 
and the removal of obstructions impeding the enjoyment of the same by the public, 7250 
et seq.--Manner’ in which the right of fishing is granted in Scotland ; there is no dis
tinction between rivers, whether navigable or not, 7251-7268-- Stake nets are abso
lutely illegal for salmon fishing in rivers of Scotland; they may be used in the sea • 
this applies to all fixed machinery, 7268-7274—--- Provision made in the fishery laws of
Scotland for keeping open a gap in weirs which run across a river, 7274-728”___
Opinion that the fishery laws of Scotland have been found most effectual, both as +0 
protecting the fisheries and defining the rights of fishing, 7284-7290—a , . *j 
salmon fisheries in the existing state of things do not afford very extensive ernnlnvmenr 
to the poor, 7294-7297. -mpioymcni

. |lowAr !he Srant °f land “bulling on the livers of Scotland tjives the I ™1™, pi- the 
ngbt of fishing, 7098-7307—The close season is not unifonn in aU tile dvers in 
Scoiland, 7308 Doties of .he Commissioners of Fisheries in Scotland • they have no 
connexion wit It he almon fisheries, 7309----- The close seasons in Scoiland are'regulated
by Act of Pmlia ent, a nd not by common consent, 7310----- The proprietors of salmon
fisheries in ..cotland do not permit parties to angle in their waters for salmon; the 
proprietor has the exclusive right of taking salmon, 7311-7314.

llyan, Mr. Evidence iclaiive to the pamphlet circulated by Mr. Ffennell, containing a 
707°r-7077SOme pr0Ceedln8s “gainst a Mr. Ryan; evil effects of this pamphlet, Alcock

Ryan
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Ryan v. Hayes. Judgment in the case of Ryan v. Hayes in the Queen’s Bench, on 1 June 
1844, App. 131.

S.

Salmon. Information as to the practical effect of the exclusion of the public from fishing 
in the River Shannon, upon the increase or diminution of the fish ; witness has not heard 
at all that they have increased, ATMahon 255, 256-- It is not the nature of the salmon
to turn back upon a slight obstruction, Sir R. De Burgho J001-1007----- Statement of
the causes which exist upon the inland rivers prejudicial to the salmon species, AIcock 
6989, 6990. 707°----- Extract from Mr. Barry’s report referring to the salmon fisheries,
dated 10 June 1848, App. 89, 90------Report of Messrs. Barry and Ffennell on the govern
ment of the salmon fisheries of Ireland, and the state of the laws at present affecting 
them, dated 8 April 1849, ib. 155-159.

See also Angling. Cross Lines. Destruction of Fisk. Exportation of Salmon. 
Price of Salmon. Supply of Salmon.

Salmon Boxes. See Bally shannon River. Bundrowes River.
Salmon Fry. See Destruction of Fish. Eel Fisheries. Inny River. Sprat Nets. 

Trout Fishing.
Scotch Fishery Acts. Particulars relative to a meeting of Irish gentlemen, proprietors and 

parties interested in angling, held in Dublin in May 1848. at which resolutions were 
passed, and amongst these resolutions there are specified the clauses of the Scotch Fishery 
Acts, which the meeting unanimously determined were fit and proper to be suggested to 
the Lord Lieutenant for extension to Ireland, Croker 470-499-- Some of the sugges
tions contained in the resolutions adopted at this meeting related to matters subsequently 
provided tor by the Act of last Session, ib. 506----- These suggestions related to river
police, the establishment of a district fishery department, and an assessment for the pur
pose of raising the necessary funds for the expenses of carrying out these suggestions ; 
and also the establishment of minimum penalties, ib. 507, 508——The Act of last Session 
ins not sufficiently provided for these purposes; respects in which it is defective; it is 
principally defective in respect ofthe minimum penalties, ib. 508-510. 514—516.

If the resolutions passed at the meeting- in June 1 848 were adopted, the Act of 1842 
would be materially improved, Little 6250—6252-----Evidence upon the subject of the
resolutions referred to in witness’s former examination, passed at a meeting of proprietors 
and lessees of salmon fisheries on the north and west coast of Ireland, at Derry, on the 
13th June 1848, ib. 6378 et seq.-----Alterations desired, and reasons which make it just
and convenient that these alterations should be made, ib. 6380----- Difference between
the Act 11 & 12 Viet, and the Scotch Act 9 Geo. 4, ib. 6388-6390___ The wish ofthe
meeting over which witness presided substantially amounted to this, that the provisions 
of the Scotch law with regard to salmon fishing should be substituted in the Irish Acts 
in lieu of the existing provisions, ib. 6458-----Statement of the present law of Scotland
on the subject of inland fisheries, and the removal of obstructions impeding the enjoy
ment of the same by the public, Right Hon. A. Rutherfurd 7250 et seq.----- Opinion that
the fishery laws of Scotland have been found most effectual, both as to protecting the 
fisheries and defining the rights of fishing, ib. 7284-7293.

See also Assessment. Penalties. Protection of Fisheries.

Scotch TKeirs. Evidence generally as to the establishment of Scotch weirs on the Black
water, Lord Mountcashel 2739, 2740—-There are a number of weirs at both sides of 
the river, Scotch weirs and other weirs; there are nearly thirty weirs below Lismore, 
Sir R. Musgrave 5639--Illegality of the Scotch weirs in the New Ross fishery, and
prosecution of the proprietors in 1845, Talbot 7225—7228 Letter from Mr. II. R. 
Paine to Mr. E. Lucas, dated 4 March 1843, returning memorial of the fishermen of 
Waterford, remonstrating against the late Fishery Act for not restricting the use of Scotch 
weirs, App. 37.

See also Affrays. Killarney, Lake of. Passage Weir. Roughtry River. 
Stake Weirs. Waterford Fstuary.

Scotland. Manner in which the right of fishing is granted in Scotland; there is no dis
tinction between rivers, whether navigable or not, Right Hon. A. Rutherfurd 7251— 
7268.-- See also Close Season, 2. Commissioners <>j Fisheries, 2. Gaps.

Seasons. Great influence which the weather has upon the fisheries, wet seasons giving a 
large take of fish, and dry seasons considerably decreasing the quantity of fish, FJemu// 
4498-45°9’

See also Ballysliannon River. Close Season. Weekly Close Time.
Seals. See Destruction of Fish. Natural Enemies of Fish.
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Seine Nets. Seines are not used in the River Suir; attempt made to use seines in the river, 
and failure thereof, Alcock 6889-- The mode of fishing practised in the Slaney is
entirely with seines, ib. 7020.----- See also Snap Nets.

Seizure of Nets. See Atkinson S, Little, Messrs. Coast Guard. Water Bailiff's.

“ Several Fishery.” Reference to clause 114, being the interpretation clause, explaining 
the meaning of the words “several fishery,” Allen 4905, 4906.

See also Acts of Parliament, 1. Devonshire, Duke of. Drumcliff River. Land- 
owners. Rights, Private. Shannon River. Sligo District. Titles to 
Fisheries.

Shannon River. The owners of the weirs recently erected on the Shannon claim a several 
fishery, each in respect of his own lands abutting on the water, and exercise all the 
rights, Sir R. De Burgho 1185-- The decrease of fish is greater in the Upper Shannon
than in the Lower Shannon ; peculiar causes of this difference, ib. 1211 et seq.----- Ob
structions caused by the Shannon Commissioners, ib. 1291 et seq.----- There have been
invidious reflections cast upon the Commissioners for having abated some weirs on the 
Shannon, and for having taken no steps to abate the Lax weir; circumstances under 
which the weirs on the Shannon were abated, ib. 1378-1388----- There is nothing in the
Act that takes the Shannon out of the control of the Fishery Commissioners, ib. 1468- 
1471----- Names of the different parties who have stake weirs down the Shannon, in that
part which was covered by the claim of the corporation down to 1841, but which is now 
claimed by these parties, the corporation having waved its claim, ib. 1579-1592.

Evidence in detail relative to the Shannon River fisheries, and the rights of fishing in 
that river, Ffennell 4516----- Powers given by Act of Parliament to the proprietors of land
contiguous to the Shannon River, to ereci stake nets, under certain restrictions and 
violation of these Acts, ib. 4516-4518----- Report of William Worrall on the state of the
Great Lax, or salmon weir, on the River Shannon, near the city of Limerick, dated June 
1842, App. 129, 130.

See also Draught Nets. Gabbett, Mr. Landowners. Lax Weir. Mill 
Weirs, 1. Natural Enemies of Fish. Navigation, II. 3. Net Fishing. 
Poaching, II. 8. Rating Fisheries. Salmon. Stake Weirs, 1. 3. Sunnht- 
of Salmon. Weirs, 3.

Sheen River. Definition of the mouth of the River Sheen, in the county of Kerry, by the 
Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, App. 124.

Sheil, Dr. See Ballyshannon River. Draught Nets.

Slaney River. Ihe River Slaney is almost the most abused and the most neglected river 
in Ireland; witness can assign no reason for this neglect; way in which the Slaney is 
fished at present, Ffennell 3725-3736---There is a very considerable class of persons
engaged in the River Slaney in the draught-net fishery, ib. 3784------The destruction of
fish in the Slaney does not take place in the mouth, or at all events in the tideway, ib. 
3793, 3794----- The excessive destruction has been in the upper or fresh-water portions
of the river, ib. 3793----- No means whatever have been taken by any one for years to
protect the breeding fish, ib. 3793-3801----- Evidence relative to the state of the small
rivers between the Slaney, going northward, and the Liffey, ib. 3802-3805------Leiter
from Mr. Herbert A. Hore to Mr. T. C. Anstey, m. p., dated 22 February 1849, with, 
paper on the fishery pf the River Slaney, App. 152-154.

See also Close Season, 1. Mill Weirs, 2. Mouths of Rivers. Seine Nets.

Sli<ro District. Evidence relative to the fisheries in the Sligo district, Ffennell4135 el seq. 
2._Particulars relative to the several fishery at Sligo claimed and exercised by Mr.
Marlin, ib. 4135-4155------Letter from W. T. Mulvany to Captain C. H. A. A’Court,dated
26 August 1843, on Mr. Martin’s letter relative to the Sligo fishery, App. 54, 55-----
Report of W. J. Ffennell on the Sligo fishery, Mr. Martin’s weir, dated 23 January 
1846, ib. 70, 71—-There are no obstructions in the tidal portion of the Sligo river, Sir 
J. Dumbrain 1916-1918.------See also Ballisadore River.

Smyth, Mr. See Devonshire, Duke of.
Snap Nets. The modes in which (he weirs below Lismore are fished is by seine neis and 

cots, called snap nets, Sir R. Musgrave 5640-- Of course, as far as these weirs extend,
they interrupt the fish, but they do not generally extend far, ib. 5641, 5642-5646-----
They are an obstruction to the navigation, but not to any great extent, ib. 5642-5645-

Spawning Beds. The Legislature has repeatedly, both by enactment and recital, 
that it is for the public policy that spawning beds offish should be protected, M* Ma han 
309-316.-- See also Breeding Grounds. Stake Weirs, 3.

Spear,. Spears ought to be declared illegal, they are only used by poachers, Foley 6087.
Special
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Special Cases. Suggestion that in all Acts of Parliament involving questions of general 
right in Ireland, which are administered by magistrates and the assistant barrister at 
quarter sessions on appeal, power should be given to either party to make a special 
case for the Court of Queen’s Bench, Alcock 6986--Great advantage which would
result from determining questions of rights by special cases, ib. 6986—6989.

Spiddle River. See Galway River.
Sprat Nets. Sprat weirs or nets should not be permitted to be hung on the weirs during 

the period that the salmon fry is passing down to the sea; there are few sprats in the 
rivers at that time, Croker 629-642.

Spur Walls. Evidence relative to the buttresses or spur to the Lax weir; effect of this 
spur on the fishing, Sir R. De Burgho 983—1000-- Evidence relative to the spur wall
attached to the weir at Ballina; how far it may be considered an obstruction to the fish, 
Little 6216-6224.------See also Lismore Weir, 5.

Spurge Plant. See Poisoning Fish.

Stake Weirs:
1. Introduction of Stake Weirs into Ireland.
2. Existence of Stake JFeirs in various Rivers; Rights claimed by certain 

Parties to erect Weirs; A frays and Prosecutions which have resulted in 
consequence.

3. Effect of Stake Weirs on the Supply of Salmon.
4. Prohibition of the Erection of Stake Weirs in Narrow Rivers.

1. Introduction of Stake Weirs into Ireland:
Stake weirs first came into the Shannon at the commencement of the present century ; 

they were introduced by a Scotchman of the name of Halliday, Sir R. De Burgho 
1204, 12o5~—He was prosecuted for his stake weirs on the Shannon, and subsequently 
left the district, ib. 1206----- Evidence with respect to the nets and stake weirs erected
in the tributaries of the Shannon ; in many places they are erected at the mouths of the 
tributaries, ib. 1354—I3b2----- -Introduction of stake weirs into the Blackwater by Mr.
Halliday, a Scotchman, Foley 5746-5754----- Evidence as to the introduction of stake
weirs by Mr. Halliday, Dobbyn 6577-6580.

2. Existence of Stake Weirs in various Rivers ; Rights claimed by certain Parties 
to erect I heirs ; Affrays and Prosecutions which have resulted in consequence:

The 10th of Charles the First, which was repealed, with other Acts, by the Act of 
1842, had a powerful effect in keeping down stake weirs, Sir R. De Burgho 1613-----
Opinion that this Act might be profitably re-enacted in its more important provisions, 
ib. 1613-1622----- None of the weirs on the rivers of the Waterford estuary have been
prosecuted for obstructing the navigation or the fishery, Ff ennell 3610-3612----- Right
claimed by the tenants of Lord Donegal to erect stake nets in Lough Foyle, and dis
putes with the Irish Society arising therefrom, ib. 4441. 4461-4472----- There are
twenty-three stake-net weirs, in fishing order, in the Blackwater at the present time, 
I'oley 5819-----They are all liable to prosecution as being beyond the low-watermark
and injurious to the navigation, ib. 5820---- It is the business of the Commissioners to
take notice of them; complaints have been made to the Commissioners respecting them, 
but nothing has been done in the matter, ib. 5821-5827-----Their answer to the com
plaints has been that the Duke of Devonshire had great rights in the river, and they did 
not wish to come forward, ib. 5828.

Witness and his partner have fished the Moy with stake nets, and with what is 
called a stop or a still net; use of this net; reasons for considering the use of this net 
legal, Little 6183-6200----- The existence of these weirs occasions frequent disputes and
riots between the cotmen and the weir owners, Dobbyn 6597 et seq. 6663, 6664-----All
the weirs have been prostrated at different times within witness’s knowledge, but a 
greater part of them have been put up again, ib. 6606-6609. 6616-6623. 6654-6656.

Number of stake-net weirs between Hook Tower and Materford, Crawford 6669— 
6678-----Portion of the tideway which is fished by means of fixed nets or engines, such
as stake weirs, &c.; the fish could not be caught by any other means, ib. 6741-6758 
__—Witness recollects when the weirs were cast down by the cotmen; the consequence 
was a sudden scarcity of salmon, ib. 6762-6768----- Co-operation of the upper proprie
tors with the cotmen to effect the removal of the stake weirs and fixed engines, wilh the 
view of stocking their preserves in the upper river, Alcock 6841----- Indictment preferred
against all the stake weirs in the River Suir, after the decision of the case of the Duke 
of Devonshire v. Smyth, ib. 6844-6846----- It is desirable that restrictions should be
placed on the use of stake weirs, with a view of encouraging the breed of fish, and also 

0.40. I encouraging
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Report, 1849—continued.

Stake IVeirs—continued.
2. Existence oj Stake Weirs in various Rivers, fyc.—continued.

encouraging the proprietors of the upper rivers to protect the preserves, Alcock 6941 
Stake nets are absolutely illegal for salmon fishing, in rivers of Scotland; they 

may be used in the sea; ihis apphes to all fixed engines, Right Lion. A. Rutherford 
7268-7274.

3. Effect of Stake Weirs on the Supply of Salmon :
In the reign of Charles the First stake weirs were utterly abolished, in consequence 

of the nearly total destruction of salmon which had taken place at that time, M1 Mahon 
405-407-----The objections as to stake weirs exist in all the rivers in Ireland, Croker
806-812----- Reasons for forming the opinion that the gross quantity of fish taken
in those rivers where stake nets have increased, has diminished, Sir J. Dombrain 
1959-1974. 2008-2015----Witness’s observations on the subject of stake weirs, and
their mischievous operation on the fisheries, apply to all the rivers in the east of Ireland, 
beginning at the Boyne and going round to Killarney, Lord Glengall 2170----- Destruc
tion of fish by the stake weirs ; way in which they do damage, Lord Mountcashel c'jo.x- 
2734.

The stake weirs affect the supply of fish very much ; the supply has much declined 
since the establishment of them, Ffennell 3577~3592----- The presence of the stake
weirs and other obstructions of this kind in the tideways, prevents the fish from passing 
up to the fresh-water portions of the river, and particularly to the spawning beds, for 
the purpose of spawning, ib. 3593-3607-----Witness is of opinion that there would not

1 e more fish caught if there were no stake nets in the tideway ; there would be more 
fish caught if the stake nets were confined to where the river widens, ib. 3699-3705-----
Injurv which has been done to the fisheries on the Shannon by the erection of stake 
weirs, ib. 4519-4527----- Exclusion of the fishermen from fishing in the River Shannon
by the stake weirs erected by the landed proprietors, ib. 4526.

Supposing stake weirs and bag nets to be altogether abolished and rendered illeo-al 
there would be as much salmon taken by floating nets and rods, and by the pub
lic generally fishing, as is taken now, Foley 6100-6117----- If the weirs and fixed engines
now used in the estuary of the Waterford rivers were discontinued, and the fishing 
were confined to the drift and cot fishing, the export trade would be destroyed alto
gether, Dobbyn 6596. 6605. 6610-6615. 6658-6662,

4. Prohibition of the Erection of Stake Weirs in Narrow Rivers:
The 22d section of the 5 & 6 Viet, provides that there shall be no stake nets on the 

narrow parts of the river, AF Mahon 204-----The effect of this section is, that even where
it will not impede the navigation, if the part of the river be narrower than a certain 
width, stake nets set up there shall continue to be illegal, ib. 205, 206----- Effect of the
23d and 24th sections of the 5 & 6 Viet. c. 106, enacting that where stake weirs have 
been established for twenty years in one case and in another case ten years, they shall 
be considered legal, even though erected in narrow parts of rivers, ib. 207-226. 317-322 
----- Opinion that the introduction of stake nets to an unlimited extent in all the fisheries 
would have a very bad effect, more especially in the narrow rivers, Ffennell 4454-4460.

See also Bag Nets. Bandon River. Cotmen. Destruction of Fish. Devon
shire, Duke of. Drainage. Draught Nets. . Fresh Water Fisheries. 
Galway River. Illegal Obstructions. Irish Society. Killarney, Lake of. 
Mouths of Rivers. Navigation, I. Obstructions. Prosecutions. Rights, 
Private. Riots. Scotch Weirs. Shannon River. Waterford Estuary. 
Weekly Close Time. Weirs.

Staples, Sir Robert. See Galway River.
Still Nets. See Stake Weirs, 2.
Stop Nets. See Stake Weirs, 2.
Stroke Hauls. See Bandon River. Commissioners of Fisheries. Galway River.
Suir Preservation Society. Particulars relative to the formation of this society for the pur

pose of protecting the fisheries of the Suir, Ffennell 3047-3049-- In the ordinary
performance of his duties, witness as secretary to the Suir Preservation Society, has 
had ample opportunities of turning his attention to the question whether the state of the 
law has been such as to admit of its being satisfactorily enforced in Ireland or not, ib. 
3053- 3056-3061.

Suir River. Upon the Suir it is a thing of ordinary occurrence, that after a weir has been 
abated from any cause, another has been erected in the immediate neighbourhood; way 
in which the law is evaded in these cases, Sir R. De Burgho 1412-1438——Evidence 

to the obstructions to the navigation of the River Suir Sir J. Dombrain 2005-2007 
Present condition of the River Suir as a salmon river, Lord Glengall 

3568. ames of the principal weir owners on the River Suir, Ffennell 3562'"

Report
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Report, 1849—continued.

Suir River—continued.
Report of W T Mulvany, dated 27 June 1843, on the prosecution of illegal weirs on the 

River Suir App. 43-49----- Letter from Mr. H. R. Paine to Mr. E. Lucas, dated 3 Octo
ber 1844 relative to the fishery on the River Suir, ib. 60—-Report of J. Redmond 
Barrv on’illegal weirs in the River Suir, dated 25 March 1845, ib. 61, 62“~ Letter from 
Mr J R Barry to Mr. Mulvany, dated 27 March 1843, relative to the illegal weirs on 
the’River Suir, ib. 62----- Lette/from Mr. J. C. Walker to Mr. R. Pennefather, dated
27 May 1846, relative to prosecutions of the owners of illegal weirs on the Riyer Suir, 
11, -Q___ Report of J. Redmond Barry on the weirs illegally erected in the Suir, dated
q June 1846, ib..y6, 77----- Report of Messrs. Barrv and Ffennell on the stake weirs in
the Suir, dated 2 J uly 1846, ib. 78----- Letter from Mr. J. C. Walker to Mr.T.N. Reding-
ton, relative to illegal weirs on the River Suir, dated 2 February 1847, $°----- Letter
from Mr. Kemmis to Commissioners of Public Works, dated 29 March 1847, relative to 
illegal weirs on the River Suir, ib.----- Letter from Mr. J. C. Walker to Mr. T. N. Reding-
ton7 dated 10 April 1847, relative to illegal weirs on the River Suir, ib.

Report of Mr. Kemmis of trials against illegal weirs on the River Suir, dated 7 August 
1847, App. 82------Letter from Mr. J. C. Walker to Mr. T. N. Redington, dated 11 Sep
tember 1847, forwarding letters from Lord Gleugall and Constable Hughes, relative to 
the salmon fisheries on the Suir, ib. 85----- Letter fiom Mr. W. Kemmis to Mr. J. C.
Walker, dated 22 June 1848, relative to illegal weirs on the River Suir, ib. 90----- Letter
from Mr. J. C. Walker to Mr. Kemmis, dated 6 July 1848, relative to illegal weirs on 
the River Suir, ib. 91----- List of illegal weirs inspected by W. J. Ffennell upon the River
Suir, dated 7 March 1849, ib. 92----- Definition of the mouth of the River Suir in the
county of Waterford, by the Commissioners of Irish Fisheries, ib. 122.

See also Affrays. Alcock, Mr. Cotmen. Drift Nets. Illegal Obstructions. 
O'Neill, Arthur. Poaching, II. 9. Prosecutions, 1. Seine Nets. Temple- 
more, Lord. Waterford Estuary. Weirs, 6.

Supply of Salmon. Reasons for forming the opinion that more fish would be caught and 
come to market, if fishing by boats and nets were substituted for fishing with weirs', 
M1 Mahon 371-384-- Opinion thatif the weirs in the River Shannon were removed,and
the fishery were restored to what it ought to be, there would be a far greater amount of 
salmon than there is now, ib. 404----- The supply of fish in the upper waters of the Shan
non has steadily decreased since the commencement of the present century, Sir R. De 
Burgho 1198—1203----- Data upon which witness estimates the probable increase in the
productiveness ofthe fisheries from a better legislation, ib. 1593-1612----- Decrease of
the supply offish in the Blackwater river, both in the upper and lower portions, Ffennell 
4635-4638----- Average annual consumption of Irish salmon in London, ib. 4667-4669
------Vast quantities of Irish salmon sold in the ports of Bristol and Liverpool, ib. 4674— 
4676.

There is no doubt a decrease in the supply of fish in the fresh-water portion of the 
River Blackwater, owing to their being taken by illegal engines, of which there are a 
great many between Lismore and the sea, Currey 5428-5432-----These engines are en
croachments on the Duke of Devonshire’s rights, ib. 5432-----The quantity of fish in the
Blackwater is not so great as witness recollects it, owing to various causes; but it is 
principally owing to the obstruction the fish meet with in passing up the river, Sir R. 
Musgrave 5490----- There is a ceitain obstruction at Lismore for six days in the week,

-- Number of years the weirs in the Blackwater have been in existence; the supply 
offish has generally declined since they were first erected, ib. 5491"5494-

Witness has not observed any particular falling off in the supply offish between 1824 
and 1842 ; it varies very much in different years; the worst year witness recollects was 
1845, Foley 5734-5738----- It was a dry summer, and the stake-net weirs took a great
deal ’offish in the tide, ib. 5739~5745----- Average size of the salmon taken in the Moy;
Liverpool is the principal market for the salmon ; there is no difficulty in obtaining fish 
from the Irish fisheries. Little 6497-6506----- The supply of fish has decreased in the
Waterford rivers within the last four years, Crawford 6777-6782----- Witness ai tributes
this to the poaching in the fresh water during the close season, by the cotmen, ib. 6783- 
$70!----- The abolition of stake weirs would greatly diminish the supply of fi,h to the
market, Alcock 7038.

See also Ballina Fishery. Ballinahinch Weir. Ballyshannon River. Black
water River. Boyne River. Bray River. Destruction of Fish. Drift 
Nets. Exportation of Salmon. Foyle River. Inny River. Killarney, 
Lake of. Liffey River. Lismore Weir, 2. Neto Ross Fishery. Queens 
Gaps. Roughtry River. Salmon. Seasons. Shannon River. Stake 
Weirs, 2. 3. Suir River. Waterford Estuary. Weirs, 1.

Swilhl, Lousth. Stake nets have been put in several parts of the harbour of Louo-h Swilly 
this has tended io deteriorate the fishery at Hamilton most considerably, Sir J. ^Domhrain 
iq22-- Bye-law, approved of by Ins Excellency the Lord Lieutenant in Council, pro-
hibitino trawling m Lough Swilly, App. 119. ’ f10
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Tail Races. Existence of a legislative enactment prohibiting the capture of fish in the tai' 
race of a mill, Ffennell 4623-4626--- Destruction of fish in the mill tail races ; how
far possible to prevent it by the construction of a grating at the tails of races, Alcock 
7012-7016.------See also Lax Weir. Mill Races.

Talbot, John Hyacinth, m.p. (Analysis of his Evidence.)—Opinion on the condition of 
the fishery at New Ross, and on the effect of recent legislation in respect to it, 4938 
et seq.---Witness concurs in the complaints and objections made by Mr. Serjeant Allen
and other legal persons with respect to taxing rods and nets, 4938-4942. 4985-4991 
------Witness concurs also with the people connected with the fishery at New Ross in 
supposing that the presence of weirs is injurious to the fishery ; riots which have taken 
place in consequence of the erection of them, 4943-4962. 4979-4984----- How far the
people are inclined to protect the fishery against poaching, 4963----- The protection ot
the rivers from poaching in the close season by means of a fishery police would materially 
advance the interests of the poor fishermen; suggestions as to the mode in which this 
protection should be carried out; mode in which the expense might be defrayed, 49^3“ 
4978.

[Second Examination.]—Opinion that any interference of the police would be inju
rious to the public and out of their province, 7225----- Statement relative to the annihi
lation of the New Ross fishery, after a severe struggle for twelve years, between 1830 and 
1842, ib. List of the weirs on the rivers Barrow and Nore, 7225, p. 510   
Letter from Mr. P. Magee, dated 20 March 1849, relative to the flourishing condition of 
the New Ross fishery previous to 1809, when the weirs were erected, and gradual decrease 
of the fish from that period until its disappearance, 7225,p. 511----- Illegality of the
Scotch weirs in the New Ross fishery, and prosecution of the proprietors in 1845; 7225- 
7228.

Witness delivers in a return of the Fish-house account of salmon for the years 1848 
and 1849, showing the decrease, 7228,72. 513----- Letter from Mr. Patrick Magee, dated
11 May 1 849, enclosing a return of the quantity of salmon killed in the New Ross fishery 
for 1848 and 184g, and remarking on the decrease in the take, ib. p. 514---- Letter from
Mr. Patrick Magee, dated 5 June 1847, on the state of the salmon fisheries in the Suir, 
Barrow, and A ore, and the erection of illegal weirs on those rivers, ib.-----Letter from
Mr. Patrick Magee, dated 15 May 1849, on the importance of a Bill being passed to 
abolish all weirs, ib.

Evidence relative to the formation and constitution of the St. Peter’s Society ; its object 
is the protection of the rivers of Ross against poachers, 7229-7236----- Copy of the rules
and regulations for the management of the St. Peter’s Society, formed at a meeting of 
the fishermen of the rivers Barrow and Nore, assembled at Ross on the 1st November 
1835; 7229----- Advantages which would result from the repeal of the present Acts of
Parliament regulating the Irish fisheries, and the substitution of a law more nearly resem
bling the anterior law, 7237-----The whole of the employment connected with the New
Boss fisheries has ceased in consequence of the weirs, 7238-7241------Active operation of
the St. Peter’s Society previous to the erection of weirs on the rivers ; they have not so 
much interest to induce them to protect the fisheries now as formerly, 7242, 7243. t

Delivers in letter from Mr. P. Magee, dated 27 April 184g, relative to the sufferings 
of the fishermen in consequence of the destruction of the fishery by the illegal weirs, 
7244----- Evil effects likely to result from the refusal of the Commissioners of Fisheries
to interfere on the subject of the weirs, 7244-7246----- Particulars relative to the present
open and close seasons for salmon fishing, and general mischievous effect of the existing 
regulations, 7246-7249----- Letter from Mr. Patrick Magee, dated 26 April 1849, as to
the construction of Scotch weirs on the Spit of Passage, and the evil effects thereof, 
7249-

Tarrant, Mr. Letter from Mr. J. C. Walker to Mr. T. N. Redington, dated 17 August 
1847, relative to pay to be given to Mr. Tarrant, for his services in attending as witness 
for the Crown in illegal weir cases at Waterford and Kilkenny, App. 82, 83.

Tax on Engines. How far it would be desirable to impose a tax upon fixed engines and all 
other set weirs, ILL Mahon 342-350. 3<54~357---Reasons for forming the opinion that if
the Act of 5 & 6 Viet, were properly carried out, the tax upon engines would not be high 
enough, Sir R. De Burgho 1259-1271----- Opinion that the duties imposed by the tariff
of the Act of 1848 upon the moveable engines mentioned in that tariff are not excessive, 
even as far as regards those owned by poor persons, ib. 1667-1676------The amount of
the tax upon engines for taking fish is of no avail at all for policing the rivers, Martin 
2648-2652-----Hardship of the tax of 300 percent, laid by the Act of last Session on
the small weirs down the river; while the same Act carefully provides that the Duke of 

Devonshire’s
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Report, 1849—continued.

Tax on Engines—continued.
Devonshire’s weir should not pay more than 10 per cent., Sir R. Musgrave 5709-5713 
____ £>utv paid for the hatches in the weir; amount of the poor-law valuation of the 
fishery, Aty 5937-594°----- Opinion upon the last Fishery Act with reference to the
taxing different engines used for fishing, Alcock 7066-7068.

See also Assessment. Duties on Nets. Fishing Rods. Licences. Protection 
of Fisheries. Fating Fisheries.

Teeling River. Letter from Mr. II. R. Paine to Mr. E. Lucas, dated 22 July 1843, as to 
the use of illegal nets in the Teeling River, Killybegs, App. 51.

Templemore, Lord. Valuable fisheries on the Wexford side of the River Suir, belonging 
to Lord Templemore ; reference to his title by patent, Alcock 6851-6854. 6866.

See also Duncannon Weir.
Tidal Rivers. See Close Season, 2. Poaching, I. Rights, Public.
Tide Weirs. There are timber tide weirs in the estuary of Waterford, Lord Glengall 2147.

Tithe Commission. See Board of Management, 1.

Titles to Fisheries. Objection to clause 24, by which stake weirs, &c. erected for ten years 
or upwards, within the limits of a several fishery, are not to be deemed illegal, Allen 
4880-- Lengthened examination relative to the undisputed possession and working of
a stake weir for twenty years making it an established weir within the meaning of the 
Act, and thus making it a legal weir, Alcock 6872-6893----- Considerable doubts to
which the word “established” in the Fishery Act, as relating to weirs, has given rise; 
it is not a legal term, ib. 6906----- Construction which witness puts upon the twenty-third
section on the subject of established weirs, those which had been in existence for 
twenty years, ib. 7058—7063.

See also Galway River. Landowners. Lismore Weir, 1. Rights, Private. 
Templemore, Lord.

Trawling. See Dublin Bay.
Trout Fishing. Importance of the trout fishing in the Jakes connected with, and tributary 

to, the Shannon; advantage derived by the lower classes from this fishery, Ffennell 
4552-- Evidence showing that the trout do injury to the salmon ; the salmon and
trout season ought to be the same, Little 6507-6516.

See also Cross Lines. Mesh of Nets. Perch Fishing.
Turin Estate (Waterford). The proprietors of Turin have always exercised the right of 

fishing, Sir R. Musgrave 5639.

U.

Upper Bann River. See Bann, Upper, River.
Upper Shamion. See Shannon River.
Ussher, Mr. See Prosecutions, 3.
Usurpations. See Rights, Private. Rights, Public.

Value of Fisheries. There can be no doubt that if the law were properly enforced and pro
tection duly secured, the annual value of the Irish fisheries would be very considerably 
increased, Ffennell 4670-4672-- Observations relative to the difficulty ol obtaining
statistical returns of the value of fisheries ironi the proprietors, and manner 111 winch tins 
difficulty might be overcome, ib. 4677-4679.

See also Lax Weir, 2. Rating Fisheries. Waterford Estuary, 1.

W.

Water Bailiffs. How far the Act of Parliament giving power to the water bailiffs to seize 
nets and confiscate them, enables them so to confiscate them without the intervention of 
a magistrate, Mahon 242-254---Witness is not aware that there are any other water
bailiffs appointed to this part of the river, except those appointed by the Duke of Devon* 
shire, Currey 5418-5424-----Establishment and employment of water bailiffs on the
Blackwater, Coley 5(J4$_59$6.-----See also Local Inspectors.

0.40. K 2 Waterford
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Report, 1 849—continued.

Waterford Estuary:
1. Generally.
*2. Mode of Fishing adopted.
3. Papers laid before the Committee.

1. Generally:
Witness is generally acquainted with all the rivers in the east, west, and south coasts 

of Ireland, but has particularly directed his attention to the Rivers Suir, Nore, and 
Barrow, which flow into the estuary of Waterford, Lord Glengall 2146----- The obstruc
tions on the three rivers that discharge themselves into the estuary of Waterford have 
much injured the condition of the fishermen who prosecuted a very brisk fishery in 
the upper portions of those rivers, Sir J. Dombrain 1893-1898------A great number of
obstructions have been set up in the Waterford rivers within the Jast ten years; this 
has led to an increased number of affrays, ib. 1899-1904----- State of the navigation and
fisheries of the three rivers that discharge themselves into the Waterford estuary, and 
also state of the estuary itself, Ffennell 3491 et seq.------Remarks and explanations
accounting for the changes which have taken place in the state of these rivers since 
witness has-been acquainted with them, ib.------Number of fishermen who found employ
ment in the tidal and fresh-water portions of these rivers before the passing of the Act 
of 1842 ; this number has fallen off since 1844, ib. 3654, 3655. 3657-3661----- Evidence
to show that there is not the same disposition on the part of these fishermen to see the 
law obeyed that there was previously to 1842; way in which this may be accounted for, 
ib. 3662-3687. 3691-3693----- Computation as to the annual value of the fisheries in
the Waterford estuary as at present managed, ib. 3719-3724.

2. Mode of Fishing adopted:
Means by which the estuary and harbour, and the River Suir are fished, Lord Glengall 

2147----- The rivers flowing into the estuary of Waterford, and the estuary itself, are
fished by Scotch weirs, ib.----- Condition of the Waterford rivers previously to the
introduction of the Scotch weirs, ib. 2157------Evidence in deiail as to the mode in
which the fishing in the Waterford estuary is carried on, Dobbyn 6536-6557----- The
tideway extends from the mouth of the estuary, going upwards between forty and fifty 
miles; it flows up to Carrick Bridge, ib. 6558-6560----- The portion of the tideway that
is fished by stake weirs and other fixed engines, is from ihe sea to within about a mile 
of the city of Waterford ; this is a distance of about eighteen or nineteen miles, ib. 
6573-6575----- This portion of the tideway cannot be fished by any oiher means, ib.
6573-6589-

3. Papers laid before the Committee :
Letter from Mr. H. R. Paine to Mr. E. Lucas, dated 1 June 1843, forwarding Mr. Mul- 

vany’s report on the trials at Waterford in the case of illegal stake weirs, App. 41----- .
Letter from Henry R. Paine to E. Lucas, esq., dated 28 July 1843, on the subject of 
illegal fishing weirs near Waterford, ib. 52, 53----- Letter from Mr. Henry R. Paine to
E. Lucas, esq., dated 7 August 1843, relative to illegal fishing weirs in Waterford and 
Wexford, ib. 53----- Extract from Mr. Barry’s report from Waterford, of 12 September
1846, ib. 78----- Extract from Mr. Barry’s report from Waterford, of 1 October 1846,
relative to the fishing being carried on in the close season, ib. 79----- Extract from m/
Barry’s report from Waterford, of 31 May 1847, relative to enforcing the removal nf 
illegal weirs, ib. 80, 81----- Report of W. J. Ffennell on Waterford stake weirs dated
13 March 1849, ib. 91, 92.

See also Cotmen. Destruction of Fish. Drift Nets. Illegal Obstructions 
Navigation, II. 4. , Poaching, II. 10. Prosecutions. Stake Weirs, 2
Supply of Salmon. Tide Weirs.

Waterford, Marquis of. Leiter from Mr. H. R. Paine 10 Mr. E. Lucas, dated 20 Mav 
1844, relating to memorial addressed by the Marquis of Waterford to the Lords of the 
Treasury, complaining of certain proceedings against his Lordship’s property in fishiii'*- 
weirs near Passage, App. 58, 59.

See also Passage Weir. Prosecutions, 1. Riots.

Weekly Close Time:
1. Period of the Weekly Close Season; it is Detrimental to the Fisheries.
2. Violation of the Weekly Close Season.

1. Period of the Weekly Close Season ; it is Detrimental to the Fisheries:
Distinction in practice as regards stake weirs and fixed weirs, as to the openings on 

Saturdays and Sundays, S'ir R. De Burgho 1274-1277----- Particulars relative to the
period of the weekly close season for salmon fishing on the west coast of Ireland, Bennet 

° 4355-
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Weekly Close Time—continued.
] . Period of the Weekly Close Season ; it is Detrimental to the Fisheries—continued. 

4355-436°. 4403-4405------Evidence showing that the close times are strictly observed
at the Lismore weir, Currey 5471-5473----- The weekly close time is certainly detrimental
to the fishery; it is strictly observed, Foley 5941-5944----- Hardship on the proprietors
as regards the weekly close time, Little 6476, 6477----- There is no difficulty in enforcing
the weekly close season against weirs not going below low-water mark, Alcock 7031- 
7°37-

2. Violation of the Weekly Close Season:
The provisions of the Acts relative to the Saturday close time are constantly disobeyed ; 

the way to remedy this, would be to proceed according to he Scotch Acts as regards the 
penalties, Croker 465-469----- Violation of the law generally with respect to observing
the weekly close season, and frequency of the parties being prosecuted for the offence, 
Ffennell 4415-----On the Blackwater they do not observe the weekly close season at all;
witness has prosecuted them, but the penalty is so small that it does not put a stop to 
the offence at all; they do not properly keep the yearly close season, Foley 5832-5873 
------Offences against the Saturday close time should be visited with heavy penalties, 
and minimum penalties, particularly against lights and spears, ib. 6087.

See also Askerne Weir. Close Season. Foley, Mr. Gabbett, Mr. Lismore Weir, 2.
Weir Owners. Tn witness’s judgment the gentry and people of the upper portions of the 

rivers would be satisfied with such an alteration of the law as will close with the legality 
of what may be termed the quasi rights of all weir owners whose claims are sanctioned 
by a high antiquity, Sir R. De Buryho 1689-- Provided that a sufficient remedy is at
the same time afforded for the removal of those grievances of which they complain with 
respect, to the obstruction of fish to and from the fresh water, and the obstruction of the 
navigation, ib. 168g, 1690.

See also Affrays. Magistrates. Poaching, I. Prosecutions. Prostration 
of Weirs. Stake Weirs, 2.

Weirs :
1. Generally.
2. Alteration of the Laiv as to Weirs by the Act 5 <$• G Victoria.
3. Existence of Weirs in various Rivers.
4. How far Weirs obstruct the Passage of the Fish up the Rivers.
5. Prohibition of the erection of Weirs on Narrow Rivers.
6. Papers laid before the Committee.

1. Generally:
Supposing mill weirs to be legal erections, it might be possible to provide a sufficient 

passage of water over the weirs for the passage of salmon without in any way interfering 
with the efficiency of the machinery for mill purposes, 717 ‘Mahon 300----- Evidence
showing that much greater labour is required in catching the same quantity of fish at the 
weir than w’ould be required in an open place, ib. 393-402-----Witness attributes the
decline of the fisheries at first to the closing of the weirs in the rivers, Croker 435----- If
it be decided that a weir, under certain circumstances, is clearly a nuisance on a certain 
river, and on another river there be a weir under exactly similar circumstances, it ought 
to be abated ; there ought to be a summary power to do it when the principle is ascer
tained and decided in law with respect to it, Ffennell 3251-3266-----Way in which the
navmation weirs and mill weirs are prejudicial to the fishery, ib. 3613-3621——Objec
tions entertained by witness to weirs above the tideway, as the cruive dam weir, Alcock 
6916.

2. Alteration of the Laiv as to Weirs by the Act 5^6 Victoria :
Before the passing of the 5 & 6 Victoria, it could be no question at all whether the 

weir was a nuisance or not; the fact oi the weir being erected would ol itself justify the 
conviction, M‘Mahon 191-199----- By the 21st section of the 5 Sc 6 Viet., there is an
express recognition of the right to erect weirs; reserving the rights of navigation, ib. 
200-203.

3. Existence of Weirs in various Rivers:
Weirs cannot be carried across the Shannon, M‘Mahon 257----- There is only one

weir in the River Shannon that is run right across the river, and that is Mr. Gabbert’s
weir, the corporation weir, ib. 260-263----- It is called the Lax Weir, and is situated
about a mile and a half above Limerick, between Limerick and Castleconnel, ib. 
------Description of this weir with reference to the question of navigation, ib. 264- 
290----- On the small tributaries of the Shannon they of course obstruct the passage of

water, ib. 291-299----- The distance in the river to winch the weirs on the Shannonextend depends on the depth of water. Sir II. de Burgho 1173-i 184 cannon
■40. K 3 The
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Wei US —continued.
3. Existence of Weirs in various Rivers—continued.

The 10th of Charles the First, which was repealed, with other Acts, by the Act of 1842, 
had a powerful effect in keeping down stake weirs, Sir R. De Burgho 1613-----Opinion
that this Act might be profitably re-enacted in its more important provisions, ib. 1613— 
1622----- None of the weirs on the rivers of the Waterford estuary have been prosecuted
for obstructing the navigation or the fishery, Ffennell 3610-361 2----- Right claimed by
the tenants of Lord Donegal to erect stake nets in Lough Foyle, and disputes with the 
Irish Society arising therefrom, ib. 4441. 4461-4472----- There are twenty-three stake-
net weirs in fishing order in the Blackwater at the present time, Foley 5819----- They are
all liable to prosecution as being beyond the low-water mark, and injurious to the navi
gation, e7>. 5820----- It is the business of the Commissioners to take notice of them;
complaints have been made to the Commissioners respecting them, but nothing has been 
done in the matter, ib. ,5821-5827------Their answer to the complaints has been, that the
Duke of Devonshire had "reat rights in the river, and thev did not wish to come forward, 
ib. 5828.

Witness and his partner have fished the May with stake nets, and with what is called 
a stop or a still net; use of this net; reasons for considering the use of this net legal, 
Little 6183-6200-----The existence of these weirs occasions frequent disputes and riots
between the cotmen and the weir owners, Dobbyn 6597 et seq.; 6663, 6664----- All the
weirs have been prostrated at different times within witness’s knowledge, but a greater 
part of them have been put up again, ib. 6606-6609. 6610-6623. 6654-6656.

Number of stake-net weirs between Hook Tower and Waterford, Cranford 6669- 
6678-----Portion of the tideway which is fished by means of fixed nets or engines, such
as stake weirs, &c.; the fish could not be caught by any other means, ib. 6741—6758 
----- Witness recollects when the weirs were cast down by the cotmen ; the consequence 
was a sudden scarcity of salmon, ib. 6762-6768-----C )-operation of the upper proprie
tors with the cotmen to effect the removal of the stake weirs and fixed engines, with the 
view of stocking their preserves in the upper river, Alcock 6841----- Indictment preferred
against all the stake weirs in the River Suir, after the decision of the case of the Duke 
of Devonshire v. Smyth, ib. 6844-6846-----It is desirable that restrictions should be
placed on the use of stake weirs, with a view of encouraging the breed of fish, and also 
encouraging the proprietors of the upper rivers to protect the preserves, ib. 6941-----
Stake nets are absolutely illegal for salmon fishing, in rivers of Scotland; they may 
be used in the sea; this applies to all fixed engines, Right Hm. A. Rutherfurd 7268- 
7274.

4. How far Weirs obstruct the Passage of the Fish up the Rivers:
Weirs obstruct the passage of the fish or salmon going up to breed, M Mahon 291-299 

----- The greater part of the fish are shut out from the upper portion of the river; the 
mouth of the Blackwater is almost hermetically sealed by these weirs, Croker 435~439 
----- All those weirs which are in the estuaries, and which are an obstruction to the 
navigation, should be abated; opinion tiiat there is sufficient power in the Admiralty 
to effect this; the abating of these weirs would cause a great increase of fish, Sir J. 
Dombrain 2111—2142----- Objection to the J8th clause, as to the right to erect weirs in
a several fishery, Alien 4871-4877----- No obstruction is caused to the passage of the fish
by weirs; the weirs do not stop them, Alcock 6913----- The effect of weirs not going
below low-water mark is to render them much less effective as fishing engines, and not 
so likely to interfere with the navigation; witness considers it a fair line, ib. 7027-7030.

5. Prohibition of the erection of IVeirs on Narrow Rivers:
The 22d section of the 5 & 6 Viet, provides that there shall be no stake nets on the 

narrow parts of the river,M'Mahon 204----- The effect of this section is, that even where
it will not impede the navigation, if the part of the river be narrower than a certain 
width, stake nets set up there shall continue to be illegal, ib. 205, 206----- Effect of the
23d and 24th sections of the 5 & 6 Viet. c. 106, enacting that where stake weirs have 
been established for twenty yen's in one case and in another case ten years, they shall 
be considered legal, even though erected in narrow parts of rivers, ib. 207-226. 317-322 
----- Opinion that the introduction of stake nets to an unlimited extent in all the 
fisheries would have a very bad effect, more especially in the narrow rivers, Ffennell 
4454-4460. 

4
6. Papers laid before the Committee :

Correspondence between the mayors of Waterford and Mr. Drummond and Mi. 
Lucas, respecting the salmon weirs on the Rivers Suir and Barrow, Alcock 694^/" 
of weirs on the Rivers B trrow and Nore, Talbot 7225, p. 510---- -Letter from Mr.
H. R. Paine to W. Kemmis, esq., dated 27 March 1843, relative to illegal wens, App. 
37,38---- Report of W. T. Mulvany, dated 27 June 1843, on the trial ol illegal weirs

on
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IFeirs—continued.
6. Papers laid before the Committee continued.

on the River Suir, App. 43-49----- Report of J. Redmond Barry on illegal weirs in the
River Suir, dated 25 March 1845, ib. 61, 62 Letter from Mr. J. R. Barry to Mr. 
Mulvany, dated 27 March 1843, relative to the illegal weirs on the River Suir, zb. 62-----
____Letter from Mr. J. C. Walker to R. Pennefather, esq., dated 27 May 1846, relative 
to prosecutions of the owners of illegal weirs on the River Suii, ib. 76.

Report of J. Redmond Barry on the weirs illegally erected in the Suir, dated 3 June 
1846, App. 76, 77----- Letter from Mr. J. C. Walker to T. N. Redington, esq., relative to
illegal weirs on the River Suir, dated 2 February 1847, $°----- Letter from Mr. Kem-
mis to Commissioners of Public Works, dated 29 March 1847, relative to illegal weirs 
on the River Suir, ib.----- Letter from Mr. J. C. Walker to T. N. Redington, esq., dated
10 April 1847, relative to illegal weirs on the River Suir, ib. 80-----Report of Mr.
Kemmis of trials against illegal weirs on the River Suir, dated 7 August 1847, ib. 82-----
List of illegal weirs inspected by Mr. J. Ffennell upon the River Suir, dated 7 March 
1849, ib. 9‘2-

See also Abolition of Weirs. Askerne Weir. Ballina Fishery. Ballinahinck 
Weir. Bandon Biver. Bann, Upper, River. Barrow River. Black
water River. Board of Management, 1. Boyne River. Bray River. 
Breeding Grounds. Bundrowes River. Clondalane Weir. Clonderlaw Bay. 
Commissioners of Fisheries. Construction of Weirs. Cotmen. Curra River. 
Cutt’s Weir. Devonshire, Duke of. Drainage. Dunbrody Weir. Dun
cannon Weir. Employment of the Loiver Classes. Foxjord Weir. Galway 
River. Gaps. Glandelane Mill Weir. Gratings. Head or Bbb Weirs. 
Illegal Obstructions. Island Bridge Weir. Landozvners. Lax Weir. Leixlip 
Weir. Lismore Weir. Lucan Weir. Millowners. Mill Weirs. Moy 
River. Navigation. Passage Weir. Peter’s, St., Society. Poaching, I. 
Prosecutions. Prostration of Weirs. Queen’s Gaps. Removal of Weirs. 
Rights, Private.^ Riots. Scotch Weirs. Shannon River. Snap Nets. 
Sprat Nets. Spur Walls. Stake Weirs. Suir River. Supply of Salmon. 
Tax on Engines. Tide Weirs. Titles to Fisheries.

Westport District. Evidence as to the weirs and boxes in the rivers in the Westport dis
trict, Ffennell 4229-4231.

Wexford County. Return of the number, nature, periods, and results of prosecutions insti
tuted at quarter sessions in the county of Wexford, from the year 1842 inclusive, for 
offences agaist the Irish fishery laws, specifying at whose suit such prosecutions were 
instituted, and the costs and expenses attending the same, App. 112---Similar
Return of the prosecutions conducted by the sessional solicitor for the county of 
Wexford, from the year 1842 inclusive, to the month of March 1849, ib. 116.

Wicklow. Letter from II. R. Paine to Lord Eliot, dated 29 May 1843, in reference to a 
memorial of the Commissioners of the town of Wicklow, relative to illegal fishing on the 
coast of Wicklow, App. 40.

Youghal. Extract from Mr. Barry’s report from Youghal, of 29 September 1849, as to all 
laws relative to the fisheries being set at defiance there, App. 79.

See also Blackwater River. Devonshire, Duke of. Navigation, IL 1.
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